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The world of things is like the hurrying and galloping of a horse. With every 
movement, there is a change; with every moment, an alteration. What should 
you be doing? What should you not be doing? Just allow the course of natural 
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The sensory world is full of uncertainty; most perception-relevant statistics are highly 
dynamic, featuring frequently-changing patterns. Rapid adaptation to the everchanging world 
requires brain sensitivity to environmental changes and resetting of functional neural networks 
as needed. Norepinephrine (NE) is proposed to mediate this process by initiating functional 
resetting (Dayan and Yu, 2006; Sara and Bouret, 2012) via the Locus Coeruleus (LC)-NE 
system. This doctoral thesis employs pupil diameter measurements – a reliable indicator of NE 
neural activity in the LC (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Joshi et al. 2016). 
Human participants listened to sequences of adjoined 50ms tone-pips (adapted from 
Barascud et al., 2016) containing transitions from random to regular frequency patterns and 
vice-versa. Participants were instructed to detect occasionally inserted silent gaps, ensuring 
attention to the auditory stream, not the transition itself. Although both transitions (regular-to-
random and random-to-regular) are clearly detectable behaviourally and evoke strong MEG 
(Barascud et al., 2016), only violations of regularity (prediction errors) appear to elicit pupil 
responses. Noteworthily, this response is driven by pattern changes and not merely deviant 
detection. 
However, stimuli containing pattern emergences (precision increase) evoke no 
measurable pupil response; this is not due to pre-transition pupillary saturation, as transitions 
from random patterns to repeating single tones (random-to-repeating) evoke transient pupil 
dilation. Only when subjects actively reported changes in button-press did random-to-regular 
transitions evoke pupil dilations. 
Investigating the effect of task on evoked pupil responses found no response if subjects 
were not continuously tracking the sequences, e.g. with attention directed to visual or tactile 
stimuli. 
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Multiple self-replications of these findings provide robust evidence that NE release acts 
as an automatic switch, resetting the brain’s internal model of the sensory environment and 
demonstrating that the unexpected uncertainty signalling process operates over much faster 




The surrounding world is full of uncertainty and rapidly changes from one state to 
another. In order to make sense of what is happening, we need to constantly update our 
understanding of the world and remain alert to changes that occur. A major scientific mystery 
is how our brains keep updated and remain alert to these changes. By using the eye as a 
window into the brain, we discovered that norepinephrine (NE) – a neuromodulator associated 
with arousal and the fight-or-flight response – may play a key role in this process. More 
specifically, we found that people's pupil dilation - an index of norepinephrine modulation - is 
selectively sensitive to violations of both predictable and random sound patterns. This finding 
provides strong evidence that NE signals a form of surprise and may act as a 'resetting switch' 
in the brain to interrupt existing internal models of the world, and to promote learning about 
‘what’s new’ in our surroundings. This finding contributes to the theoretical framework on how 
the brain processes highly dynamic sensory information over time. 
In addition to providing confirmatory evidence for the existing theory, this doctoral 
thesis also introduced a brand-new, simple and very flexible experimental paradigm to 
investigate the NE neuromodulator system in humans. The NE system has been implicated in 
many psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders, including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s 
diseases, and Autism Spectrum Disorder. Therefore, identifying the processes that detect and 
communicate changes in the external environment, along with the specific role of the NE 
system in these processes, would be invaluable for both clinical diagnosis and scientific 
exploration.  
Previous literature has consistently found pupil diameter to be strongly correlated with 
neural activity in the locus coeruleus, the brainstem region responsible for NE generation in 
the entire brain. Here, we probed the activation of the NE system via the measurement of pupil 
diameter (pupillometry), demonstrating the robustness and convenience of this method, 
making it a very attractive and non-invasive means to study NE in human brain. This provides 
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inspiration for exploring the neuromodulator system and facilitates the transfer of knowledge 
from animal models to humans. 
Beyond its benefits to the field of neuromodulator study, this thesis also developed a 
new single-trial-based analysis which provides a new perspective on pupillometry data, raising 
the possibility of revisiting previously collected data. Chapter 2 of this thesis includes a guide 
on both pre-existing and novel pupillometry analysis methods; this is helpful for anyone who is 
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1 General Introduction 
 
Understanding how the brain makes sense of our sensory environment is a major 
challenge in neuroscience. It has been suggested that our brain perceives the world through 
inference; internal representations about the external world are constructed by predicting 
future behaviour based on preceding sensory inputs, and comparing these predictions with 
upcoming sensory input (Friston, 2005; Rao and Ballard, 1999). 
However, as the surrounding world is highly dynamic and full of uncertainty, sensory 
signals continuously fluctuate and change over time. To rapidly adapt in such a dynamic world, 
the brain needs to continuously track rapidly changing statistics in the signal surrounding us. 
The term “statistics” as used here describes a range of metrics which can be extracted from 
the signal across its various dimensions, for example, time, space, and auditory frequency 
amongst others. If the actual sensory input is inconsistent with predictions – an indication of a 
critical change-point in the environment – then the brain must modify the weights of the internal 
model about the external world to maintain the model’s accuracy, reliability and relevance. 
The locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system has been hypothesised to play a 
critical role in this updating process (Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006; Yu and 
Dayan, 2005). Specifically, phasic noradrenergic activity in the LC is believed to mediate this 
process by initiating resetting or interrupting relevant functional neural networks to effectively 
adapt to the environment. However, as reviewed below, the majority of the previous literature 
focuses on the role of the LC-NE system in tracking slowly changing statistics, providing little 
clarity on how this process is affected by behaviour. For example, does the change detection 
of this system require the brain to actively look for the changes or is it independent of the 
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decision-making process? This doctoral thesis aims to address these questions by 
investigating the sensitivity of the LC-NE system to changes in structure within very rapid 
sound sequences. As pupil dynamics have been demonstrated to be a reliable indicator of the 
neuronal activities in the LC, pupillometry is used to measure the activity of the LC-NE system 
in human brains. 
Before introducing the experimental results, this thesis opens with a review of 
theoretical and experimental studies covering how the brain is able to rapidly adapt to the ever-
changing sensory world, and in particular, how the LC-NE system is proposed to be involved 
in this process. This is followed by a review of previous studies on this role of the LC-NE 
system, with a focus on the human pupillometric evidence for the role of the phasic NE 
response. As this thesis is based on the notion that pupillometry is a means of indirectly 
measuring the LC-NE activity, there is a particular focus on the relationship between pupillary 
responses and noradrenergic activity in the brain, with a review of its reliability and a detailed 
overview on pupillometry (Chapter 2 General Methodology, p61). 
1.1 Perceiving through predictions 
1.1.1 Analysis-by-synthesis 
What is perception? For centuries, philosophers and cognitive scientists alike have 
posed, deconstructed and debated this question. Albert Bregman described the role of 
perception as a process “to take the sensory input and to derive a useful representation of 
reality from it” (Bregman, 1990). What has been clear is that deriving a representation from 
sensory information is not a passive process; sensory information does not simply flood into 
the brain. In fact, our brains may perceive the external world through continuous predictions, 
an idea first proposed by Helmholtz’s (1867) theory of unconscious inference or unbewusster 
Schluss, which explains visual perception as the result of unconscious inferences drawn from 
a combination of knowledge and prediction (Clark, 2013). Essentially, this describes how the 
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brain can predict missing or unobservable visual information to complete and interpret a scene. 
Helmholtz’s work recounts the illusion of the sun rotating around the Earth: The sun appears 
to rise and traverse the sky overhead before setting and descending below the horizon, despite 
the common knowledge that the sun remains stationary relative to the Earth’s rotation. In this 
case, the brain uses the relative motion of the sun against the apparently stationary horizon to 
infer the circular movement of the sun. From this, perception can be described as the result of 
the brain’s best guess of how the surrounding world should have to behave in order to produce 
the sensory information received. 
Importantly, this initial idea laid the foundations for the analysis-by-synthesis theory 
(Gregory, 1980; MacKay, 2003; Neisser, 1967; for review see Yuille and Kersten, 2006). This 
theory proposed that the brain does not perceive by building a bottom-up model of the world 
through aggregation of sensory cues, but rather starts from a top-down concept-driven internal 
model which predicts the most likely situations given the sensory input (Chater et al., 2006; 
Neisser, 1967; Yuille and Kersten, 2006) 
The understanding of perception as the interaction between sensory stimuli and 
experience-based expectation was then further established by McClelland and Rumelhart 
(1981). In their seminal paper, participants were presented with processing features (lines and 
contours) forming letters, which in turn comprise words. McClelland and Rumelhart found that 
when letters form a word, participants were able to identify letters faster than when letters were 
situated in a non-word without semantic context, suggesting that letter perception is a meeting 
of bottom-up and top-down information. 
This finding further inspired machine learning scientists. One such innovation was the 
“Helmholtz Machine” (Dayan et al., 1995; Dayan and Hinton, 1996; Hinton and Zemel, 1994), 
an early example of an artificial neural network that did not require the experimenter to classify 
training data in advance. Instead, it must first learn how to generate the incoming data for itself. 
An example of the application of this idea is a simple multilayer model described by Hinton and 
Salakhutdinov (2006) used to identify handwritten digits. The model contained three layers of 
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feature detectors trained on 60,000 unlabelled images of handwritten digits. Instead of starting 
to classify the images directly, the model learned a probabilistic generative model to produce 
such images for itself by “adjust[ing] the weights on the top-down connections so as to 
maximise the probability that the network would generate the training data” (Hinton, 2007a, 
p428). This model’s performance on handwriting identification was impressive and exceeded 
all standard artificial neural networks (Hinton, 2007a, 2007b; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; 
Nair and Hinton, 2006). Predominantly, this simple machine learning model mastered this digit 
identification task in a way that mirrors that of the human brain, which also uses “the strategy 
of using top-down connections to try to generate, using world knowledge, a kind of virtual 
version of the sensory data via a deep multilevel cascade” (Clark, 2016, p. 25). It is this strategy 
that lies at the heart of hierarchical predictive coding to perception (Clark, 2016; Friston, 2005; 
Lee and Mumford, 2003; Rao and Ballard, 1999). 
1.1.2 Predictive Coding 
The concept and the name of predictive coding draw its inspiration from data 
compression for signal processing (Clark, 2016; see Shi and Sun, 2017 for a history of data 
compression predictive coding). In digital computer images, one unit – a pixel – often has a 
relationship with its neighbouring pixels and can be predicted if missing or corrupted. As a 
result, large images which would normally occupy a sizable amount of computer storage space 
can be compressed through examining the relationships and variations between the pixels 
themselves, and therefore storing the image as a smaller computer file codifying only the 
unexpected variations; in the context of neuroscience, these variations are prediction errors 
(reviewed in detail below). 
In neuroscience, the apparent prevailing theory of perception is that the brain 
constructs an internal hierarchical generative model of the external sensory world. The 
predictive coding theory suggests that, to ensure that this model is representative of the 
external world, the brain continuously predicts the likelihoods of future sensory input and then 
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tests the predictions against the actual sensory input (Clark, 2016; Friston, 2005; Lee and 
Mumford, 2003; Rao and Ballard, 1999). This concept combines top-down probabilistic 
generative models which continuously produce predictions of the incoming sensory 
information. Any residual unpredicted elements – prediction errors – direct the flow of 
information through the system. 
According to this theory, the brain is structured hierarchically, and perception is 
assumed to be a continuous process running concurrently across multiple levels of the neural 
processing hierarchy in the brain (Friston, 2005, 2008, 2010). The predictions generated on 
each level have different time scales – short-term and long-term predictions – that are assumed 
to increase along with hierarchical organisation in the cortex (Kiebel et al., 2009). Here, it is 
proposed that upper layers produce predictions and propagate these downwards, while lower 
layers relay observations of actual sensory input upwards (Bastos et al., 2012; Friston, 2005; 
Rao and Ballard, 1999); if the internal models are consistent with the sensory input, then each 
layer of neural processing is trying to predict the upcoming sensory information for the layer 
below itself and also receiving a feed-forward connection conveying the actual sensory 
information (Friston, 2010, 2005; see also Heilbron and Chait (2017) for a review on 
arrangements in the auditory cortex). 
If a bottom-up message does not match the top-down prediction, this mismatch induces 
a prediction error. As such, prediction errors are placeholders for unpredicted and unexplained 
information, signalling the surprise triggered by the discrepancy between prediction and reality 
(Friston, 2005, 2010). At the same time, to minimise the prediction error, the brain needs to 
continuously update existing models or select new models to minimise the difference between 
its predictions about the sensory input and the actual sensory input in order to adapt the 
internal model to the external world. 
If the predictive coding theory is correct, the brain’s primary objective is to infer the 
underlying causes of the sensory input by evolving models to minimise surprise, with the 
objective of producing successful predictions to interact with the world. This provides a system 
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in which the sensory input is used as a form of feedback from reality. In other words, instead 
of considering the brain as a passive encoder of the world’s state, predictive coding sees the 
brain as an active, predictive synthesiser which is supervised with feedback from sensory 
input. In this way, the processing overheads and workloads are much reduced as it avoids 
facsimileing the world with unnecessarily rich details but still manages to capture the potentially 
important differences between the prediction based on the preceding input and the actual 
ongoing sensory signal. 
Precision 
In this noisy ever-changing world, the balance between top-down and bottom-up 
influences must adjust dynamically depending on context. In some situations, like holding a 
conversation in a noisy pub, the sensory input is very much noise-dominated as much of the 
dialogue is masked by background noise – often to the extent of being completely drowned 
out – so detailed prior knowledge and contextual expectation greatly improve the interpretation 
of such input. In contrast, when listening to a single speaker in a quiet auditorium, the sensory 
input is clear and reliable thus it would be better to let the sensory input take the lead. 
Therefore, the context-varying reliability of the current sensory environment guides behaviour 
and moderates decisions to be more top-down expectation-driven or bottom-up input-driven. 
Under the framework of predictive coding, how would the brain handle this problem? Here, it 
would have to continuously estimate and re-estimate its own sensory uncertainty or confidence 
of the current sensory input and reprocess those estimations to modulate the impact of 
prediction error signals. 
In other words, prediction errors are weighted by their reliability – quantified as the 
inverse variance of the sensory input. This measure of the estimated reliability is termed 
“precision”; greater precision signifies higher reliability, enhanced confidence and reduced 
uncertainty in the current sensory input and begets higher gain on the relevant error units 
(Feldman and Friston, 2010; Friston, 2005, 2010). According to Feldman and Friston (2010), 
if the sensory input is very precise (for example, a regularly repeating melody), any unexpected 
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signal would result in a heavily weighted prediction error, and the inference would be 
dominated by the bottom-up sensory information. In other words, when sensory input is highly 
predictable, predictions are very reliable. Hence any signal violating the prediction would be 
surprising and indicate a need to prioritise sensory input for further processing. On the other 
hand, if the sensory input is of low precision and high uncertainty (for example, a tone 
sequence with random frequencies) a prediction error should be down-weighted, and the 
inference would be dominated by top-down expectation. Ultimately, this means that the impact 
of a prediction error varies according to its precision. This precision weighting thus suggests 
that top-down predictions integrate information from both the content and the perceived 
confidence of lower-level presentations (Friston et al., 2012, p. 238). 
This hypothesis has been used to explain attention under the predictive coding 
framework (Feldman and Friston, 2010). Attention is hypothesised to balance the top-down 
and bottom-up interaction by controlling synaptic gain on the neural units signalling prediction 
error, the prediction error units. More specifically, the degree of synaptic gain is proposed to 
have a positive correlation with the precision of sensory information. Neurologically, the 
optimisation of synaptic gain has been thought to be mediated by the cholinergic system (Yu 
and Dayan, 2005; see the following section for more discussion). The precision-weighting 
prediction theory and its implications for attention will be discussed subsequently. 
1.1.3 Patterns in the world 
Apophenia refers to the tendency to attribute meanings to meaningless noise, or say, 
finding meaningful patterns in meaningless noise. For example, the “man in the moon” 
phenomenon is the perception of a face on an inanimate object. This concept has been 
traditionally ascribed to an error in perception, but there are suggestions that this is a 
misattribution: Apophenia may not be a flaw in the human brain after all but reflects a universal 
human tendency to find patterns in sensory input. 
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As mentioned previously, the concept of predictive coding was successfully employed 
in the field of signal processing to store images more effectively by exploiting patterns in signals 
to create predictions and signal discrepancies as prediction errors. In some way, data 
compression is quite a fitting analogy for the world. Both are highly structured, with many levels 
of patterns across multiple dimensions. Patterns can be described as discernible regularities 
with elements repeating predictably. The word “pattern” originated from the French patron, 
which refers to “something serving as a model”. Meanwhile, the Chinese equivalent, 紋, can 
depict wood veins, silk threads or ripples, touching on the universality of patterns in nature and 
the human-made. This is especially evident in visual scenes which exhibit multiple levels of 
recursive elements; a natural scene like a forest is composed of trees, with trunks, branches, 
and leaves, while a human-made scene like a city contains buildings, with walls, windows and 
window panes. 
Predictability in sounds 
The ubiquity of patterns is also particularly evident in the auditory domain. The 
presence of predictable elements can be found across different dimensions (spectrum and 
time) and at all levels (e.g. across different time scales) of natural sounds (McDermott et al., 
2009), and can be visualised with spectrograms (Figure 1.1). The frequency content and 
texture appear as coloured bands and some signature features – such as the crackles and 
pops of a fire – appear as bands traversing the spectrogram. Sounds generated for 
communication between animals normally have a temporal structure that carries critical 
information or a signature. One such example is the nocturnal calls made by insects which 
exhibit temporal regularity. In humans, instrumental music displays similar characteristics, with 
melodies composed of repeating and evolving sequences. 
Animal vocalisations, especially human speech, are constructed from sequences of 
patterns exhibiting fluctuating degrees of variability, and thus can be decomposed into units 
with static or distributed relationships (Redington and Chater, 1997). For instance, upcoming 
words would be more predictable given a preceding context (e.g. see the review Elman, 2009), 
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which is particularly helpful when holding distorted conversations over crackly telephone lines 
or understanding speech in noisy situations where some words are completely masked. Due 
to the probabilistic nature of language, rarely is a spoken utterance completely unpredictable; 





Figure 1.1 Spectrograms of examples of natural sounds. Sound examples were downloaded from 
www.zapsplat.com. 
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Sensitivity to the statistical structures in human language: Statistical learning 
One rather fiting example that demonstrates the presence of predictable patterns in 
auditory input and the remarkable sensitivity of the brain to such patterns is human language. 
Spoken language is a continuous sequence of words. Typically, there is no clear boundary 
between words, thus raising the question of how infants manage to segment words and learn 
languages. Here, the statistical properties of language are particularly useful for word 
segmentation. Take a simple example in English, the two-word sequence pretty baby: In 
speech to young infants, the syllable pre- is followed by -tty with a high probability (80%, 
Saffran, 2003), while the probability that -tty is followed by ba- is extremely low (0.03%, 
Saffran, 2003). Hence, these are statistical cues which can be leveraged to designate word 
boundaries, and the ability to extract such statistical structures might be key to language 
acquisition. 
In a seminal study (Saffran et al., 1996), 8-month-old infants listened to a continuous 
syllable stream consisting of four three-syllable “words” – sets of three syllables with a high 
probability in the stream (e.g. “golabu”) – presented in a random order (e.g. 
golabupabikututibubabupugolabu…) for 2 minutes. Even with this short exposure, infants 
could discriminate familiar words from non-words. In this artificial speech, the “words” are 
present but word boundaries unmarked. The only cues to word boundaries are the statistical 
properties of the syllable sequence. Thus, to succeed in this task, the infants must track the 
statistical properties of the syllables. 
Further studies have shown that human adults, young children and infants are all 
capable of transitional computing probabilities among adjacent syllables in rapidly presented 
streams of speech, and of using these statistics to group syllables into word-like units (Fitch 
and Hauser, 2004; Hauser et al., 2001; Saffran et al., 2008; see more in a recent review Saffran 
and Kirkham, 2018). Moreover, this ability to learn the statistical structures in a continuous 
sequence, termed as statistical learning, is not purely a linguistic mechanism but widely 
available in sensory processing, for example, auditory pure tones (Saffran et al., 1999), visual 
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shapes (Fiser and Aslin, 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2005; Kirkham et al., 2002; Turk-Browne et al., 
2005, 2008) and even tactile stimuli (Conway et al., 2010). Moreover, by employing the Artificial 
Grammar Learning (Reber, 1967) paradigm, non-human animals, such as various types of 
monkeys (Fitch and Hauser, 2004; Hauser et al., 2001; Milne et al., 2017; Saffran et al., 2008; 
Wilson et al., 2013) have also demonstrated this striking ability to acquire statistical structures. 
1.1.4 Evidence for predictive coding 
By taking advantage of the fact that well-ordered and predictable elements pervade the 
surrounding world, predictions can spur learning and structural knowledge. Following this, the 
predictive coding paradigm envisages the brain as a predictive regularity detector, 
continuously capturing regularities within incoming signals and learning how future signals are 
most likely to behave. Therefore, the encoding of regularities is an essential task of predictive 
processes, constituting a cornerstone of perception (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005; Hohwy, 2013). 
In audition, the concept of regularity describes “a repeating property of a sound 
sequence” (Winkler et al., 2009, p553). However, regularity is not limited to the simple 
repetitions of sound, or deterministic rules like “short tones are followed by a low tone” (as in 
Paavilainen et al., 2007), but could also represent abstract relationships like transitional 
probability in statistical learning (e.g. Saffran et al., 1996, as reviewed in the previous session), 
and even more complex stochastic patterns (Barascud et al., 2016; detail will be reviewed 
later). It is thus unsurprising that regularity encoding has been extensively studied in the last 
two decades, serving well to highlight our remarkable ability to extract and represent patterns. 
Although the precise neural mechanism of regularity encoding is yet unclear, the idea 
that the brain continuously and effortlessly extracts structures from the surrounding 
environment to predict future events has been widely accepted (Barascud et al., 2016; 
Denham and Winkler, 2006; Schröger et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2009; see more in recent 
reviews, Denham and Winkler, 2017; Heilbron and Chait, 2017). Particularly, the predictive 
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coding framework has been found to explain possibly well the most well-studied neural 
signature of error processing, namely the mismatch negativity. 
Mismatch negativity 
Mismatch Negativity (MMN) is an electrophysiological brain response evoked by an 
unexpected event (Garrido et al., 2009; Näätänen et al., 1978, 2007; Schröger et al., 2007). A 
typical experiment presents participants with a series of frequently-occurring and expected 
stimuli (“standards”). Occasionally, an unexpected or oddball stimulus (“deviant”) is presented, 
resulting in an evoked response that can be recorded non-invasively with electrophysiological 
techniques (e.g. EEG and MEG) as a component of the event-related potential. The MMN is a 
difference wave computed by subtracting the response to the standard stimulus from the 
response to the deviant stimulus, peaking at 100-250ms after the onset of the deviant, in the 
temporal and frontal areas of topographic scalp maps (Sams et al., 1985). Thus, the presence 
of MMN demonstrates the detection of violation of expectation and allows the indirect 
conclusion that the brain has extracted the corresponding information differing standard and 
deviant from the signal (Näätänen and Winkler, 1999; Schröger et al., 2007). 
A brief review on regularities known to elicit the MMN 
The unexpected event can be the occurrence of an unexpected stimulus which typically 
differs from the standards in their basic physical features, such as sound frequency, intensity 
or spatial localisation (for review see Näätänen et al., 2010, 2007). Moreover, the elicitation of 
the MMN is not limited to physical property violations of individual tones but encompasses 
violations in the relationships between tones, which was first shown by Saarinen et al. (1992). 
In that study, the regularity was manifested as a frequency relationship between pairs of tones; 
the standards were pairs of tones with ascending frequency, and the deviants with descending 
or constant frequency. 
Additionally, the elicitation of the MMN can be extended to violations of more complex 
standards, for example, in Paavilainen et al. (2007) where one feature of a stimulus is defined 
by a different feature of a preceding stimulus. Paavilainen et al. presented a tone sequence 
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composed of either long or short duration tones which could be either high or low in frequency. 
The standard tones obeyed the relationship “long tones are followed by high tones, and short 
tones are followed by low tones”, while deviant tones were randomly inserted to violate this. 
As with most of the studies in the field, this paradigm can indicate whether the rule (like 
“long tones are followed by high tones”) has been extracted by the listeners. However, a 
shortcoming exists in that only one rule features in experimental blocks (Bendixen et al., 2008), 
and thus the process of learning the regularities itself cannot be captured. In a later study, 
Bendixen et al. (2008) employed a dynamic experimental paradigm where multiple rules were 
used. As in the previous experiment, the stimulus started with a sequence of standard tones 
following a rule (Rule A). Later, this rule was violated by inserting a random sequence of tones. 
After a while, the stimulus became a sequence of standards tones following an unpredictable 
rule; this could either be the original rule (Rule A), or a different novel rule like Rule B. This 
paradigm is called the roving-standard approach (Cowan et al., 1993) and models a dynamic 
situation where rules continuously emerge and vanish (Bendixen et al., 2007). Even with this 
more complex stimulus, the MMN response was still observed in EEG recording, despite 
participants being unaware of the presence of regularities. 
Furthermore, a few studies have introduced degrees of variability into the distribution 
of standards, for example, intensity (Winkler et al., 1990), tone duration (Cheng et al., 2010) 
and frequency (Garrido et al., 2013); the given feature was varied within a certain range, and 
whenever a deviant with a feature outside of this range was presented, an MMN response was 
observed. Garrido et al. (2013) used a stochastic sequence of pure tones where the 
frequencies of the tones were selected from a narrow or broad distribution, both centred at 
500Hz with standard deviations of 0.5 and 1.5 octaves respectively. Occasionally embedded 
were two types of probe tones, a standard probe with a frequency equal to the mean of the 
distribution (i.e. 500 Hz), or an odd probe with a frequency two octaves above the mean (i.e. 
2000 Hz). While listening to the sound stream, participants were asked to report changes in 
the luminance of a fixation cross. Half of the visual changes were accompanied by a deviant 
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probe tone. In the stimuli with the narrow context, this probe tone was an outlier to the 
distribution of other tones, while with the broad context, the probe was less likely to be an 
outlier. It was found that the deviant probe evoked faster responses to the luminance changes 
in the visual task and larger MMN responses when it was embedded in the narrow context, 
suggesting that even simple statistics like the variance of the frequency distribution can be 
encoded. 
Nevertheless, as highlighted by Heilbron and Chait (2017), one of the most intriguing 
(MMN-related) facts is that the MMN is also evoked by the absence of an expected stimulus 
(for example, Yabe et al., 1997). This was observed as “one of the most remarkable properties 
of the auditory system” (Wacongne et al., 2012, p. 3671) and interpreted as strong evidence 
for predictive coding as “the auditory system [acquires] an internal model of regularities in 
auditory inputs, including abstract ones, that are used to generate weighted predictions about 
the incoming stimuli” (Wacongne et al., 2012, p. 3671). This surprising effect can also be 
succinctly explained as an indicator of prediction error in the process, whereby the presence 
of an incoming signal was strongly predicted but its absence flagged an error. 
Automaticity 
Another feature of the MMN response is that it is irrespective of attention; this has been 
widely demonstrated (e.g., Näätänen, 1992; Näätänen et al., 1993, 1978). The MMN response 
can be measured when the listener is distracted from the stimulus by performing unrelated 
tasks, not performing any tasks at all, during non-attentive states such as sleep (Atienza et al., 
1997; Sallinen et al., 1994), or even in a coma (Fischer et al., 1999; Morlet and Fischer, 2013). 
Thus, this response is considered largely pre-attentive, suggesting that the encoding of 
regularities in the ongoing signals is an automatic process without attentive action. 
Due to the limited processing capacity of the brain, it is impossible to constantly devote 
full attention to every detail in the surrounding environment. As such, the process of 
automatically extracting regularities plays a crucial role in our ability to detect and rapidly 
respond to changes in the environment, a factor critical to survival. This enables the monitoring 
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of the surrounding environment without the need for constant attention, thereby serving as an 
“early warning device” and rapidly directing attention to new objects and events in the 
environment. 
1.2 Capturing the element of surprise 
1.2.1 Uncertainty in the dynamic world 
As discussed previously, according to the predictive coding, when novel information is 
received, beliefs are updated in proportion to the discrepancy between expectation and reality, 
called the prediction error. Unexpected signals may indicate an abrupt change in the 
environment and carry critical, survival-relevant, information; thus, the aim is to capture the 
element of surprise and act upon it. 
In reality, most perceptually-relevant environmental statistics are highly dynamic, 
changing from one pattern to another. Optimised performance requires rapid and accurate 
updates to internal models of the external environment, particularly in unstable situations. 
However, this is a complex task. Samples extracted from unstable sources must be 
weighted by their relevance; after a change in the environment’s underlying statistics, newer 
samples are more relevant than older samples as they better reflect the new environment and 
accordingly would allow better predictions of the future. In a Bayesian statistical framework, 
optimal inferences and predictions from unreliable observations in a rapidly changing 
environment require the representation and manipulation of different forms of uncertainty. This 
uncertainty can be employed advantageously while learning (Behrens et al., 2007; Yu and 
Dayan, 2005), allowing the weighting of new and old samples when updating internal models 
and beliefs – a form of novelty detection which includes the quantification and appreciation of 
the probability that the underlying statistics have changed at each time point (Yu and Dayan, 
2005). 
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The identification of the source of the prediction error is critical for learners in order to 
effectively weigh new and old samples when updating internal models. Is the error merely due 
to random fluctuations in the environment, or an important indication of change in the 
surroundings? 
Stochastic changes, or noise, can be considered as expected uncertainty in the 
sensory input, and leveraged to further develop the internal model about the surrounding 
environment. This form of uncertainty is an inherent property of the sensory input and can be 
fully predicted even when all outcomes are unknown. For example (Yu and Dayan, 2005), 
deciding whether to carry an umbrella requires integrating and analysing many samples of 
information, which may come from weather forecasts, glance out of a window, and yesterday’s 
weather. Occasionally, the weather forecast may be inaccurate, and this possibility is an 
expected uncertainty. However, if the forecast suddenly becomes increasing inaccurate, then 
this is an unexpected uncertainty, and seeking alternative sources would be prudent. 
This unexpected uncertainty indicates an abrupt event which violates the expectation 
based on the preceding input. It can also be considered as a form of surprise (Dayan and Yu, 
2006), indicating that a critical change-point has just occurred and the existing internal 
presentation about the ongoing signal is no longer valid. Considering the potential significance 
of such abrupt changes, unexpected uncertainty should be associated with (possibly 
automatic) responses to invalidate and disconnect from the out-dated models, and then 
promote learning for new models, in order to keep the internal model accurate and up-to-date. 
This can be employed to control the weights of new samples as further evidence of a change 
accumulates. Unexpected uncertainty is a label to indicate a sample which is surprising in the 
face of previously learnt contextual associations and regularities, even after accounting for 
expected uncertainties. 
Expected vs unexpected uncertainty 
While both expected and unexpected uncertainty play complementary roles in 
representing the external world, they signal completely different information and differ in their 
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fundamental statistical nature. Both are hypothesised to decrease the weight of top-down 
information on representational inference, but expected uncertainty arises from the known 
unreliability of predictive relationships within a familiar environment, indicating that the external 
environment is as unstable as the internal model predicts. On the other hand, unexpected 
uncertainty is an abrupt event induced by contextual changes in the environment that produce 
sensory observations strongly violating top-down expectations.  
Unexpected uncertainty also differs in its influence on learning rate (Behrens et al., 
2007; Nassar et al., 2010; Yu and Dayan, 2005): the degree at which that new information 
integrates with the old by changing the weights for each update epoch. To optimise inferences, 
not only does the brain need to track statistics in ongoing sensory signals, but also adapt its 
learning rate accordingly. 
1.2.2 The Locus Coeruleus-Norepinephrine System 
Achieving optimal inferences and learning requires the brain to track the statistics which 
underpin the sensory environment and to rapidly adapt internal models accordingly, especially 
when facing rapidly changing and unexpected signals. 
Having established the importance of identifying unexpected uncertainty, how is this 
registered by the brain? A strong candidate has been proposed to be the neuromodulator 
norepinephrine (NE; also known as noradrenaline) (Baxter and Chiba, 1999; Bouret and Sara, 
2005; Dayan and Yu, 2003; Gu, 2002; Posner and Petersen, 1990; Robbins and Everitt, 1995; 
Sara and Bouret, 2012; Sarter and Bruno, 1997; Yu and Dayan, 2005). Once something in the 
environment has changed unexpectedly, NE is proposed to “facilitate task-driven phasic 
behaviours and promote selective behaviour responses” (Rajkowski et al., 2004) by delivering 
a functional resetting signal (Bouret and Sara, 2005) to the rest of the brain. According to 
Bouret and Sara (2005), “a functional reset” is triggered by sensory evidence showing that the 
brain’s model of the environment is no longer valid, and induces reorganisation of the relevant 
neural networks, ensuring that expectation-based top-down influences on processing are 
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interrupted immediately, and allowing behavioural adaptation in ever-changing environments. 
Details about this hypothesis and relevant evidence will be reviewed subsequently. 
Anatomy: Widespread noradrenergic projections 
In mammals, NE is generated by the locus coeruleus (LC) which is a cluster of neurons 
located in the dorsorostral pons of the brainstem and the sole source of NE of the entire brain 
(Moore and Bloom, 1979). The extensive projections starting from the LC connect all brain 
regions (with the exception of the basal ganglia) (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Aston‐Jones 
and Cohen, 2005; Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003; Jones and Moore, 1977; Joshi et al., 2016; 
Murphy et al., 2014; Song et al., 2017). Thus, the idea that NE acts as an interrupt signal at 
transition periods is feasible; with its widespread intrusion, the LC noradrenergic (LC-NE) 
system has a capability to spread the signal across the entire brain rapidly and trigger 
potentially relevant cognitive functions, for example, decision-making and motor execution, in 
response to unexpected changes happened in the environment. 
Physiology: The two modes of LC neural activity 
Usher et al. (1999) noticed that the noradrenergic neurons of the LC have two different 
activity modes. In one of the modes, the firing rate of these neurons in the LC fluctuates around 
a certain level, while in the other mode the firing rate of the LC neurons suddenly increases 
dramatically and drop back to the baseline in a brief period (Aston-Jones et al., 1994). The 
former mode is called tonic LC activity, which means the baseline firing rate of the LC neurons, 
and it is associated with tonic NE level in the brain. The latter mode is called phasic LC activity 
which is associated with bursts of NE release in the brain. 
These two activity modes are evident in a series of early studies performed by Aston-
Jones et al.(Aston-Jones et al., 1994, 1997; Usher et al., 1999). In these studies, the activity 
of LC neurons was studied through direct neuronal recording with a simple oddball-detection 
task, in which monkeys were tasked with releasing a lever when seeing an infrequently 
appearing target while ignoring frequently-appearing distractors. Following the appearance of 
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a target and the associated decision outcome, LC neurons exhibited a strong phasic activation 
with slow tonic firing, while at most only a weak phasic response to distractors. 
This target-evoked phasic LC response has five key characteristics: Firstly, the phasic 
response is very brief, lasting around 100ms. Secondly, the phasic response normally occurs 
very rapidly under one second (e.g. Aston-Jones et al., 2000, 1997, 1994; Bouret and Sara, 
2004; Rajkowski et al., 2004; Sara and Segal, 1991; Usher et al., 1999; Vankov et al., 1995) 
and leads the relevant behavioural response by 200ms (Aston-Jones et al., 1994). Thirdly, the 
latency of the phasic response is significantly correlated with that of behavioural responses 
across trials, suggesting a tight coupling between phasic LC activity and behaviour. Fourthly, 
the magnitude of the phasic response is linked to the task performance of the trial (Aston-
Jones et al. 1994; Usher et al. 1999); better task performance (higher accuracy and quick 
response) is observed with stronger LC phasic response. Fifthly, this response evoked by the 
target is not specific to physical properties of the stimuli (Aston-Jones et al., 1997; Bouret and 
Sara, 2004). 
Meanwhile, although the precise mechanism remains unclear, NE is understood to 
mediate the neural gain of its target cortical structures by heightening neural sensitivity, in a 
process called gain modulation. For example, the application of NE in the primary auditory 
cortex leads to the simultaneous enhancement of sensory stimulus-evoked responses 
(“signal”) and reduction of background spontaneous neuronal activity (“noise”) (Foote et al., 
1983; Segal and Bloom, 1976; Waterhouse and Woodward, 1980). Thus, this boosting effect 
of NE on the signal-to-noise ratio in cortical structures (Hasselmo et al., 1997; Sara, 1985; 
Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990; Woodward et al., 1979) enables NE to act as a gate for incoming 
sensory information by determining whether the information will be further processed. This 
gating effect of NE has been reported in many areas connected with the LC (Foote et al., 
1983), including the frontal areas, hippocampus, and the thalamus. Taken this gating effect of 
NE and the task-related elicitation of the phasic LC activity together, it suggests that phasic LC 
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activity might have the ability to selectively boost the processing of relevant sensory 
information. 
The level of tonic LC activity is known to be closely associated with the level of arousal; 
the higher the tonic LC activity, the higher the level of arousal. However, the relationship 
between arousal level and behavioural performance is complex: Extremely low levels of 
arousal may result in the inability to engage with any demanding cognitive task, even resulting 
in the inability to react to factors necessary for survival, while extremely high levels of arousal 
may cause anxiety. Essentially, arousal levels at the extremes of high or low both cause poor 
task performance. In fact, previous experimental data shows that the level of tonic LC activity 
is indeed closely related to task performance; when tonic LC activity is too low, subjects tend 
to make more mistakes (Aston-Jones et al., 1992, 1996; Usher et al., 1999), however when 
tonic LC activity is too high, subjects have a greater tendency to be distracted away from the 
task at hand (Aston-Jones et al., 1996, 1997). In other words, only when the tonic LC activity 
is within an intermediate range, can optimal performance be achieved. Interestingly, phasic LC 
activity has also been found to be completely diminished when tonic LC activity is too low or 
too high; in other words, high phasic LC activity is only observable when tonic LC activity is at 
an intermediate level (Aston-Jones et al. 1994). This again highlights a close relationship 
between the phasic LC activity and the preferential processing of task-relevant stimuli, which 
in turn maintains task focus and engagement.  
In summary, the activities of the NE expressing neurons in the LC operate in two 
different modes: phasic and tonic; they are tightly coupled to the participant’s behaviour and 
task performance – a transition from a high-tonic no-phasic mode to a low-tonic high-phasic 
mode is associated with an increase in alertness and an improvement in task performance. 
Theories about the role of the LC-NE network 
Currently, there are two leading theories regarding the role of the LC-NE system in 
attention and behaviour: The adaptive gain (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005) and unexpected 
uncertainty theories (Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006; Yu and Dayan, 2005). 
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The adaptive gain theory 
According to the adaptive gain theory, LC phasic and tonic modes and task 
performance share a relationship reflecting a classic Yerkes-Dodson curve (Yerkes and 
Dodson, 1908): an extremely low tonic LC activity is associated with sleep and other low-
arousal related phenomena, while an extremely high tonic LC activity is associated with a hypo-
active status at which participants are prone to get distracted, and thus disengage with the 
default task they are performing, and in both of these two situations, phasic LC activity is 
absent; by contrast, at an intermediate level of tonic LC activity, the LC fires phasically, and 
participants can concentrate on and engage with the task that they are performing. In other 
words, phasic LC activity peaks at an intermediate level of tonic LC activity, and optimal 
performance is associated with high phasic LC activity. Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005) 
proposed that this provides a possible neural mechanism for the regulation of a balance 
between exploiting well-known options (e.g. choose a familiar dish that you know and like) and 
exploring new ones (e.g. try a new dish); this is called “exploitation-exploration balance”, which 
is a dilemma commonly involved in decision-making, especially in unfamiliar and changing 
environments (Jepma and Nieuwenhuis, 2011). Phasic LC activity is hypothesised to drive 
exploitation of the current environment or task, but if the tonic LC activity exceeds the 
intermediate level optimal for phasic LC activity, the subject tends to disengage from the 
incumbent task, and explore alternative tasks as the environment evolves. 
The unexpected uncertainty theory 
The unexpected uncertainty theory hypothesises that: (1) Tonic LC activity reflects 
uncertainty about the probability of incoming input; the greater the uncertainty in the ongoing 
input, the higher the tonic activity. (2) Phasic LC activity is hypothesised to convey a form of 
surprise to the rest of the brain to inform an abrupt, unexpected and substantial change just 
happened in the ongoing input and called for initiation of updates for the internal models 
(Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006; Yu and Dayan, 2005). 
Importantly, this relationship between NE and unexpected uncertainty agrees with the 
adaptive gain theory, providing a more specific explanation about how NE acts to optimise 
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behaviour. The unexpected uncertainty theory is also in agreement with other views of phasic 
NE response. For example, phasic NE responses have been implicated to facilitate the role of 
NE in exploitation by acting as an interrupt signal (Ego-Stengel et al., 2002) or initiating a broad 
functional reset (Bouret and Sara, 2005; see also, Dayan and Yu, 2006; Hermans et al., 2011; 
Marshall et al., 2016; Sara and Bouret, 2012). Such signal is meant to ensure that expectation-
based top-down influences on processing are interrupted immediately when the sensory 
evidence has indicated that the brain’s model of the environment is no longer valid. 
Evidence for the role of NE in unexpected uncertainty 
The early electrophysiological studies on the two modes of LC neural activity have 
shown a strong but broad indication of NE’s participation in behavioural optimisation. Since 
optimising inferential and learning processes require continuous tracking of the environment’s 
underlying statistics to rapidly adapt internal models to reflect the external world, especially 
when facing unexpected signals, how is NE involved in this process? Thus, this section 
explores the evidence for the role of NE as signalling unexpected uncertainty. 
Substantial influences on top-down and bottom-up signals 
A precondition for NE as an interrupt signal is that it should be able to influence the 
regulation of sensory information processing. Accumulating evidence has shown that NE 
satisfies this condition, for example, NE plays an inhibitory role on synaptic formation in the 
visual cortex (Parnavelas and Blue, 1982) which allows suppression of the top-down 
expectation-based signals. More recently, Kobayashi et al. (2000) reported that increases in 
NE suppress top-down signals while sparing bottom-up signals in the visual cortex, which 
provides direct evidence that NE plays an important role in mediating the balance between 
top-down expectation-based and bottom-up sensory-driven signals. 
Meanwhile, NE is also known to have an effect of promoting learning about new 
contexts (see review Gu, 2002). In primary sensory cortices, the exhaustion of NE has been 
observed with a suppression effect on experience-dependent plasticity (Bear and Singer, 
1986; Levin et al., 1988), while the increase of NE induces experience-dependent, long-lasting 
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modifications of neuronal responses (Greuel et al., 1988). These effects allow NE to revise the 
internal representations based on new experiences and promote learning of new relationships 
which contradict existing knowledge, which is consistent with the theoretical notion of 
unexpected uncertainty. 
Moreover, with its widespread neural network, NE has the capability of signalling 
changes across the whole brain at once; this makes NE well placed to rapidly coordinate the 
broad functional resetting process (Bouret & Sara, 2004). 
NE signals unexpected uncertainty 
However, NE is not the only neuromodulator that can produce these cortical effects. 
Acetylcholine (ACh) is also known to be capable of influencing top-down signals (Gil et al., 
1997; Hasselmo et al., 1996; Hsieh et al., 2000; Kimura et al., 1999) and have an effect on the 
cortical reorganisation (Ego-Stengel et al., 2001; Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998; Metherate and 
Weinberger, 1990). 
Nevertheless, ACh is not responsible for unexpected uncertainty because it has been 
found selectively engaged in tasks which involve expected, but not unexpected, uncertainty. A 
common paradigm used to investigate expected uncertainty is the probabilistic cueing 
paradigm. One example is the Posner task, in which a cue foretells the location of its 
associated target with a certain probability. Comparing trials with valid and invalid cues, 
participants process the targets with increased speed and accuracy with correct cues; the 
difference in performance increases as the validity of the cues improves, the so-called validity 
effect (Bowman et al., 1993; Downing, 1988). Here, the probability of invalid cues is a measure 
of the task’s random nature as learned by the participants, and therefore constitutes an 
expected uncertainty. Studies on rodents, primates (Phillips et al., 2000; Witte et al., 1997), 
and humans (Chiba et al., 1999; Parasuraman et al., 1992; Voytko et al., 1994; Whitehouse et 
al., 1982; Witte et al., 1997) have observed that the validity effect is anticorrelated with the 
neural activity of the ACh expressing neurons of the nucleus basalis, suggesting that ACh 
suppresses the use of invalid cues. 
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However, it is hard to capture and measure the response to unexpected uncertainty in 
the Posner task. Thus, studying unexpected uncertainty requires a different paradigm, in the 
form of another classic attentional paradigm called the attention-shifting paradigm. Participants 
must observe stimuli with certain predictive relationships, and occasionally the experimenter 
deliberately changes the relationships without informing the participants. This task allows the 
study of how participants shift attention between cues to discover the new relationships by 
themselves. For example, Devauges and Sara (1990) used a maze navigation task to 
investigate the effect of boosting NE on learning. In that study, rats must solve a sequential 
decision problem with two sets of cues – spatial and visual – that indicate which route they 
must take in order to proceed from one end of the maze to the other. After a few days of 
learning, the relevant valid cue would be suddenly switched from spatial to visual cues without 
warning. After the unexpected cue switch, rats who were treated with the NE-boosting drug 
idazoxan (Curet et al., 1987) learned to use the alternative set of cues faster than the controls 
(Devauges and Sara, 1990). More recently, McGaughy et al. (2008) found that noradrenergic, 
but not cholinergic, lesions in the rat prefrontal cortex impaired the ability to shift attention from 
one task to another. These findings suggest that while a lack of NE would result in the inability 
to switch tasks, elevated tonic NE accelerated exploring and learning of the new relationships. 
In a seminal computational study, Yu and Dayan (2005) proposed that NE is selectively 
involved in unexpected uncertainty while ACh is involved in expected uncertainty. To directly 
compare the roles of NE and ACh under a unified framework, they introduced a new task, 
combining the Posner and the attention-shift tasks – the “Extended Posner Task” – in which 
participants observe a sequence of trials, each containing a cue frame followed by a target 
frame after a variable delay, and must respond as soon as they detect the target. The cue 
frame contains a set of coloured arrows randomly pointing to left or right, with one of the arrows 
predicting the target location with a significantly higher probability than the others. As in the 
Posner task, in each trial, participants need to implicitly evaluate the cue validity of each cue 
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and predict the likelihood of the target location given with the cue; this cue validity is inversely 
correlated with the expected uncertainty. Just like the attention-shift task, a sudden change in 
the cue identity (colour) and validity (likelihood to predict the target location correctly) could 
happen without warning, and this gives rises to unexpected uncertainty. Thus, in this task, 
expected and unexpected uncertainty can be manipulated at different stages of the task. The 
model parameters representing NE and ACh were selectively active at different stages of the 
task, with NE involved in unexpected uncertainty and ACh in expected uncertainty. 
Another paradigm to model unexpected uncertainty employs a gambling task (e.g. the 
Iowa Gambling Task from Bechara et al., 1994), which requires participants to actively learn a 
series of winning probabilities and predict outcomes that return positive results. This paradigm 
has been used in a few studies (Jepma and Nieuwenhuis, 2011; Lavín et al., 2014; Payzan-
LeNestour et al., 2013; Preuschoff et al., 2011; Satterthwaite et al., 2007), where unexpected 
uncertainty was manipulated via sudden changes in the outcome probability distributions. The 
BOLD response was measured with the participant was viewing the outcomes; unexpected 
uncertainty has been found to be correlated with BOLD activity in the human left LC (Payzan-
LeNestour et al., 2013). 
Moreover, tonic BOLD activity in the brain areas that have projections from the LC, 
including the posterior cingulate cortex, bilateral postcentral gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, 
left hippocampus and left posterior insula, was found to have a significant correlation with 
unexpected uncertainty arising from the decision-making process. 
A recent human pharmacological study (Marshall et al., 2016) used prazosin – an 
inverse agonist for α-1 receptors – to investigate the influence of NE on learning rate during a 
visual pattern identification task. Prazosin has clinical applications in the treatments of high 
blood pressure and anxiety, and is orally active which is undoubtedly an advantage for 
experimental operation. In the Marshall et al. (2016) study, participants were presented with a 
series of four visual stimuli with a stimulus onset asynchrony of 1.4s, and participants reported 
the identification of each stimulus by pressing a corresponding button. A probabilistic rule 
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governed the stimulus order, which was reconfigured every 70 seconds without notification to 
the participant. Hence participants who managed to learn the underlying rules would be 
expected to respond more quickly. The authors used a computational model, the Hierarchical 
Gaussian Filter (HGF) (Mathys et al., 2014), which estimates an individual’s learning rate 
based on their response times as the trials progress. Administering a noradrenergic antagonist 
– prazosin – was indeed found to selectively impair the learning of uncertainty arising from 
changes in the environmental context. 
These experimental results provided some evidence for the unexpected uncertainty 
hypothesis: the LC-NE system plays a critical role in processing the unexpected changes in 
the ongoing sensory input, and the level of tonic LC activity might reflect uncertainty about the 
probability of incoming input. However, apart from the tonic LC activity, there is also a much 
faster component of NE signalling – phasic LC activity – which has been proposed to signal 
abrupt, unexpected changes in a much rapid scale (Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 
2006). 
This idea is in line with previous observations of phasic NE response in the form of 
novelty detection. Strong phasic LC activity has been consistently observed in direct 
recordings of LC neurons, immediately after an unexpected change in physical properties of 
sensory stimuli (Carli et al., 1983; Rajkowski et al., 1994; Sara et al., 1994). Interestingly, even 
when freely exploring in a new environment, detection of novel objects would also evoke strong 
phasic NE responses, suggesting that the effect of novelty detection on phasic NE response 
is robust and not affected no matter whether the participant remains still or is walking (Vankov 
et al., 1995). 
Also, it has been indicated an association between phasic NE responses and the P3 
component of the event-related potential (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005, 2011). P3 is an 
electrophysiological signature for conscious detection of expectation violations, and has shown 
sensitivity to novelty (Donchin et al., 1978), surprise (Verleger et al., 1994), and oddballs 
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(Pineda et al., 1997), which again supports the hypothesis that phasic NE response signals 
unexpected uncertainty. 
Recently, pupil diameter has been discovered to closely track LC-NE activity and 
therefore become a very attractive non-invasive, convenient and inexpensive means to 
investigate the human LC-NE system. Thus, the following section will focus on the relationship 
between the noradrenergic activity in the brain and pupillary responses and the evidence for 
its reliability. Afterwards, a review of evidence for phasic NE signalling unexpected uncertainty 
will be presented. 
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1.3 Pupil size as a proxy of noradrenergic activity 
1.3.1 Relationship between pupil size and LC activity 
The idea that pupil size and NE neuronal activity fluctuation in the LC are tightly 
correlated was first reported in a preliminary analysis of single cell recordings in a monkey 
target detection experiment (Rajkowski et al., 1993), where the pupil diameter baseline was 
found to strongly mirror the tonic LC firing rate, implying that changes in pupil size are closely 
linked to LC activity, with higher baseline pupil diameter (pupil is constantly large) reflecting 
high tonic activity and lower baseline pupil diameter reflecting phasic activity (as phasic activity 
is absent when tonic activity is very high) (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.2 Relationship between LC neuronal activity and pupil diameter. Tight temporal coupling between 
the firing rate of an NE-expressing neuron in the LC and pupil diameter of a monkey during a target detection 
task. Adapted from Rajkowski et al. 1993. 
In the last decade this finding has gained much traction, leading to the attractive 
possibility of employing this physiological measure as a proxy for neuromodulation and activity 
measurements in this area of the brain (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Joshi et al., 2016; 
McDougal and Gamlin, 2015; Nassar et al., 2012; Reimer et al., 2016). Recent human 
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neuroimaging investigations into fluctuations in pupil diameter and LC activity found a 
significant positive correlation between the continuous pupil diameter and blood-oxygen-level-
dependent (BOLD) activity in the rostral LC, both at rest and during task performance (Murphy 
et al., 2014). This is also supported by early human pharmacological studies, which found that 
the α2-noradrenoceptor agonist clonidine, which causes a decrease in tonic NE level by 
activating the inhibitory α2-noradrenoceptor on noradrenergic neurons in the LC, is associated 
with a decrease in baseline pupil diameter (Bitsios et al., 1998, 1996; Clifford et al., 1982; 
Fanciullacci et al., 1988; Phillips et al., 2000). On the other hand, the α2-noradrenoceptor 
antagonist yohimbine leads to enhanced tonic LC activity and has been observed with 
increased baseline pupil diameter (Morley et al., 1991; Phillips et al., 2000). 
Moreover, the inverse relationship between phasic activity and tonic activity (Usher et 
al., 1999; reviewed in the previous section) has also been observed in human pupillometric 
data, as an inverse correlation between transient pupil dilation and baseline pupil diameter 
(Gilzenrat et al., 2010): with a high pupil diameter baseline, task-relevant signals elicit small or 
no transient pupil dilation responses. However, from this, one question remains: Is this null-
effect of transient pupil dilation responses merely a reflection of the saturation effect of the 
pupil diameter? It would appear that this question has not been addressed in past literature, 
thus this thesis will directly address and describe this saturation hypothesis in detail in a later 
chapter (Chapter 5). 
Furthermore, a human electrophysiological study on the P3 component of the event-
related potential which might be a cortical electrophysiological correlate of the phasic LC 
response (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005, 2011) found that the amplitude of P3 was greater when 
the pupil diameter baseline was at an intermediate level (Murphy et al., 2011). These 
observations are consistent with human pharmacological studies, which found that the 
administration of Modafinil is characterised by high phasic LC activity – shown by functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Minzenberg et al., 2008) – and is associated with a lower 
pupil diameter baseline (Hou et al., 2005). Modafinil is a wakefulness-promoting drug which 
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increases vigilance level (Edgar and Seidel, 1997; Panckeri et al., 1996; Shelton et al., 1995), 
and importantly, it affects NE by inhibiting the NE transporter (Madras et al., 2006). 
The strong correlation between pupil size changes and LC activity has recently been 
further confirmed by Joshi et al. (2016) who investigated pupil dynamics by directly recording 
neuronal activity in the LC and many parts of the LC-NE network in macaque monkeys, 
including the inferior colliculus (IC), superior colliculus (SC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 
and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). First, they investigated the relationship between pupil 
diameter and neural spiking rate while the monkeys’ pupils were fixated passively and not 
doing any tasks, finding that spontaneous fluctuations in pupil diameter consistently correlate 
with spiking rates in all five of these brain regions, but particularly strongly in the LC and IC: 
for example, epochs with larger pupil diameters were associated with a higher baseline spiking 
rate in LC. Additionally, they found an even stronger relationship when comparing pupil 
diameter with individual neuronal spikes; in particular, the LC neurons tended to fire 305ms 
before pupil dilations. Furthermore, when examining the relationship between neuronal activity 
and pupil responses in the context of external events (for example, unexpected brief auditory 
stimuli), they discovered that unexpected auditory stimuli evoked stable transient pupil dilations, 
and importantly, amongst these five brain regions only the LC showed a reliable link with pupil 
responses on a trial-by-trial basis. This is consistent with the results of Reimer et al. (2016) 
whose work on mice demonstrated that rapid pupil dilations were closely associated by phasic 
LC activities both when the wakeful mice were still and walked. Hence, this series of findings 
highlights the reliability of pupil size as a proxy for LC activity. 
1.3.2 How does the LC-NE system mediate pupil size? 
Accumulating evidence has linked neural activity in the LC-NE system with the changes 
in the pupil size, but how does the subcortical region LC influence the eye? 
In the eye, pupil size is controlled by two sets of smooth muscles in the iris, the dilator 
and sphincter muscles, which are activated by distinct sources. The dilator muscles – which 
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dilate the pupil – receive noradrenergic input from the sympathetic nervous system, while 
sphincter muscles constrict the pupil via cholinergic input from the parasympathetic system. In 
this manner, pupil diameter is governed by the balance between the effects of these two sets 
of muscles; in other words, changes in pupil diameter is a result of interaction between the 
sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways (Einhäuser, 2017; Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 
1993; Szabadi, 2012; Widmann et al., 2018). More details about pupillometry will be given in 
Chapter 2. 
Thus far, the precise mechanism behind the regulation of the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic pathways and high-level cognition remains unclear. Particularly, despite the 
intriguing correlation between neuronal activity in the LC and the pupil diameter, the exact 
mechanism effecting this relationship is still unknown and is considered a challenge amongst 
researchers using pupil size as a measurement of the LC-NE activity (Gilzenrat et al., 2010; 
Joshi et al., 2016; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011). 
However, the LC has direct inhibitory projections to the Edinger-Westphal (EW) 
nucleus (also called the accessory oculomotor nucleus) which supplies parasympathetic nerve 
fibres to the sphincter muscles. Thus, the LC-mediated pupil dilation could be an indirect 
consequence of inhibiting the EW nucleus, which in turns inhibits pupil constriction (Beatty and 
Lucero-Wagoner, 2000; Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993). 
In addition to the inhibition of pupil constriction, a human pharmacological study found 
that the cognition-related pupil dilation is also affected by the activation of dilator muscles which 
receives inputs from the sympathetic system (Steinhauer et al., 2004). This is not 
unreasonable when considering that NE is the main mediator in the sympathetic system, with 
early studies (e.g. Elam et al., 1986) reporting correlations between activity in the LC and 
sympathetic nerves. However, there are no known candidate pathways which directly arbitrate 
this effect – one possibility is the paragigantocellularis nucleus in the ventral medulla(Hilton 
and Smith, 1984; Loewy et al., 1981; Samuels and Szabadi, 2008a, 2008b). 
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1.3.3 ACh tracks long-lasting pupil dilations during walking 
It is worth noting that NE expressed in the LC is not the only neuromodulator system 
that mediates non-luminance changes in pupil size. Acetylcholine (ACh), as noted above as a 
proposed neuromodulator for expected uncertainty, has also been known to be associated 
with pupil diameter (Reimer et al., 2016; Zaborszky et al., 2015). More specifically, in contrast 
with NE, ACh was found to be more related with pupil dilations during locomotion. This 
difference has been demonstrated by Reimer et al. (2016) on mice during stillness and walking. 
When the mice remained still, the onset of the rapid pupil dilations closely followed the phasic 
NE activity, while the correlation between the pupil dynamics and the activity in ACh expressing 
neurons was much weaker. When the mice were walking, the large, long-lasting locomotion-
related pupil dilations were accompanied by sustained ACh activity, while NE exhibited strong 
responses along with pupil dilation only when the mice were just starting to walk (Reimer et 
al., 2016). Overall, Reimer et al. (2016) noted that while sustained ACh activity followed motor 
responses more closely, the transient pupil dilations during periods of stillness – which is also 
the interest of this thesis – appeared to tightly track phasic NE activity. 
Nevertheless, this highlights that despite the strong correlation between pupil diameter 
fluctuations and LC activity, NE is not the only agent mediating this interaction, and thus 
caution should be exercised when interpreting LC-mediated pupil responses. 
1.3.4 Pupillometric evidence for the adaptive gain theory 
Notwithstanding the lack of understanding of the link between the LC and pupil 
diameter dynamics, there is an increasing wealth of evidence – gained by directly comparing 
neuronal activity in the LC and concurrently recording pupil diameter – that supports 
correlations between the two, making pupillometry a very attractive means to examine the LC-
NE system, and especially so for testing theories on the role of the LC-NE system. 
Interestingly, although the relationship between pupil and the LC activity was discovered more 
than 20 years ago (Rajkowski et al., 1993), it was only mentioned in a conference poster and 
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not widely disseminated until the authors Aston-Jones and Cohen included it in their influential 
review published in 2005, in which they also proposed their well-known adaptive gain theory. 
As noted above, according to the adaptive gain theory, the LC-NE system plays a key role in 
optimising task performance by balancing between exploitative and exploratory behaviours: 
Starting with relatively low tonic LC activity, as the tonic LC level increases, performance 
improves as participant alertness and task focus increases (more exploitative), however, once 
the tonic LC level exceeds a certain degree, the participant becomes distractible and tends to 
disengage from the default task (more exploratory), resulting in a decrease in tasks 
performance. In a direct investigation of exploitative and exploratory choices, Jepma and 
Nieuwenhuis (2011) used a four-armed bandit task in which human participants must 
repeatedly choose between four slot machines to maximise monetary gain. As the payoffs of 
the four machines gradually and independently vary from trial to trial, participants must balance 
between exploitative (e.g. “continue with this machine”) and exploratory choices (e.g. “try a 
different machine which might deliver higher winnings”). It was found that pre-choice pupil 
diameters (i.e. baseline pupil diameter) were larger before exploratory choices than 
exploitative choices, suggesting high tonic LC activity associated with an exploratory 
behaviour; this is a result predicted by the adaptive gain theory. 
Moreover, in several human studies, baseline pupil diameter (again, assumed to reflect 
the level of LC tonic activity) has been consistently reported to be negatively correlated with 
the behavioural performance (Eldar et al., 2013, 2016; Gilzenrat et al., 2010; Jepma and 
Nieuwenhuis, 2011). Pre-stimulus baseline pupil diameter exhibits a U-shaped relationship 
with reaction time when performing a challenging auditory detection task (i.e. quickest reaction 
times at intermediate pre-stimulus pupil diameters) in humans (Murphy et al., 2011) and mice 
(McGinley et al., 2015), in agreement with the adaptive gain theory’s notion on tonic LC activity. 
The adaptive gain theory has also been supported by multiple pharmacological (non-
pupillometry) studies in animals and humans, showing that behavioural engagement can be 
modulated by drugs targeting the LC-NE system. For example, rats and monkeys exhibited 
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increased attentional shifting and reversal learning with drugs which increase tonic NE activity 
(Lapiz et al., 2007; Lapiz and Morilak, 2006; Seu et al., 2009; Steere and Arnsten, 1997). In 
humans, cognitive flexibility was found to be associated with drug-induced high tonic NE level, 
as administration of atomoxetine – a selective NE reuptake inhibitor (Zerbe et al., 1985) which 
induces NE increase in prefrontal cortex by occupation of NE transporter (Bymaster et al., 
2002) – improved in the ability to disengage from the default task (Chamberlain et al., 2006) 
and has been used in the treatment of attention deficit hyperactive disorder. Likewise, 
enhanced social flexibility, indicated by an increase in social interaction and a reduction in self-
focus, was found to be associated with Reboxetine-induced high tonic NE activity (Tse and 
Bond, 2002). 
1.4 Pupillometric evidence for phasic NE as an 
interrupt signal 
As reviewed above, accumulating evidence from human and animals has shown that 
pupil diameter is a potential proxy of LC-NE activity in the brain, with baseline pupil diameter 
reflecting tonic LC activity and transient pupil dilation reflecting phasic LC activity. As reviewed 
at the end of the last section, human pupillometric data have provided promising evidence for 
the adaptive gain theory (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005), mainly derived from the relationship 
between baseline pupil diameter and tonic LC activity. Likewise, pupillometry is also a very 
attractive means to test the other LC theory – the unexpected uncertainty theory (Bouret and 
Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006; Yu and Dayan, 2005) which proposed that phasic NE signals 
unexpected uncertainty and delivers interrupt signals, based on the knowledge that transient 
pupil dilations can act as an indicator for phasic LC activity. Following from this, this section 
continues to review evidence for the role of NE in unexpected uncertainty with a specific focus 
on evidence from human pupillometric studies. 
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1.4.1 Phasic NE and novelty detection 
Consistent with observations of phasic NE response to unexpected external changes, 
transient pupil dilations have been long known to be evoked by deviant sensory stimuli. An 
inverse relationship between the pupil size and stimulus probability has been known for some 
time (Friedman et al., 1973; Liao et al., 2016b; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011; Qiyuan et al., 1985; 
Raisig et al., 2010). Pupil dilations in barn owls are observed to frequency and location deviants 
in an ongoing tone stream (Bala and Takahashi, 2000); in humans and monkeys, pupil dilation 
responses can be evoked by audio-visual stimuli, consisting of visual contrast differences and 
auditory intensity changes (Wang et al., 2014; Wang and Munoz, 2014). More recently, Liao 
et al. (2016b) and Wetzel et al. (2016) observed human pupil dilation evoked by oddball 
auditory stimuli embedded in a repetitive tone sequence. Moreover, under passive listening 
condition, Liao et al. (2016b) found that the amplitude of the pupil dilation response was 
associated with the contrast between the deviant and the standard stimuli: when there are two 
different deviant types – e.g. one deviant type is 2000Hz pure tone, and another type is white 
noise – embedded in the repeating standard (1000Hz pure tone) sequence, the deviant who 
is more different from the standard would evoke a larger pupil dilation response. This finding 
was consistent with Liao et al. (2016a), which demonstrated that pupil dilation varied with the 
perceived salience of brief natural sounds. 
1.4.2 Phasic NE and changes in statistics 
Data from both novelty and deviant detection studies support a model where NE reports 
unexpected environmental changes, thereby performing as an alerting system for contextual 
switches. However, in reality, sensory input and contextual switches are much more 
convoluted than repeating tone sequences with sparsely inserted deviants. 
Recently, in addition to responding to deviant stimuli, pupil size has been found to track 
changes in stimulus predictability. In Nassar et al. (2012), human participants were asked to 
predict the next number in a random sequence of numbers chosen from a Gaussian distribution 
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with a mean that changed at random intervals (change-points), in other words, the sequences 
were “generated from a change-point process” (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017). Nassar et al. 
(2012) found, as tracking complex and noisy data, when the participants realised the 
occurrence of a change-point – i.e. an unexpected uncertainty, a transient pupil size increase 
could be observed in the participants’ eye. Moreover, the transient pupil size increase was 
found to positively correlate with the change-point probability or the subject’s confidence that 
the source of the prediction error was a fundamental change-point. Considering this transient 
pupil size increase reflecting the phasic LC activity in the brain, these findings suggest that 
phasic LC activity is involved in the active sequence tracking process and it might specifically 
relate with signalling the occurrence of unexpected uncertainty in the sequence which the 
participant is actively monitoring. 
A similar finding was reported by Preuschoff et al. (2011), who instead of presenting a 
digit on a screen, presented the digit via auditory instruction. Participants were presented with 
two digits (numbered 1 through 10) in serial and before the first to-be-heard digit, they needed 
to bet which digit (first or second) would be bigger. The pupil after the first digit signals the risk 
(a form of expected uncertainty): If, after knowing the first digit is a “9”, the subject bets that 
the 1st digit is higher, the resulting risk of loss (or expectation of error) is low. Pupil response 
after the second digit signals the surprise (unexpected uncertainty): The more certain 
participants feel about the outcome, the greater the resulting surprise from a prediction error. 
Indeed, Preuschoff et al. observed a positive association between the amplitude of pupil 
dilation and the surprise (unexpected uncertainty). The usage of auditory stimuli here, instead 
of visual stimuli, greatly diminished the severe confound of pupillary light reflex from the pupil 
data. 
Krishnamurthy et al. (2017) reported similar findings with a dynamic sound-localisation 
task, a modification of the predictive inference task used previously. In this study, instead of 
tracking digits, participants were asked to continuously track sequences of sounds which came 
from different locations; the structure of these sound sequences was generated from a change-
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point process as in their previous study (Nassar et al., 2012). The locations of the sounds were 
sampled uniformly randomly along a horizontal plane, and occasionally, the mean of the 
distribution of the sampled locations suddenly changed, resulting in an unexpected change in 
the distribution of upcoming sound locations. Sporadically, the sequence would also stop, 
requiring the participants to predict and report the next sound’s (probe sound) location. Then, 
the sound would be played, with the subject expected to report its perceptual position. The 
probe sound differs in the reliability and relevance of preceding sounds with its position along 
the sequence (e.g. within a stable period or at the change-point). The authors analysed the 
tonic pupil response, which is the baseline pupil diameter before the presentation of the probe 
sound, and the phasic pupil response, which is the transient pupil dilation following the probe 
sound. They found that both of these pupil responses were affected by perceptual bias, and 
specifically, the amplitude of the transient pupil dilation was selectively strongly negatively 
correlated with prior relevance – the probability that a newly arriving information is consistent 
with recent history, or in other words positively correlated with “unexpected uncertainty” – while 
the baseline pupil diameter was strongly correlated with the reliability of the preceding sounds 
(“expected uncertainty”). This again provides evidence that the evoked pupil dilation, reflecting 
phasic NE response, express the unexpected uncertainty in the sequence which the 
participants are actively tracking. 
These human pupillometry findings all demonstrate a strong indication that LC-
mediated pupil dilations are sensitive to abrupt changes in statistics in actively-tracked stimuli, 
even when the stimuli are complex stochastic signals, and simultaneously provide evidence 
for the involvement of phasic NE response in signalling unexpected uncertainty, at least when 
the brain is actively tracking the changes in the sequence. 
1.4.3 Limitations of the previous studies 
Overall, as reviewed above, the results from many studies – drawn from direct neural 
recording, neuroimaging and pupillometry on rodents, monkeys and humans – strongly 
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implicate the tonic and phasic activity modes of the LC-NE system in modulating the influence 
of newly-arriving sensory information on internal models describing the external dynamic 
environment. However, two major questions remain. 
Firstly, is NE response only associated with perceptual judgement? Previous studies 
into the role of NE have required participants to report the changes actively. Considering the 
potential importance of unattended changes in the environment, the role of NE should not be 
limited to decision-making processes. Moreover, as the decision-making process strongly 
affects pupillometry, these paradigms result in the non-trivial confounding of perceptual 
evidence accumulation with decision-making components. 
Secondly, despite the fact that the phasic NE response has a surprisingly short latency 
(100–200ms) (e.g. Rajkowski et al., 2004; Usher et al., 1999), the paradigms used in the 
previous studies normally require perceptual judgements for every element in the sequence, 
so the presentation rate is unavoidably slow, on the order of seconds. However, if the signalling 
process of unexpected uncertainty is to provide a reliable basis for perception, considering that 
many sensory signals change much more rapidly (especially in some complex sensory 
scenarios), this signalling process must have the capability to operate over rapid timescales. 
1.5 Introduction of new stimulus to model 
uncertainty 
With a view to addressing these shortcomings, this chapter introduces and describes 
a new set of stimuli to study unexpected uncertainty, along with detailed reviews of relevant 
work and inspiration. Here we choose to use auditory stimuli to study unexpected uncertainty 
by pupillometry. There are three advantages of using auditory stimuli:  
Firstly, as reviewed at the beginning of this chapter, it is widely accepted that the human 
auditory system possesses a remarkable ability to track embedded statistics in the acoustic 
environment. Accumulating evidence has shown that human listeners can readily extract 
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complex structures from acoustic signals. This capability is understood to be a result of the 
highly-structured and pattern-driven nature of the acoustic world; the auditory system 
leverages the recurring features of these patterns to catalogue assign sources to incoming 
sensory information, allowing categorisation of future input (Bregman, 1990). These patterns 
– such as those in rain, footsteps, or language – shape the unique signatures for their sources, 
as indicated by the successes in reconstructing sound textures of natural sounds by synthetic 
models (McDermott et al., 2009, 2011, 2013) and is evident in the computational attempts to 
model natural sounds using extracted structures over different time-scales (Turner and Sahani, 
2008). The extraction of these patterns is essential to understanding the acoustic environment, 
enabling the brain to identify and segregate sounds of disparate sources from the background 
scene (Bendixen et al., 2007, 2010, 2012; Denham and Winkler, 2006; Winkler, 2007; Winkler 
et al., 2009). 
Secondly, the auditory system has shown automatic and rapid detection of changes in 
the environment. Acting as an early-warning system, the auditory system connects us 24/7 
with the external world by continuously scanning for opportunities and dangers even when we 
are not actively searching them. Learning established patterns extracted from auditory input 
enables the prediction of successive signals, and importantly, flag mismatches of expectation, 
which has been extensively indicated in many studies on MMN. 
Thirdly, using auditory stimuli can avoid effects caused by the pupillary light reflex – the 
most severe confound in pupillometry. These all inspired us to use the auditory system as a 
test-bed to investigate the NE signalling processes. 
1.5.1 Rapid tone-pip sequences conveying complex frequency 
patterns 
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the stimuli are constructed from rapid sequences of 
concatenated 50ms tone-pips (gated with 5ms raised cosine ramps) with frequencies drawn 
from a pool of 20 log-spaced values between 222–2000Hz (at 12% steps, 1/6th of an octave). 
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Random patterns (RAND) are generated by randomly sampling frequencies from the pool with 
replacement, while regularly repeating patterns (REG) are constructed by randomly selecting 
(with replacement) a number of frequencies from the pool (10 frequencies in this example) and 
then iterating that sequence to create a regularly repeating pattern (with new patterns 
generated per trial). 
Compared with RAND, REG is highly precise (i.e. the prediction based on the REG 
sequence is very reliable) and has much less variability of the sensory evidence. Thus the 
REG sequence should have a lower expected uncertainty than the RAND sequence. 
By concatenating these sequences, transitions between regular and random patterns 
can be constructed. A transition from regular to random patterns (REG-RAND) can be taken 
as a violation of regularity which should lead to an unexpected uncertainty, while the reverse 
– random to regular (RAND-REG) – can be taken as an emergence of regularity which should 
lead to a gradual decrease in expected uncertainty, or in the framework of predictive coding, 
should induce an increase in precision. 
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Figure 1.3 Representative auditory spectrograms of the stimuli used in Barascud et al. (2016).  Transition 
sequence REG-RAND (a transition from a regularly repeating pattern to a random pattern) and its no-
change control REG sequence. Transition sequence RAND-REG (from a regularly repeating pattern to a 
random pattern) and its no-change control RAND sequence. The transitions are indicated by a vertical 
dashed line. All stimuli are generated anew for each subject. The auditory spectrograms shown in this work 
were all generated with a filter bank of 1/ERB (Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth) wide channels.  
For REG-RAND, the signals are generated such that at the transition the first tone in 
the RAND sequence always violates the REG pattern. Therefore, the transition should be 
detected after the first tone in the RAND sequence. For RAND-REG, the first cycle of the 
regularity is not detectable because listeners need to wait for the repetition to detect that 
regularity is present. Therefore, the transition time is set to the onset of the second cycle of the 
regular cycle. 
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The tone duration of 50ms (20Hz) was deliberately chosen to ensure that the tempo of 
the sequences remains too rapid for the applicability of any form of reasoned decision making 
(Warren and Ackroff, 1976; Warren et al., 1991; Warren, 2008; Warren and Obusek, 1972); in 
this manner, initial perception of an emergence of regularity can be described to “pop out” from 
the ongoing stimuli and thus maintain independence from individual subjective effort. 
One of the most important advantages of this stimulus design is that it affords 
considerable flexibility in the degree of complexity of the patterns involved. The complexity 
level of the pattern can be controlled by varying the size of the frequency subset (“alphabet 
size”) from which the tones are randomly sampled. 
Most importantly, these sound sequences can provide a simplified abstract 
representation of our complicated ever-changing acoustic environment with a limited number 
of discrete frequency values. In this simplified acoustic world, there are only 20 auditory filters 
in the auditory system, and 20 possible frequencies in 50ms units. The frequencies of the 20 
tones are sufficiently spaced to allow adjacent frequencies to be distinguishable. Although the 
number of elements is not very large, it is enough to generate different frequency patterns (a 
regular or random pattern, or just a single repeating tone) with a certain degree of complexity. 
By simply concatenating different frequency patterns, changes from one pattern to another can 
be easily manipulated. 
1.5.2 A review of relevant works using this stimulus 
This set of stimuli was first developed by Chait et al. to investigate the process of 
regularity encoding (Barascud et al., 2016; Southwell et al., 2017). 
Behaviour: Rapid detection of auditory pattern changes 
In a behavioural experiment (Barascud et al., 2016), participants were instructed to 
detect transitions in REG-RAND and RAND-REG stimuli actively. The presence of a transition 
was unpredictable, as transition trials were jittered every trial and were randomly shuffled 
amongst an equal number of non-transition trials. 
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In addition to the four frequency patterns (REG, RAND, REG-RAND and RAND-REG), 
two additional patterns featured in the behavioural experiment: CONST sequences consisted 
of a single repeating (constant) tone, chosen by randomly selecting the frequency from the 
pool on each trial (Figure 1.4); STEP sequences consisted of a step change between two 
repeating tones (randomly drawn each trial) (Figure 1.4). STEP was included as it is the 
simplest form of a pattern change that can be represented in this type of rapid frequency-
varying sequences. To obtain a lower bound measure of computation time to detect the 
transition (detection time), each subject’s reaction time to STEP stimuli was employed as a 
basic reaction time to an obvious auditory change and subtracted from the reaction times to 
REG-RAND and RAND-REG changes. The transition times in STEP sequences were also 
randomly jittered in the same manner as REG-RAND and RAND-REG, and trials of STEPs 




Figure 1.4 Representative auditory spectrograms of the STEP and CONST stimuli. 
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To benchmark how much information was needed to detect these transitions, an 
unsupervised machine-learning model of auditory expectancy (Information Dynamics Of 
Music, IDyOM1, Pearce, 2005) was used to quantify the predictability of each tone-pip within 
the sequences. Given a sequence of tones, the model produces estimations of the probability 
distribution of all successive tones and outputs information content as a measure to quantify 
expectedness. 
For RAND-REG, this ideal observer model required only an additional half-cycle of the 
regular pattern to detect the emergence of regularity (Figure 1.5B), requiring 4 to 5 tones to 
discover a regular pattern of ten tones. Intriguingly, active listeners also required a similar 
number, 277ms (5.5 tones), suggesting that human listeners to need only an additional half-
cycle of a regular pattern to discover the emergence of regularity. This indicates that human 
performance is comparable with an ideal observer gifted with perfect memory and attention, 
demonstrating the remarkable ability of the human brain to detect pattern changes in rapid 
complex sound sequences. 
In theory, the violation of regularity in REG-RAND should be detectable at the first tone 
in RAND. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1.5C, the ideal observer model showed an effectively 
instantaneous detection to the transition in REG-RAND and detected at the first post-transition 
tone. The behavioural results (Figure 1.5A) showed that on average listeners needed 155ms 
(3.1 tones), more sluggish than the ideal observer. The disparity in performance lagging by 
100ms (2 tones) was statistically significant. 
Currently, it is unclear why human listeners show such a disparity in performance, 
slower by more than three tones than the model when detecting the violation of the regularity, 
                                               
 
1 More details about the model is available on  https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/idyom-project  
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while showing ideal-observer performance when detecting the emergence of regularity. One 
possibility for this difference is that compared to the detection of regularity emergence, the 
process of violation detection might involve extra process(es) in addition to sensory evidence 
accumulation, such as some manner of checking process to ensure that the learned regularity 
has indeed been violated and avoid over-reaction to unimportant fluctuations in the sensory 
environment. 
 
Figure 1.5 Behavioural and modelling results for REG-RAND and RAND-REG. Both transitions are equally 
well detectable, and human listeners detected them as quickly as an ideal observer model (IDyOM). [A] 
Average reaction time and reaction time distribution. [B] Model result showing the average information 
content for each tone for RAND-REG with varying repeating regularity lengths (REG5, REG10, REG15, 
REG20 with lengths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 respectively) are also presented. Regardless of the regularity length, 
the model could detect the emergence of regularity after only one cycle and four tones. Shaded error bars 
are two standard deviations from the mean. [C] Model result is showing the average information content for 
each tone for various REG-RAND transitions. The model detected all REG-RAND transitions immediately 
after the first RAND tone. Again, shaded error bars are two standard deviations from the mean. Reproduced 
from Barascud et al. (2016). 
MEG and fMRI brain responses to rapid sequences 
MEG brain responses of naive passive listeners showed similar patterns in the 
transition detection latency. In the MEG experiment, a group of new participants naïve to the 
auditory stimuli were presented with the same stimuli (REG-RAND, RAND-REG and their 
controls) while distracted from the sound by performing an incidental visual task: participants 
were tasked with reporting repeated images amongst groups of three landscape photographs. 
The measured brain responses can, therefore, be taken as reflecting largely automatic 
processes. 
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Generally, the brain activity evoked by both transitions (Figure 1.6) is characterised by 
large-scale DC shifts, on which responses to individual tones (20 Hz) are superimposed. 
Evoked responses consist of an onset peak (M100) at around 100ms post-onset, and 
subsequent rise to a sustained response and offset response is observed shortly after the end 
of the sequence. The mean response to the transition from random to regular pattern 
commences about 250ms after the transition and is manifested as a gradual increase in 
amplitude (over 250ms; 5 tones) and a subsequent plateau. This reveals that the passive 
listener’s brain also only needs a half-cycle to detect the emergence of regularity, which echoes 
the active behavioural and ideal-observer modelling results.  
The response to the violation of regularity (REG-RAND) was characterised by an MMN-
like response (a small power increase around 150ms post-transition; Figure 1.6A top), followed 
by a sharp decrease in DC power which occurs immediately after the MMN response. The 
response to REG-RAND started to diverge from its control over 200-250ms (4-5 tones) post-
transition, which, consistent with the active behavioural result, was significantly slower than 
the ideal observer’s performance. This lag in response to REG-RAND was also visible at a 
single trial level (Figure 1.6B), and very consistent across trials with a peak value around 
250ms. The response to the emergence of regularity (RAND-REG) was found to be associated 
with a gradual and substantial increase in large-scale, sustained cortical response (Figure 
1.6A). This pattern of cortical responses to these two transitions was very interesting for three 
main reasons. 
Firstly, both types of transitions evoked cortical responses which significantly 
differentiated from their corresponding no-change controls after the transition. This 
demonstrated that the brain is very sensitive to these changes in the patterns under passive 
listening condition. This might also reflect that listeners could automatically extract patterns 
and detect both transitions cortically, even when they were engaged in a change-irrelevant 
and relatively distracting task. 
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Secondly, the detection of the emergence of regularity was manifested as an increase 
in the sustained response, thus it could not be attributed to a low-level effect like neural 
adaptation, because in the studies of evoked potentials, adaptation effects were commonly 
observed as an attenuated response (Megela and Teyler, 1979; review see Pérez-González 
and Malmierca, 2014). Barascud et al (2016) suggested that while the sharp decrease in 
amplitude of the sustained response reflected the brain’s detection of violation of regularity 
and involved error-signal indicating the sudden change in the internal model, the increased DC 
response for regular patterns was hypothesized to reflect the activation of a highly active top-
down network that turns on when the brain discovers the sensory signal is predictable and 
persists until the brain disconnects this model following unexpected uncertainty. 
Although the exact cause of this increase in the sustained cortical response for regular 
patterns as observed in MEG and EEG responses remains unclear, Barascud et al. (2016) 
suggested that it might reflect an increase in the predictability of the sensory input, indicating 
that tones in regular patterns are more predictable than those in random patterns. Southwell 
et al. (2017) provided three possibilities: The first possibility is that this regularity-associated 
cortical response enhancement might be due to an increase in synaptic inhibition rather than 
excitation, as these techniques cannot dissociate the two. Natan et al. (2015) supported this 
hypothesis, finding that inhibitory neurons in the primary auditory cortex play a critical role in 
encoding repeated sounds. The second possibility is that this sustained response reflects a 
distinct process or a combination of multiple processes, which may include learning or 
matching with memories as the source reconstruction result. The third possibility is that this 
amplitude increase is related to gain (increased neural sensitivity) in the relevant prediction 
error units activated by the regular pattern, but this precision-weighting process operates 




Figure 1.6 MEG responses to REG-RAND and RAND-REG. [A] The plots show mean responses (root-mean-
square across auditory channels; 13 participants) of brain responses to REG-RAND (top panel) and RAND-
REG (bottom panel) conditions, along with their respective no-change controls. The figures show the entire 
stimulus-epoch, from stimulus onset (−2.5s) to offset (2.5s). Shaded areas around the curves represent 
twice the standard error of the mean, computed with bootstrap resampling. [B] Single-trial data from a 
representative participant for REG-RAND (top) and RAND-REG (bottom). In each panel, on the left, the 
raster plots show the single trial data for each condition. The warmer the colour, the greater the MEG 
response. On the right, the histograms show the distribution of the temporal jitter in transition responses. 
The temporal jitter within each trial was estimated by cross-correlating the single trial root-mean-square 
time course with a descending (for REG-RAND) and ascending (for RAND-REG) Heaviside step function. 
The lags that gave the maximum correlation value for each trial are plotted in the histograms. Reproduced 
from Barascud et al. (2016). 
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Thirdly, the amplitude of the sustained response appears to be associated with the 
expected uncertainty carried by the sound sequence, or in the framework of predictive coding, 
the precision. Barascud et al. (2016) investigated cortical responses to sequences with varying 
complexity; for regular sequences the length of the cyclical pattern was varied, and for random 
sequences the alphabet size (number of different frequencies that the next tone could be 
randomly drawn from) was varied. Figure 1.7 shows the MEG responses to REG5, REG10, 
REG15 (regular repeating cycles with 5, 10 or 15 different tones respectively) (Figure 1.7A) 
and RAND5, RAND10, RAND15 (random tone sequences composed of 5, 10 or 15 different 
tones respectively) (Figure 1-7B), along with the response to RAND20 which has the highest 
expected uncertainty in this set of stimuli. The pattern of cortical responses demonstrated that 
the brain is sensitive to pattern structures, whether regular or random, as highlighted by the 
differentiated responses to REG5 and RAND5 (Figure 1.7C). Furthermore, the brain is 
sensitive to pattern complexity as manipulated by the alphabet size, as there are clear 
contrasts between the responses to REG5 and REG10 (Figure 1.7A and Figure 1.7B). This 
pattern was later replicated in EEG by Southwell et al. (2017) and also observed in another 
MEG study using artificial auditory scenes, constructed from layers of regular and/or random 
tone-pip streams (Sohoglu and Chait, 2016). Importantly, the relationship of the two sequence 
parameters – pattern structure and alphabet size – with the amplitude of the sustained 
response can be explained by expected uncertainty. For example, when comparing RAND5 (a 
random sequence composed of five different tones) and RAND10 (a random sequence 
composed of 10 different tones), RAND5 has a lower expected uncertainty, and accordingly, 
the response to RAND5 indeed has a greater amplitude (Figure 1.7B). Comparing REG5 and 
RAND5, REG5 has a lower expected uncertainty, and its resulting response also has a greater 
amplitude (Figure 1.7C). Thus, there is a patent possibility that the amplitude of the sustained 
response reflects the degree of expected uncertainty in the ongoing sensory signal, with 
smaller expected uncertainties eliciting the greatest sustained cortical response amplitudes. 
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Figure 1.7 MEG responses to REG or RAND sequences with different alphabet sizes. [A] Mean responses 
(root-mean-square across auditory channels) to the regular sequences with different alphabet sizes: REG5, 
REG10, and REG15, compared to RAND20. Shaded areas around the curves represent twice the standard 
error of the mean, computed with bootstrap resampling. [B] Mean responses to the random sequences with 
different alphabet sizes: RAND5, RAND10, RAND15, and RAND20. [C] MEG responses to REG5, REG10, 
and REG15 (identical to those plotted in [A]) are plotted with their corresponding RAND sequences (RAND5, 
RAND10, RAND15) along with RAND20. The responses to the REG sequences are plotted in the colours 
identical to that in [A], and the corresponding RAND sequences are plotted in grey, with the RAND20 
sequence is plotted in black. Reproduced from Barascud et al. (2016). 
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The MEG source localisation result (see Barascud et al., 2016, for details) showed that 
the regularity extraction process involves an increased activity in a network consisting of the 
auditory cortex (AC, bilaterally), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, right side only) in the frontal cortex 
and hippocampus (bilaterally). The AC and right IFG have been consistently reported to be 
part of the network for the MMN (Garrido et al., 2009; Molholm et al., 2005; Opitz et al., 2002). 
The observed activity in the IFG was interpreted as an integral part of the predictive network 
associated with implicit learning and detecting changes in the ongoing sound sequences 
(Buchsbaum et al., 2005; de Vries et al., 2009; Gazzaley and Nobre, 2012; Makuuchi et al., 
2009; Petersson et al., 2004; Ranganath et al., 2004; Zatorre et al., 1994). The hippocampus 
is considered to be involved in the integration of complex temporal patterns in audition (Geiser 
et al., 2014) and statistical learning (Covington et al., 2018) in other modalities, like vision 
(Turk-Browne et al., 2009, 2010). 
The fMRI BOLD result further confirmed the involvement of AC and IFG in the process 
tracking statistics in the REG and RAND sequences. Considering the temporal limitation of the 
fMRI, this activation pattern was predominately associated with the sustained part in the MEG 
responses to REG and RAND, rather than the short evidence accumulation period indicated 
as a gradual increase in the MEG response. The BOLD responses to the REG and RAND 
revealed a very similar activation pattern, along Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and planum temporale 
(PT) bilaterally. The contrast REG minus RAND also showed IFG activation but only significant 
in the left hemisphere. 
These results suggest that the process of tracking rapidly evolving statistical structure 
in the sound sequences might be performed by a network comprised of the auditory cortex 
and frontal sources like IFG. This AC-IFG network is in line with the MMN literature in which 
the AC-IFG network has been shown to best explain the MMN generation (Chennu et al., 2016; 
Garrido et al., 2008, 2009, Phillips et al., 2015, 2016). The activation of IFG is also commonly 
observed along with the violation of complex artificial grammar under both passive implicit and 
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active explicit learning conditions (de Vries et al., 2009; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Petersson et 
al., 2004). 
1.5.3 Further exploration of the statistical tracking process 
Using these sound sequences, previous works (Barascud et al., 2016; Southwell et al., 
2017) have primarily investigated how the cortical portions of the neural network tracks 
sequence statistics in auditory stimuli. Here, this study aims to further explore this statistical 
tracking process and extend investigations to the subcortical regions; more specifically, 
whether the LC is involved in the processing of auditory pattern transitions of this type. 
Based on the functional imaging results reviewed above, this study proposes that the 
emergence and violation of regularity are processed in distinctly differently manners by the 
subcortical regions. Figure 1.8 illustrates a hypothesis describing a model for the processing 
of emergences of regularity under passive listening conditions. The onset of the random 
(RAND) sequence initiates the statistical tracking network of the cortex, which includes the 
auditory cortex (AC) and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). The AC-IFG network continuously 
tracks statistics in the rapid sound sequence and forms the internal model for the RAND pattern 
with growing expected uncertainty. This process can be observed as a gradual increase in the 
cortical response followed by an acoustic onset response in Barascud et al. (2016). Continuing 
with statistical tracking, the AC-IFG network maintains the internal model for the RAND pattern, 
and this pattern encoding process can be observed as a sustained cortical response with a 
relatively low amplitude, as low amplitudes are hypothesised to reflect the high expected 
uncertainty – or low precision – in the RAND pattern (Barascud et al. 2016). The statistical 
tracking process continues, and as the sequence transitions into the REG pattern, the AC-IFG 
network accumulates sensory evidence for the new pattern. Meanwhile, the internal model is 
gradually being updated, and the expected uncertainty gradually decreases as the highly 
precise regularity emerges; MEG results have revealed this process as a gradual increase in 
the sustained response. Once sufficient statistics have been accumulated, the internal model 
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for the REG pattern is continuously maintained by the AC-IFG loop which can be observed as 
a sustained MEG response with a relatively high amplitude reflecting the small expected 
uncertainty of the REG model. The discovery of a new patterns can thus be described as a 
non-stop process of continuous updates of internal models, with the expected uncertainty 
changing accordingly. 
Figure 1.9 illustrates our working hypothesis for the processing of violations of 
regularity during passive listening. In a similar manner to the onset of the random sequence, 
the onset of the regular (REG) sequence should also initiate the AC-IFG statistical tracking 
network in the cortex. This network continuously tracks the statistics conveyed in the sequence 
and forms the internal model for the REG pattern with a relatively low expected uncertainty. 
The low expected uncertainty is associated with the relatively high sustained cortical response 
in MEG results (Barascud et al. 2016). With the advent of the random (RAND) pattern, the first 
tone in this new random pattern violates the precise regular pattern; this sensory signal falls 
outside of the existent model for the REG pattern and can be automatically detected by the 
AC-IFG network, which generates an MMN component observed in the cortical response 
(Barascud et al. 2016). The AC then activates the subcortical LC, which in turn activates a 
phasic NE response to deliver an interrupt signal to the rest of the brain, indicating that an 
abrupt violation of the existent model has just occurred and that an immediate disconnect from 
the existent internal model is required. The sharp decrease in the MEG response following the 
MMN component might be a reflection of this process. If this set of hypotheses is true, then 
based on previous works which show that the phasic LC response can be reliably observed in 
transition pupil dilation responses, it can be reasonably expected that this disconnect process 
should potentially be observed as a transient pupil dilation shortly after the REG-RAND 
transition even during passive listening. 
This thesis will also include the STEP transition, which features the violation of 
repetition by introducing a deviant frequency, thus leading to novelty detection. As reviewed in 
the previous section, it has been well-established that deviant sensory stimuli evoke phasic 
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LC-NE responses and corresponding robust transient pupil dilation responses (Liao et al. 
2016b, Wetzel et al. 2016). So far, according to current knowledge, no pulmometry studies 
have investigated transitions in rapid and complex auditory frequency pattern sequences. Thus, 
pupillary responses to the STEP transition will be employed as a benchmark for the sensitivity 
of the LC-NE system to changes in this type of stimuli. 
The experiments which will be described in the following chapters of this thesis will 
provide a compelling test of the unexpected uncertainty theory – Dayan and Yu’s model of the 
NE signalling of unexpected uncertainty in sensory signals. As illustrated in the hypotheses of 
the present study, transient pupil dilations are expected shortly after the STEP and REG-RAND 
transitions associated with unexpected uncertainty, but no pupil dilation after the RAND-REG 
transition, despite the fact that these transitions are all clearly perceptually detectable. 
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Figure 1.8 Hypothetical schematics for the processing of emergences of regularity (RAND-REG). The MEG 
response for the sequence changing from a random to a regular pattern is plotted at the bottom (adapted 
from Barascud et al. 2016). The entire process can be divided into four stages (indicated as four columns 
from left to right): (1) The cortical portion of the sequence statistical tracking network includes the auditory 
cortex (AC) and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Starting from sequence onset, this network continuously 
tracks and gradually learns the statistics of the initial random (RAND) sequence, forming the internal model 
for the RAND pattern with increasing expected uncertainty (shown as a red circle). The expected 
uncertainty is illustrated as the shaded area surrounding the circle. This process can be observed as a 
gradual increase in the cortical response followed by an acoustic onset response. (2) The network continues 
tracking the statistics to maintain the accuracy of the internal model (illustrated as a solid red circle with the 
growing shaded red area). (3) After the transition, the AC-IFG network continues tracking the sequence 
and accumulates sensory evidence for the new regular (REG) pattern. On discovery of the new pattern, the 
internal model is gradually updated, and expected uncertainty gradually decreases as the highly precise 
regularity emerges. This is observed as a gradual increase in the sustained response to the MEG result. (4) 
Once sufficient statistical information has been accumulated, the REG pattern is continuously encoded by 
the AC-IFG loop in a process which can be observed as a sustained MEG response with a higher amplitude; 
the relatively low expected uncertainty of the internal model of the REG pattern is reflected in this higher 
amplitude. The discovery of new patterns is an unceasing process of delivering updates to the internal model, 
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during which the expected uncertainty changes accordingly.
 
Figure 1.9 Hypothetical schematics for the processing of violations of regularity (REG-RAND).The MEG 
response for the sequence changing from a regular to a random pattern is plotted at the bottom (identical 
to that in Figure 1-6, adapted from Barascud et al. 2016). The entire process can be divided into (at least) 
five stages (indicated as five columns from left to right): (1) Starting from the sequence onset, the AC-IFG 
network gradually learns the statistics in the initial regular (REG) sequence, and continuously maintains the 
accuracy of the internal model (illustrated as a blue circle with small shaded surrounding area). (3) As the 
first tone of the new random pattern violates the regular pattern, this sensory signal fall outside of the existent 
model (indicated as a yellow triangle), and thus is an unexpected uncertainty. It is detected by the AC-IFG 
network, evoking an MMN component in the cortical response (as highlighted in the MEG result at the 
bottom of this figure). (4) The AC then conveys the appearance of this unexpected uncertainty to the 
subcortical LC, which in turn evokes a phasic NE response to deliver an interrupt signal to the rest of the 
brain, indicating the occurrence of a fundamental change in the sensory signal and initiating the disconnect 
from the existent internal model. The phasic NE response then causes an observable transient pupil dilation 
response. (5) The AC-IFG network continues learning and forming the new model for the RAND pattern 
(illustrated as a solid red circle with large shaded area). 
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1.6 Outline of this thesis 
This thesis includes a series of seven human pupillometry experiments, in which the 
neural activity in the LC was indexed by changes in participants’ pupil sizes while listening to 
these stimuli. If the NE system does operate over rapid timescales, then pupil dilation – and 
NE release – would occur after hearing transitions from regular to random patterns (REG-
RAND) but exhibit no response to transitions from random to regular patterns (RAND-REG). 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of the pupillometry paradigm used in all seven 
experiments of this thesis. It opens with a brief review of cognition-related pupillary responses, 
including selected anatomical and physiological background on how pupil size changes, how 
the measurement of pupil diameter is conducted, and importantly, the major methodological 
challenges that must be considered when designing, collecting and interpreting pupillometric 
data. Following this, the experimental design is detailed, with a focus on how the measurement, 
analysis and presentation of pupil responses in the present study. Furthermore, a discussion 
on the limitations of standard pupil diameter analysis techniques introduces a new analysis 
method to provide complementary information about the evoked pupil responses. 
The data collected from all seven experiments are presented and discussed in the 
chapters that follow (Chapters 3 to 7). 
Chapter 3 presents pupillometric data from the first experiment, where pupillary 
responses to the rapid complex sequences described previously are measured, with 
participants not actively tracking the changes but instead performing a change-irrelevant task. 
The task used here is an auditory gap detection task, in which participants must continuously 
monitor the sequences and detect incidental silent gaps embedded within; occurrences of 
silent gaps are irrelevant to the changes. The purpose of this task is to maintain subject 
alertness and ensure the participants listen to the sequences without actively seeking and 
detecting the transitions. This chapter is devoted to introducing this new paradigm for studying 
unexpected uncertainty, with a focus on examining the gap detection task. 
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Following this, a series of control experiments seek to verify these results, and examine 
and preclude several alternative explanations. Chapter 4 thus focuses on pupillary responses 
to the violation of regularity (REG-RAND). The experiment detailed in Chapter 4 aims to verify 
that pupil responses evoked by the transitions were driven by pattern changes and not mere 
deviant detection. 
Chapter 5 focuses on pupillary responses to the emergence of regularity (RAND-REG) 
and examines how the pupillary response is influenced by the complexity level of the emerging 
regularity. 
Chapter 6 investigates whether and how behaviour affects the statistical tracking 
process. Unlike all the previous experiments in this thesis, the participants are asked to actively 
detect and report the transitions in the sequences. 
Chapter 7 explores the effect of the tasks on the evoked pupil dilation responses. Like 
the gap detection task used previously, the tasks investigated in this chapter are all irrelevant 
to the transitions; three additional passive listening tasks are introduced, with attention directed 
to different modalities in each of the three (auditory, visual, or tactile). 
Chapter 8 presents a general discussion examining the finding of this thesis. 
Outstanding and new questions raised by the findings of this series of experiments, and 





2 General Methodology 
 
2.1 Pupillometry 
In the 1960s, the measurement of pupil diameter in psychology – in short, pupillometry 
– was established after the publication of three seminal studies (Hess and Polt, 1960, 1960; 
Kahneman and Beatty, 1966). Since then, this method has been employed as a useful tool to 
explore fluctuations in various higher-level cognitive processing systems. In the 1980s, 
advances in measurement technology fully automated continuous recordings of pupil diameter, 
further boosting interest in pupillometry; a literature search in Web of Science yields more than 
5000 relevant papers published over the last 57 years (1960-2017). 
2.1.1 Changes in pupil size: anatomy and physiology 
Visual perception begins at the pupil: light’s entryway into the eye. The iris mediates 
this ingress of light by varying the diameter of the pupil through balancing interactions between 
the dilator (sympathetic, noradrenergic; mydriasis, meaning pupil dilation) and the sphincter 
(parasympathetic, cholinergic; miosis, meaning pupil constriction) muscles (Figure 2.1). 
The primary objectives of regulating pupil size are to respond to changes in illumination 
(Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993) and to attain maximum visual acuity during 
accommodation (Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993). The first task – also known as the 
pupillary light reflex (Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993) – is well understood and believed to 
regulate the trade-off between sensitivity and sharpness for the optimization of image quality 
(Campbell and Gregory, 1960; Laughlin, 1992). 
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Figure 2.1 Dilator and Sphincter muscles within the iris. The dilator muscle (also known as radial muscle) 
receives noradrenergic input (NE) from the sympathetic nervous system, and the sphincter muscle (also 
known as the circular muscle) receives cholinergic input (ACh) from the parasympathetic nervous system. 
The balance between the activation of the dilator and sphincter muscles control the changes in pupil size. 
There are other fluctuations of pupil size which do not serve those primary purposes; 
while there is no apparent purpose to these tiny changes, small enough to have no visual 
impact, they appear to correlate with cognitive and mental factors, including arousal (Bradley 
et al., 2008; Hess and Polt, 1960; Libby et al., 1973; Murphy et al., 2011), information 
processing load (e.g. Hess and Polt, 1960; Hoeks and Levelt, 1993; Kahneman and Beatty, 
1966; Klingner et al., 2011), decision-making (e.g. de Gee et al., 2014; Einhäuser et al., 2010, 
2008) and memory (Goldinger and Papesh, 2012; Naber et al., 2013) amongst others 
(Einhäuser, 2017; Laeng et al., 2012). As such, the underlying common neural circuitry linking 
these cognitive functions and their influence on pupil size is an area of intense interest. 
Although the neural substrate mediating these cognition-related pupil dilations is not as well-
known as the light reflex, the LC-NE system has been thought to be associated with the 
regulation of pupillary responses (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Joshi et al., 2016; Rajkowski 
et al., 1993; Samuels and Szabadi, 2008a, 2008b) (see Chapter 1). 
The evoked cognition-related pupillary responses comprise of two components, the 
early and late components which account for the initial dilation and subsequent contraction 
phases respectively. The early component, lasting for under a second, is caused by the 
inhibition of the parasympathetic system resulting in the relaxing of pupillary contraction 
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muscles leading to mydriasis. Appearing after this, the late component is due to the activation 
of the sympathetic system which leads to contraction of the dilator muscles and thus causes 
miosis (Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993; Steinhauer and Hakerem, 1992). 
Typically, the pupil diameter varies between 1.5mm in bright light and 9mm in complete 
darkness (according to the most recent review, Eckstein et al., 2017). Compared to these 
luminance-based changes, cognition-related pupil dilations are tiny, normally less than 0.5mm 
(Beatty, 1982; Sirois and Brisson, 2014); nonetheless, this is usually measurable under 
constant luminance with modern eyetrackers. 
2.1.2 Methodological challenges 
In a similar manner to event-related brain potential responses, identifying and 
distinguishing event-related pupillary responses involves repetition of the event multiple times 
until signal-processing methods can raise the signal-to-noise ratio sufficiently for analysis. 
Dating back to the 1960s, pupillometry studies have suffered from low sampling rates (e.g. 
1Hz achieved by photographing the eye once per second) and a small number of trials 
(generally under five trials per condition per participant) (e.g. Hess and Polt, 1960; Kahneman 
and Beatty, 1966). Presently, pupil responses can be measured inexpensively, conveniently 
and non-invasively by video-based eye-tracking with high temporal resolution and sampling 
rates (up to 2000Hz), and enhanced signal-to-noise ratios (e.g. tens of trials per condition). 
Despite these advances, designing well-controlled studies to produce robust cognitive 
interpretations from pupillometry still requires overcoming various challenges (Holmqvist et al., 
2011). The most significant of these is the light reflex as mentioned previously. Pupil diameter 
has a strong light dependency, and variations can result in pupil diameter changes by up to 
50% (Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 1993; Newman et al., 2008). Hence, the luminance of the 
stimuli and the ambient lighting of the experimental environment are factors which must be 
carefully controlled by employing isoluminant stimuli and ensuring static environmental 
illumination. Moreover, considering that the cognition-related pupil dilation is larger in moderate 
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light than in complete darkness (Steinhauer et al., 2004), it is recommended to conduct 
experiments in a moderately and constantly lit room. 
Another confound is the effect of changes in gaze position on the pupillary image, also 
known as pupil foreshortening error. With a fixed eye tracking camera recording a spherical 
eye, if the eye rotates away from the centre, the recorded pupillary image would appear to 
become elliptical. This causes its area and diameter, from the camera’s perspective, to shrink 
by as much as 10% (Hayes and Petrov, 2016); this is a significant effect, as cognitive effects 
rarely elicit pupil diameter changes of more than 5%. The customary technique uses eye 
fixation to avoid this, often achieved by instructing participants to continuously fixate their gaze 
at a fixation mark (SR research, 2010, p28). To help avoid pupil position changes caused by 
head movements, commercial eye-tracking systems (like those from Eyelink and Tobii) are 
accompanied by a chin-rest stand which helps participants to stabilise their head position. 
Another issue to be addressed by experimental design is the prolonged stimulus 
duration and inter-trial interval (ITI). This is due to the relative slow evolution of the pupillary 
responses (e.g. Hayes and Petrov, 2016; Murphy et al., 2011). For the light reflex, the pupil 
can take up to 1.5 seconds to reach maximum constriction after a sudden flash (Loewenfeld 
and Lowenstein, 1993), and when tracking slow changes in luminance, the pupil responds with 
a lag of around one second (Yellin et al., 2015). In cognition-related pupillometry studies, the 
dynamics of the pupil response vary across studies depending on the nature and difficulty of 
the task. The fact that the peak pupillary response lags behind the stimulus by around one to 
two seconds necessitates longer baseline and stimulus durations. Additionally, as the 
resolution of the evoked pupil dilation is on the order of seconds, Hoeks and Levelt (1993) 
recommend an inter-trial interval of six to ten seconds to allow the pupil diameter return to the 
baseline. Hence, despite the facility to measure pupil diameters at the sub-millisecond time 
scale, most studies still employ relatively slow stimulation with a relatively large separation 
between stimuli. 
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Apart from these task-related confounds, there are also a variety of participant-related 
confounds that researchers must be aware of. For example, baseline pupil diameters change 
with age, which are correlated with changes in cerebral levels of NE (Herlenius and 
Lagercrantz, 2001). According to the Eckstein et al.’s review on eyetracking (Eckstein et al., 
2017), pupil diameter (measured in dim light) increases rapidly from 5.5 mm in 1-month olds 
to 7mm in 10-year olds, plateaus around 7.5 mm at the age of 11-15 years, and then slowly 
but persistently shrinks reaching around 4.5 mm in 80-year olds (Loewenfeld and Lowenstein, 
1993; MacLachlan and Howland, 2002). Thus, it is also important to ensure participants have 
similar ages. 
In addition to age, pupil diameter is also affected, for example, by wakefulness, anxiety 
level, and use of pharmacological agents that affect NE levels (e.g. caffeine, marijuana). Thus, 
in the present study, before testing, participants were reminded to ensure good rest, asked if 
they have taken any medication recently, and provided with a friendly testing environment to 
help reduce anxiety. 
These methodological confounds have been carefully considered and handled in the 
present study. Subsequent sections of this chapter describe the general experimental design 
common throughout all six experiments, explaining the collection and analysis of pupil data. 
Any differences within individual experiments are highlighted in dedicated sections of the Data 
chapter. 
2.2 Apparatus and procedure 
2.2.1 Participants 
The experimental procedures were approved by the Research Ethics Committee of 
University College London. Participants were provided written informed consent and were paid 
for their participation. All reported normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and 
no history of neurological disorders. 
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2.2.2 Stimuli  
Since this thesis focuses at the pupillary responses to the transitions, it is important 
that there is sufficient time between sequence onset and the transition, and between the 
transition and sequence offset to allow the relatively slow evolution of the pupillary responses 
to fully develop. Therefore, the sequences were 5 to 7 seconds long (between 100 and 140 
tones) with the transition time varied randomly between 2.5–3.5 seconds after sequence onset, 
ensuring that the post-transition sequence was least two seconds long. Both pre- and post-
transition sequence lengths were longer than those in the previous MEG study (Barascud et 
al., 2016). 
In Experiment 1, results showed that the evoked pupillary response needed more than 
two seconds to resolve. Thus, all subsequent experiments extend the post-transition sequence 
by one second, producing a sequence length of between 6–7.5 seconds and a post-transition 
sequence was of at least three seconds long. 
2.2.3 Procedure 
Participants sat in front of a monitor at a viewing distance of 60cm in a dimly lit and 
acoustically shielded room (IAC triple walled sound-attenuating booth), with their head fixed 
on a chinrest. Before starting the experiment, participants adjusted the table height for comfort 
using electronic controls. 
Pupil responses were recorded while presenting auditory stimuli diotically through the 
headphones. The details of the tasks and stimuli featuring in each experiment are explained 
in each experiments’ respective sections. 
Participants were instructed to continuously fixate at a persistent white cross presented 
at the centre of the screen against a black background. The visual display remained the same 
throughout. To avoid confounding effects from the pupillary light reflex, the luminance of the 
screen and the ambient illuminance of the experimental room were kept constant throughout 
the experiment. 
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Participants were instructed to respond – by pressing a keyboard button – as quickly 
as possible after detecting the target (varies based on the task, for details see each 
experiments’ section). Visual feedback was provided at the end of each sequence and 
displayed for 400ms at the centre of the screen, with a green tick indicating correct responses 
and a red cross indicating incorrect responses. Trials in which participants missed a response 
or responded with a false positive were excluded from analysis. 
Stimuli were presented in a randomised order with an inter-trial interval (ITI) of five to 
seven seconds, sufficient to allow the pupil dilation to resolve after each trial (Hoeks and Levelt, 
1993). 
To reduce fatigue, stimuli were presented in blocks limited to eight minutes in length 
and participants were asked to take a short break of around three to eight minutes after each 
block. 
Prior experimental experience has shown that experiments should not exceed one hour 
in length to ensure smooth, high-quality pupillometry data collection and avoid the loss of data 
through the fatigue-induced increase in blink rate, and the need to rouse and confirm the 
wakefulness of participants. In this thesis, Experiments 1, 5 and 7 contain four consecutive 
blocks, for a total of approximately 45 minutes (including instruction and breaks). However, the 
other four experiments contain more stimulus conditions, requiring more than 60 minutes to 
complete if running blocks consecutively. Hence, to reduce fatigue, participants were asked to 
rest longer between blocks: In order to efficiently use the experimental facilities during these 
extended breaks, two participants were interleaved between blocks: one rested while the other 
completed the block. Therefore, participants typically had over 10 minutes rest between blocks, 
extending the overall experimental session to just below three hours. 
2.2.4 Pupil size measurement 
An infrared eye-tracking camera (Eyelink 1000 Desktop Mount, SR Research Ltd.), 
positioned just below the monitor, continuously tracked gaze positions and recorded pupil 
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diameters, focusing binocularly at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The standard five-point 
calibration procedure for the Eyelink system was conducted prior to each experimental block, 
and participants were instructed to avoid any head movement after calibration. A 24 inch 
monitor (BENQ XL2420T) with resolution of 1920x1080 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz 
presented the fixation cross and feedback. 
Blocks were started by the participants themselves by pressing a keyboard button to 
indicate their readiness; this was followed by a 10 second pause before the presentation of 
auditory sequences. 
Participants were instructed to blink naturally during the experiment. They were also 
encouraged to rest their eyes briefly during inter-trial intervals. Prior to each trial, the eye-
tracker automatically checked that the participants’ eyes were open and fixated appropriately; 
trials would not start unless this was confirmed.  
2.3 Pupil size analysis 
2.3.1 Pre-processing 
Choosing eye 
Since pupillary responses are correlated across both eyes (see review Wade and 
Tatler, 2011, and see the example in Figure 2.2), by default, only the left eye was analysed, 





Figure 2.2 The consensual nature of pupillary responses. Example of continuous pupil data from both eyes 
are presented on the top (left eye) and bottom (right eye) panels. This 100 second interval is taken from 
Subject S1’s first block from Experiment 1B. Blinks have been treated as missing data, shown as breaks in 
this figure. 
Epoching 
To measure pupil dilation responses evoked by transitions in STEP, REG-RAND and 
RAND-REG signals, the pupil data of each trial were epoched from one second before the 
transition through to the offset of the sequence. 
Excessive blinks or any stimulus-related changes in blink rate can cause confounds 
which complicate the interpretation of the results. Thus, the rate of blink occurrence as a 
function of time relative to the transition time was examined to explore these effects. Taking 
Experiment 1A as an example, the average blink rate (Figure 2.3A) starts to increase when 
approaching the stimulus offset. Thus, pupil diameter data was truncated to two seconds 
(Experiment 1) or three seconds (all other experiments) post-transition. This cutoff is 
comfortably beyond the time needed to detect the transitions, corroborated by behavioural 
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(see Barascud et al., 2016, and behavioural results in the following chapter) and MEG (Figure 
1.6, Barascud et al., 2016) results. 
Non-transition conditions (CONST, REG, and RAND) were epoched in a similar 
manner but using ‘dummy’ transition times: the time at which a transition would have occurred 
in their associated transition condition. 
Normalisation and Baseline correction 
The EyeLink 1000 system records pupil diameters in arbitrary units in the range of 400 
to 16000 units, at a precision of 1 unit, which translates to a range of 3–9mm, accounting for 
participants’ individual differences (Hayes and Petrov, 2016). According to the EyeLink 1000 
User Manual (SR research, 2010), this arbitrary unit is uncalibrated and susceptible to 
influence from the tracking set-up and calibration at the beginning of each block. Thus, to 
compare the results across blocks, conditions and participants, the pupil data during epochs 
within each block were normalized to z-score by:  
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃 − 𝑃𝑃
𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃
(1) 
where 𝑃𝑃 is all epoched pupil data within the block, 𝑃𝑃 and 𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃 are the mean and standard 
deviation of 𝑃𝑃 respectively. 
A baseline correction was then applied by subtracting the median pupil size of the pre-
transition baseline. The median is a common choice for pupil data to avoid the undesirable 
contributions of outliers. 
Smoothing 




Intervals where the eye tracker detected full eye closure were automatically treated as 
missing data (Figure 2.5A). Trials with more than 50% missing from the epoch were excluded 
from analysis. Across all experiments, on average each participant had less than two rejected 
trial. Data from participants with excessive blink rates (see Participant exclusion criteria for 
details) were omitted from the analysis. 
In addition to these full eye blinks, partial eye closures were also treated as missing 
data. These are characterised by a rapid drop by more than 1 z-score of pupil diameter, 
followed by a rapid rise back to a pre-closure value within 500ms (arbitrarily selected by visual 
inspection); these events were located by the MATLAB function ‘findpeaks’. The missing data 
(including 150ms before and after) were recovered with shape-preserving piecewise cubic 







Figure 2.3 Pre-processing for pupil diameter. [A] Average blink rate (example from Experiment 1B). Solid 
lines with different colours represent average blink rate for each condition. Blink rates for all conditions start 
to increase towards stimulus offset. [B] Half-blink removal. The grey curve shows the original data of a single 
trial, with a partial eye closure (also called ‘half blink’), and the black curve shows the cleaned result after 
blink removal and interpolation. [C] Gaze location for participant exclusion. Blue crosses indicate the mean 
gaze locations for each participant, and the dashed red rectangle represents three standard deviations from 
the group mean. Participants are excluded if the mean gaze location of one of their eyes lies beyond this 
rectangle. In this example, (Experiment 2) the left eye of one subject (Subject S2) exceeded the threshold 
(indicated as a red cross in the left plot); they were therefore excluded from any further analysis. 
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2.3.2 Participant exclusion criteria 
Liao et al. (2016) showed in a pupillometry study on auditory oddball detection that 
changes in the auditory sequence may affect blinking. Therefore, to ensure that observed 
changes in pupil diameter are not blink-related artefacts, participants were excluded if they 
blinked in more than 50% of trials at any given time for each condition. 
Additionally, gaze position can affect the accuracy and effectiveness of the eye tracking 
system. Although the gaze location was checked prior to every trial, and participants were 
explicitly instructed to fixate on the white cross at the centre of the screen, to further reduce 
artefacts caused by eye movements (Brisson et al., 2013; Hayes and Petrov, 2016), 
participants are excluded if their mean gaze location exceeded three standard deviations from 
the group mean (Figure 2.3C). 
These exclusion criteria were consistently applied across all experiments. 
2.4  Plots 
2.4.1 Across-trial averaging of pupil diameter 
To characterize the pupillary response to different stimulus conditions, the eye tracking 
recording was segmented into epochs as discussed above, and time-domain averaged across 
all epochs of each condition type, to produce a single time series for each condition describing 
the average pupil diameter as a function of time. This assumes that event-related pupil 
responses are stationary with similar forms and latency, while other non-pertinent non-event-
related responses are randomly spread. From this, non-event responses are greatly 
diminished by the averaging process, and thus augmenting the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
event-related responses. 
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Time-series statistical testing 
To search for differences between the pupillary responses to the transitions and their 
controls, we used cluster-based permutation statistical testing which is commonly used to 
examine differences in EEG and MEG brain potentials (Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991; Maris 
and Oostenveld, 2007) as it avoids the complications caused by multiple comparisons; recently 
this technique has been introduced to pupillometry (e.g. Privitera et al., 2010; Siegle et al., 
2004). To control the family-wise error rate, this test involves repeated resampling the grand 
mean pupil diameter from all subjects with 5,000 iterations, and for every time sample over the 
length of the epoch, computing t-values between the transition condition and its control. Then, 
all time samples whose t-value passes the threshold (e.g. p<0.05 used in the present study) 
were selected and clustered in connected sets based on temporal adjacency.  The sum of the 
sample-specific t-statistics that belong to this cluster is taken as a cluster-level statistic and is 
then used to determine the significance of the clusters. To save processing time, the pupil data 
were downsampled to 20Hz before the comparison. The cluster defining height threshold was 
p<0.05 and the family-wise error corrected cluster size threshold was p<0.05, as implemented 
in Fieldtrip (www.fieldtriptoolbox.org, Oostenveld et al., 2010). Time intervals with significance 
are presented as coloured horizontal bars below the respective average pupil diameter plots. 
Limitation of across-trial averaging 
Obtaining a reliable estimate of the temporal evolution of the pupil diameter requires 
the across-trial averaging of pupil data epochs: a common method to evaluate the event-
related phasic pupil dilation response, as featured in a wealth of pupillometry studies (e.g. 
Kahneman and Beatty, 1966; Liao et al., 2016; Privitera et al., 2010). However, not unlike the 
issues encountered in the analysis of event-related potentials (Mouraux and Iannetti, 2008), 
this technique may adversely affect responses if they are not temporally aligned across trials. 
The problem worsens when latencies are greatly jittered, resulting in depressed amplitudes 
due to temporal spread, and in extreme cases, even complete concealment of responses if the 
jittering is sufficiently wide (see Srinivasan, 2005). For example, an absence of change when 
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employing time-domain averaging does not necessarily mean that there was no pupillary 
response, but merely that pupil dilations occurred with a significant latency jitter pattern. 
Fortunately, since pupillary responses are relatively slow and sustained, moderate latency 
jitters (on the order of hundreds of milliseconds) should not substantially affect the observed 
pupil dilation response. 
Nevertheless, there is a wealth of unexplored information that could be gleamed by 
looking at the pupil dilation (or constriction) events at a single trial level, the detail of which may 
be lost by collapsing the data from many trials into one waveform. Importantly, as shown in 
works on the correlation between pupil dynamics and LC neural activity, the timing of the 
phasic LC response is strongly correlated with the onset of pupil dilation, hence it is important 
to carefully examine pupil dilation and constriction events, as they potentially provide much 
tighter links with the dynamics of the LC-NE system. 
As shown by the results of the following chapters, pupil dilation (or constriction) rate 
analysis is valuable technique for exploring pupillometry data and can even provide 
complementary information such as the latency jitter of pupillary response events on a trial-by-
trial basis. 
As mentioned before, each cognition-related pupillary response comprises of two 
components: pupil dilation and the following constriction. Although these two components are 
normally tightly coupled, it is unclear whether the dynamics of these two components – for 
example, latency – are identical across trials. Here, this event-based analysis allows the 
dissociation of pupil dilation and constriction events, which may provide interesting insights 
that the standard across-trial averaging of pupil diameter obscures. 
Thus, the present study proposes a new pupillary response analysis – pupil 
dilation/constriction rate analysis – which focuses on the latency of the events on a trial-by-trial 
basis and provides an opportunity to look at the two components, pupil dilation and 
constrictions, separately. 
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2.4.2 A new analysis technique: pupil event rate analysis 
Define and detect pupil dilation/constriction events 
Pupil event rate analysis compares the incidence of pupil dilation or constriction events 
at a single-trial level. The first step of this analysis is to extract events from the continuous 
pupil data (see Figure 2.5B). A pupil dilation (PD) event is defined as an interval in which the 
pupil diameter increases continuously (see Figure 2.4 for a schematic of a pupil dilation 
response, see also Beatty and Lucero-Wagoner, 2000; Wang et al., 2014), and a pupil 
constriction (PC) event is defined as a continuous decrease. The onsets of pupil dilation events 
are identified as the local minimum or the instantaneous positive sign change of the pupil 
diameter derivative, while the onsets of pupil constriction events are defined as the local 
maximum or the instantaneous negative sign change of the pupil diameter derivative (Figure 
2.5B). 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of measurements of an evoked pupil dilation response. 
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To reduce noise caused by momentary amplitude flutters, a temporal threshold was 
applied to pupil events; for example, applying a 75ms threshold means that only intervals 
where the pupil diameter continuously grows or shrinks for more than 75ms are considered to 
be pupil dilation or constriction events. The threshold 75ms was previously used in a monkey 
pupillometry study to extract pupil dilation events (Joshi et al., 2016). To demonstrate the 
stability of this methodology, data are presented with two threshold values, 75ms and 300ms, 
multiples of the Hanning window length (150ms) used for data smoothing. Justification for 
these two threshold values can be seen in the duration distribution of pupil dilation and 
constriction events (Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5C presents the distributions of pupil dilation 
durations (median 350ms, peak 75ms) and pupil constriction durations (median 250ms, peak 
75ms). As shown in the results section of the next chapter (Chapter 3), both thresholds provide 
consistent data, as do intermediate thresholds (including 100ms and 125ms; these results are 
not shown as they show very close consistency). 
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Figure 2.5 Pupil event rate analysis. [A] Effect of smoothing on an example single trial of pupil diameter. The 
red curve represents normalized, baseline-corrected and pre-smoothing data, and the black curve shows 
the data after smoothing with a 150ms Hanning window. Filled and open circles indicate local maxima and 
minima respectively, which define pupil 'events'. Namely, filled circles indicate the onset of pupil dilation, and 
open circles indicate the onset of pupil constriction. [B] Distributions of pupil event durations for all subjects 
and all blocks in Experiment 1. Dilation duration is defined as the interval between local minima and their 
subsequent maxima, while constriction is the interval between local maxima and subsequent minima (cf. 
Joshi et al., 2016 for monkey pupillometry). Median values for each subject (N=32) are presented as red 
crosses above the histogram, and peak values for each subject are presented as green crosses. For clearer 
display, median and peak values for each subject are shown in the bar plot next to the histogram. The peak 
value is computed by finding the tallest bin in each subject’s histogram (with a bin width 0.1s between 0 to 
6s). Each subject’s histograms of pupil dilation and constriction durations are plotted in Figure 2.6 and 
Figure 2.7 respectively. [C] Number of pupil events per second during the pre-transition interval for all 
subjects (N=32), with a threshold of 75ms. Subject index (x-axis) is sorted by event rate. Typically, one pupil 
dilation/constriction event occurs every one to two seconds in the pre-transition interval in Experiment 1. 
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Computation of the incidence rate of pupil dilations/constrictions 
Once these events are extracted, the incidence rate of pupil dilations and constrictions 
can be computed. There are many ways to do this: one way is to convolve these events with 
impulse functions, paralleling a similar technique for computing neural firing rates from 
neuronal spike trains (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). This has been effectively employed in 
previous works including Joshi et al. (2016) on monkey pupil dilation and constriction, Rolfs et 
al. (2008) on microsaccades, and another work of the present study’s author (not featured in 
this thesis). Another way, as applied in the present study, divides the data into non-overlapping 
temporal windows (e.g. 500ms), then counts the number of events within each window and 
divides this by the number of trials and the length of the window. For example, with 500 trials 
from all subjects and 375 pupil dilations within a 500ms window, the pupil dilation rate in this 
interval is 1.5 events per second. This study deliberately chose the latter method because it 
provides maximum sensitivity to subtle increases in the pupil event rate – an absence of a 
pupil dilation response in the archetypal across-trial average analysis could be due to a small 
increase in the event rate. In conjunction with the wide 500ms window, this method allows the 
capture of pupil events even if they are not time-locked and exhibit significant latency jitter (see 
Results of the next chapter for a discussion). 
The main caveat of this event-based analysis is that it requires many trials to compute 
the incidence rate; from the results of two additional auditory studies – carried out in parallel 
with the present study and also employing this technique – at least 500 trials are required to 
obtain reliable estimates of the rate. This is solely due to the relative sparsity of pupil dilation 
and constriction events; in the present study, there are typically only 0.85 pupil dilations and 
0.70 pupil constrictions per second during the pre-transition portion of the stimulus (based on 
the data from Experiment 1, Figure 2.5D). Currently, it remains unclear how pupil dilation and 
constriction rates are affected by experimental factors, such as the nature of the stimuli and 
the task that subjects are performing; this requires further study and investigation. As shown 
in the following chapters, this pupil event rate analysis can provide novel and interesting 
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insights on the dynamics of pupillary responses, raising the possibility that further 
understanding of the mechanics of pupil event rates would in turn benefit studies about the 





3 The pupil dilates to violation but not 
emergence of regularity 
 
3.1 Motivation 
Brain imaging works have shown that listeners are very sensitive to unexpected pattern 
changes in rapid complex sound sequences, so much that these changes can be rapidly 
detected even without direct attention (Barascud et al., 2016). The present study employs the 
stimuli described in Chapter 1 to investigate two questions about the role of the LC-NE system: 
Firstly, is the phasic NE response sensitive to changes embedded in rapidly changing acoustic 
signals? Secondly, does this response require listeners to be actively seeking and reporting 
the changes? 
Based on previous literature, it can be expected that abrupt pattern changes in these 
rapid sound sequences activate the NE system and trigger phasic NE activity. However, not 
all types of pattern changes should activate the NE system; phasic LC activity should be 
selective to changes associated with unexpected uncertainty, such as deviant detection (like 
the STEP transition) and transitions from regular to random patterns (REG-RAND). Thus, the 
transition from random to regular (RAND-REG) which leads to an increase in precision should 
not trigger any phasic NE response. As the transitions STEP and REG-RAND convey 
fundamental changes in the sensory signal, detection of this change should initiate a functional 
reset to communicate that the external environment has changed, and that prevailing internal 
representations are no longer valid and must be updated. As reviewed in Chapter 1 (Bouret 
and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006; Yu and Dayan, 2005), the unexpected uncertainty theory 
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proposes that this process should be signalled by phasic NE responses, which can be 
observed as transient pupil dilations. Thus, transient pupil dilation responses should be 
observed following the STEP and REG-RAND transitions, but not after RAND-REG. 
Furthermore, this NE response may be perception-driven and not require behavioural 
relevance, or in other words, this pattern-change evoked pupil dilation response should remain 
robust even when participants are not voluntarily detecting the changes. This possibility arises 
from a previous study (Barascud et al., 2016) that has shown that these pattern changes can 
be automatically and rapidly detected by naïve listeners, even when distracted by an incidental 
and irrelevant visual task, which presented participants with groups of three photographs and 
required them to report if the third photograph is identical to the two presented before. 
However, the visual task of the previous MEG study is not appropriate for the present 
pupillometry study, as the presentation of imagery would inappropriately and strongly affect 
pupillometric measurements and involve further confounding factors. A task suitable for the 
present study should satisfy two conditions: First, the target of the task should be irrelevant to 
the pattern transition in the stimuli. Participants should not make any decisions about the 
transition, as the decision-making process might confound pupil responses to the transitions. 
Secondly, it should ensure that participants maintain alertness to the experimental stimuli. 
Thus, to fulfil these requirements, a new auditory gap detection task was developed. In this, 
listeners are instructed to report occasional brief gaps in the sound sequences. As the position 
of gaps occur independently to the transitions, this would ensure that participants are not 
making decisions about the transition itself, thus eschewing the confounding effects of 
decision-making processes. As the gaps appear very rarely, all trials which include a gap or 
received a response can be removed from the further analysis. 
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3.2 Experiment 1A 
3.2.1 Methods 
Participants 
Data from 18 participants (11 females; aged 20–29, average 23.41) are presented. 
Data from one additional participant was excluded due to failure to complete the experiment. 
Two further participants were excluded due to high blink rates in the STEP condition. 
Stimuli 
The basic stimuli used in the present study are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and adapted 
from those used in Barascud et al. (2016), as described and reviewed in Chapter 1. The six 
stimulus conditions were the three transition stimuli (STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG) and 
their corresponding no-change controls (CONST, REG and RAND). The stimulus length varied 
randomly between 5 and 7 seconds, with a jittered transition time at around 2.5 and 3.5 
seconds post-onset. 
It is important to note the alphabet size of RAND is 20 – that is, the RAND sequence is 
constructed by sampling from all 20 frequencies in the pool – while REG is deliberately limited 
to 10. This is because previous behavioural results (Barascud et al., 2016) have established 
that, while emergences of regularities with a size of 10 tones can be detected as fast as an 
ideal observer (reviewed in Chapter 1), further extending the alphabet size of the regular 
pattern to 20 tones results in a significant detection time lag, with typical responses falling nine 
tones behind an ideal model. This indicates that efficient detection rapidly deteriorates as 
cycles exceed 10 tones, most likely due to deficiencies in memory retention and capacity. 
Thus, as to exploit maximal complexity without invoking memory limitations, the length of 
regular patterns was fixed at a maximum length of ten tones, or 500ms. 
According to the behavioural and MEG results of Barascud et al. (2016), the three 
transitions – STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG – should all be detectable; STEP and REG-
RAND are detectable immediately after transition, as the first tone after transition violates the 
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preceding pattern, whilst RAND-REG should require a half-cycle of the regular pattern. As the 
regular cycles here are 10 tones long, detection of the RAND-REG transition should require 
an extra four tones (200ms) compared to REG-RAND. Chapter 6 also provides confirmation 
of this. 
In this paradigm, one-sixth of the sequences contained a gap partway through the 
sequence, and participants were instructed to monitor for these gaps. This assured broad 
attention to the auditory modality while maintaining orthogonality to the transitions within the 
sequences. The timing of the gap varied and could occur at any time from 250ms post-onset 
to 750ms pre-offset. Additionally, to equate for task difficulty, the gap consisted of one missing 




Figure 3.1 Example spectrograms of stimuli used in the present study. The three transition conditions are 
presented in pair with their corresponding controls (Top to bottom: STEP, CONST, REG-RAND, REG, 
RAND-REG and RAND). Transition times are indicated with a white dashed line. The transition in RAND-
REG only becomes statistically detectable once the pattern begins to repeat, i.e. not before the first full 
regularity cycle has been presented. Therefore, that point is considered to be the transition time for RAND-
REG signals. All stimuli were generated anew for each subject. 
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Procedure 
As reviewed in Chapter 1, low probability of stimulus presentation can affect pupil 
responses, thus, to avoid possible confounds due to differing appearance probabilities of the 
transition stimuli, experimental sessions contained equal proportions of trials with and without 
changes, and equal proportions of each pair of transition stimuli. In the present experiment, 
146 stimuli – 24 each of CONST, STEP, REG, 20 REG-RAND, RAND, RAND-REG – were 
presented in four consecutive blocks, all randomly shuffled, and with an inter-trial interval of 
six seconds. Participants were asked to take a short break of around three minutes between 
blocks. 
In this experiment, participants responded to a gap by pressing a keyboard button as 
quickly as possible once detected. Within each block, six trials contained a gap, comprising of 
one of each stimuli type. Visual feedback, lasting 400ms, was provided immediately at the end 
of each sequence. Trials containing a gap, or trials in which participants’ responses were 
incorrect, were excluded from further analysis. Thus, in this experiment, only 120 stimuli 
(comprising of 20 from each condition) out of 146 total stimuli were used for pupillary analysis. 
All stimuli were generated anew for each participant and delivered to the participants’ 
ears by Sennheiser HD558 headphones (Sennheiser, Germany) via a Creative Sound Blaster 
X-Fi sound card (Creative Technology, Ltd.) at a comfortable listening level, self-adjusted by 
each participant. Stimulus presentation and response recording were controlled with the 
Psychtoolbox package (Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3; Brainard, 1997) on MATLAB (The 
MathWorks, Inc.). 
Note that this standard procedure as detailed thus far is applicable to all experiments 
in this thesis; any differences between the procedures described here and subsequent 
experiments will be detailed and explained in their corresponding sections. 
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3.2.2 Results 
Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
Figure 3.2A plots the average normalised pupil size across all participants as a function 
of time relative to the transition. Following the transition, clear pupil dilation responses are 
observed in the STEP and REG-RAND conditions. The pupil diameter in STEP starts to 
increase around 300ms post-transition and peaks at 1520ms, statistically diverging from its 
control CONST from 560ms through to sequence offset. Similarly, the response to REG-RAND 
increases from around 700ms post-transition, and then peaks at 1640ms. REG-RAND 
statistically diverges from its control REG at 1000ms post-transition and continues until 
2400ms. No significant difference between RAND-REG and RAND can be observed. When 
comparing the transition conditions with each other, there is no significant difference between 
the STEP and REG-RAND conditions; but comparing the responses of REG-RAND and 
RAND-REG, we found that RAND-REG is significantly lower from REG-RAND from 840ms 
post-transition until stimulus offset. 
This result shows that the STEP and REG-RAND transitions can evoke transient pupil 
dilations, while the RAND-REG transition does not appear to elicit any observable change in 
average pupil diameter. 
Behavioural results 
Hit rates for the gap detection task are shown in Figure 3.2B. Overall, while the 
performance is similar for CONST and REG, the mean hit rate is lower for RAND. A repeated 
measures ANOVA confirms a main effect of condition (F(1.198,20.372)=8.285, p=0.007, with 
Greenhouse-Geiser correction as Mauchy’s Test of Sphericity indicates a violation of the 
assumption of sphericity). The hit rate in RAND is significantly lower than CONST (p=0.026) 
and REG (p=0.026), while CONST and REG do not differ significantly (p=1.000; Bonferroni 
corrected). Moreover, repeated measures ANOVA shows no effect of condition on false 
positive rates (F(1.312,22.298)=1.528, p=0.235, with Greenhouse-Geiser correction as 
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Mauchy’s Test of Sphericity indicates a violation of the assumption of sphericity), which were 
all very low (CONST=1.1±1.1%, REG=3.3±1.3%, RAND=2.5±1.2%). 
There is the possibility that the higher task difficulty of RAND may be a confounding 
factor in the null-effect of RAND-REG. Differences in task difficulty across conditions results in 
a difference in cognitive processing load, and possibly drives participants to implicitly devote 
different amounts of attention to different conditions. As mentioned before, these two factors – 
cognitive processing load and attention – have the potential to significantly affect cognition-
related pupil dilations (Beatty, 1982; Hess and Polt, 1964; Kahneman et al., 1967). Thus, the 
next experiment, Experiment 1B, controls task difficulty to remove the possibility that variations 







Figure 3.2 Pupil response and behavioural results of Experiment 1. [A and C] The solid line represents the 
average normalised pupil diameter as a function of time relative to the transition. The shaded area shows ± 
1 SEM. Coloured horizontal lines at the bottom indicate time intervals where cluster-level statistics show 
significant differences between each change condition and its no-change control (p<0.05). [B and D] 
Behavioural results for the gap detection task. Black circles represent individual participant data. The error 
bars are ± 1 SEM. 
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3.3 Experiment 1B 
3.3.1 Motivation 
To ensure that differences in behavioural performance observed for Experiment 1A are 
not confounding pupil dilation responses to the pattern transitions, the previous paradigm was 
re-run whilst adjusting the gap duration to equate for task difficulty. Specifically, the gap 
duration was lengthened in the RAND condition from 100 to 150ms. 
3.3.2 Methods 
Participants 
Data from 14 new participants (13 females; aged 22-26, average 23.1) were used in 
the analysis. Five additional participants were excluded due to high blinks rates. One additional 
participant was excluded due to poor behavioural performance (0% gap detection hit rate in 
REG sequences). 
Stimuli and Procedure 
The stimuli and procedure were identical to that of Experiment 1A, except that only 
three blocks, resulting in the presentation of a total 108 stimuli (18 of each condition shuffled 
and presented in random order), on the basis that previous data indicated that this was 
sufficient to observe the relevant effects. 
Each of three blocks contained six gap-containing “target” sequences, comprising of 
one of each stimulus type; thus, each condition had 15 gap-free trials for further analysis. The 
gap was 50ms long (one missing tone) in CONST and STEP, 100ms long (two tones) in REG 
and REG-RAND, and 150ms long (three tones) in RAND and RAND-REG (Figure 3.3).  
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Figure 3.3 Example spectrograms of “gap” stimuli used in the gap detection task. The transition conditions 
are not shown here. The white vertical bar in the plot indicates the different length of gaps. [Top] CONST 
sequences (or either the pre- or post-transition portions of STEP sequences) might contain a 50ms-long 
gap (one missing tone) any time before the offset. [Middle] REG sequences or the REG portion of a 
sequence (the pre-transition part of REG-RAND, and the post-transition of RAND-REG) might contain a 
100ms-long gap (two missing tones). [Bottom] From Experiment 1B, to equalise the gap detection 
performance across conditions, the gap in the RAND portion of sequences was extended to 150ms (three 
missing tones). At most, there are no more than one gap per trial. Whether and when the gap would happen 
in the sequence was randomly assigned for each trial. 
3.3.3 Results 
Behavioural results 
A repeated measures ANOVA shows that the hit rates (F(2,26)=2.167, p=0.135) and 
false alarm rates (F(2,26)=1.000, p=1.000; no participants had false alarms in any conditions) 
for the gap detection task are not significantly different across conditions. The hit rate in RAND 
is significantly lower than CONST (p=0.026) and REG (p=0.026), while CONST and REG do 
not differ significantly (p=1.000; Bonferroni corrected). 
As the behavioural results approach ceiling performance, an arcsine (square root) 
transformation was applied to the hit rates and the false alarm rates. Again, a repeated 
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measures ANOVA shows no significant effect of stimulus condition on the arcsine transformed 
hit rates (F(2,26)=2.115, p=0.141) and the arcsine transformed false alarm rates 
(F(2,26)=1.000, p=1.000). This suggests that the revised paradigm successfully eliminates 
performance differences between conditions (Figure 3.2D). 
Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
As seen in Figure 3.2C, the pupil dilation response pattern observed in Experiment 1A 
has been replicated by Experiment 1B. The divergence of STEP from its control CONST is 
significant from 600ms post-transition. Meanwhile, REG-RAND begins to significantly diverge 
from its control (REG) at 860ms, which is approximately the same time as in Experiment 1A. 
Again, there is no significant difference between RAND-REG and RAND throughout the epoch. 
In a similar manner to that of Experiment 1A, the difference between REG-RAND and 
RAND-REG commences around 1020ms post-transition. A significant difference exists 
between STEP and REG-RAND from 740ms onwards – STEP elicits a larger response than 
REG-RAND; this was not observed in Experiment 1A. 
Pupil event rates from stimulus transition 
There is the potential that the null-effect of the pupil response to RAND-RED may be 
due to a large spread in timing (i.e. the events are not time locked) of the onset of pupil 
dilations, leading to a reduction in amplitude due to the limitations of across-trial averaging 
(see Chapter 2). To examine this possibility, a further examination of pupil dilation and pupil 
constriction rates was performed (see more detail about this analysis in Chapter 2). As 
described in Chapter 2, pupil dilation rate analysis focuses on the timing – specifically the onset 
– of the pupil dilation responses in a single trial level. The onsets of pupil dilations are 
presented in a temporal raster plot in the left panel of Figure 3.4. To demonstrate the stability 
of the thresholds – applied to reduce the noise caused by momentary amplitude flutters in the 
pupil data – the pupil dilation rate is presented with two threshold values, 75ms and 300ms 
(see Chapter 2 for a detailed explanation). 
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As pupil (dilation and constriction) events are relatively rare – typically one event every 
two seconds in the pre-transition interval (Chapter 2) – statistical analysis includes participants 
from both Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B (32 participants overall). 
The incidence rate of pupil dilations can be estimated by dividing the data into temporal 
windows. Events are tallied in non-overlapping windows of 500ms to perform paired t-tests 
between transition conditions and their respective non-transition controls. The window length 
is deliberately large to allow the analysis to capture pupil dilations (if any) evoked by RAND-
REG; as there is the distinct possibility that the increased pupil dilation rate may be obscured 
by a wide temporal spread, a large window would be required to ensure this is captured 
successfully. Moreover, as mentioned before, pupil dilation events are relatively rare, so a wide 
window would ensure sufficient events in each window for statistical analysis. 
Figure 3.4 (top left panel) shows the raster plot of pupil dilation onsets from all trials of 
all participants (32 participants from Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B), over an interval of 
two seconds either side of the transition. These provide an intuitive view of the fluctuating 
nature of pupil responses: the pupil dilates and occasionally constricts over time. As evidenced 
by the no-change conditions (CONST, REG and RAND), occurrences of pupil dilation events 
appear to be uniformly distributed over time. In other words, the pupil dilates at a consistent 
rate in the absence of any pattern changes. However, for STEP and REG-RAND, the 
distribution of pupil dilation events become much denser after the transition – indicating an 
increase in pupil dilation rate. This high-density interval is centred around 500ms post-
transition, with a width of under 500ms. Interestingly, immediately following this high-density 
period, pupil dilation events become much sparser and almost absent for around 500ms, which 
is particularly apparent in the STEP condition. This ‘increase-then-decrease’ pattern of pupil 
dilation events is much more evident once the rate changes are estimated by tallying the 
events using non-overlapping 500ms windows. As shown in the right-hand panel, STEP and 
REG-RAND demonstrates a significant increase in rate shortly after the transition, followed by 
a dramatic decrease which reaches significance just before the sequence offset. Interestingly, 
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the significance of the later decrease seems to be even stronger than that of the early increase. 
This interval of pupil dilation absence might reflect the refractory period after the onset of time-
locked evoked pupil dilation events; a dilated pupil can dilate no more. The finding that the 
pupil dilation rate increases after transitions in the STEP and REG-RAND sequences is stable 
and robust in the results from thresholds of 75ms and 300ms. However, RAND-REG exhibits 
no such change at all; comparing results across the two thresholds demonstrates the stability 
of this effect. This result pattern remains even when the comparison is conducted between the 
transition condition and the control with physically identical post-transition part; when 
comparing REG-RAND with RAND, REG-RAND has significantly higher pupil dilation event 
rate after transition, whilst comparing RAND-REG with REG, RAND-REG still does not show 
any significant change in its pupil dilation event rate. 
In a similar manner, the pupil constriction (PC) rate is presented in the bottom panel of 
Figure 3.4. Likewise, for the no-change conditions, the pupil constriction rate is generally 
consistent throughout the epoch. For STEP, the pupil constriction rate shows a decrease 
shortly after the transition, followed by a rather conspicuous increase, which mirrors the 
‘increase-then-decrease’ pattern of the pupil dilation rate. A similar, but not significant, trend 
can be observed in the pupil constriction rate for REG-RAND. Combined with the time course 
of the pupil dilation rate (Figure 3.4, top panel), the event rate analysis of STEP and REG-
RAND show that the evoked pupil dilations are time-locked with a moderate jitter (on the order 
of a few hundred milliseconds) after the transition. The time-lock effect is apparent for pupil 
dilation events through the 1st second post-transition, and pupil constriction events through the 
2nd second. Nevertheless, in parallel with the pupil dilation rate analysis, no change can be 
observed in the pupil constriction rate for RAND-REG, further confirming the null effect in pupil 
responses for this transition. Finally, the results from both thresholds 75ms and 300ms remain 
similar in the pupil constriction rate analysis, suggesting that these two thresholds are 
applicable for both types of pupil events. 
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These results are generally consistent with findings from across-trial averaging analysis 
of the pupil diameter: the dynamics of pupil responses show a robust change post-transition in 
both STEP and REG-RAND. However, no responses were observed for RAND-REG – no 
matter the subject of analysis, be it absolute pupil diameter, pupil dilation rate or pupil 
constriction rate. Secondly, the null effect of average pupil diameter in RAND-REG cannot be 
explained by the temporal spread of pupil dilation events, because no difference exists 
between RAND-REG and its control RAND, and there is no evidence for any time-locked 
evoked pupil dilations even when using a wide non-overlapping window. Thirdly, in STEP, both 
pupil dilations and pupil constrictions have a relatively small temporal spread after the 
transition. Like STEP, REG-RAND also evokes pupil dilations shortly after the transition, 
although the centre of the temporal distribution seems to be slightly later than STEP (by one 
time window, approximately 500ms). Fourth, the pupil dilation and pupil constriction rates show 
mirrored dynamics: the pupil dilation rate exhibits a dramatic ‘increase-then-decrease’, while 
the pupil constriction rate shows a reversed pattern. A refractory period is apparent following 
the cluster of pupil dilations onsets for STEP sequences from 1 to 1.5s after transition (Figure 
3.4, top left). Notably, the timing of the increase in the pupil constriction rate (after 1.5s post-
transition) comes later than the decrease in the pupil dilation rate (after 1s post-transition). 
Finally, it is noticeable when comparing the two metrics that the pupil dilation rate might be 
more robust for statistical analysis and more consistent with the standard across-trial 
averaging pupil diameter result. Due to this observation, the following chapters will focus on 




Figure 3.4 Pupil dilation and pupil constriction rate results for Experiment 1. [Top left] Raster plots of pupil 
dilation (PD) events extracted from all trials and all participants. Each black dot represents the onset of a 
pupil dilation with a duration of at least 300ms, while yellow coloured dots represent pupil dilation onsets 
with a shorter threshold duration of 75ms. The transition time is indicated by a black vertical line. [Top right] 
Average pupil dilation onset rate as a function of time relative to the transition: Top: STEP and CONST; 
Middle: REG-RAND and REG; Bottom: RAND-REG and RAND. Intervals containing significantly different 
onset rates are labelled with an asterisk along with their p values. [Bottom] The lower panels present the 
pupil constriction (PC) rate results in the same manner as those of the top. 
Average pupil diameter and pupil event rates from stimulus onset 
No indication of pupil responses after the RAND-REG transition have been observed 
in the average pupil diameter result (Figure 3.2) in both Experiments 1A and 1B, which is 
consistent with the pupil event analysis shown above (Figure 3.4). One might suspect that this 
null-effect in RAND-REG might be partially caused by differences in the pre-transition period. 
To examine this possibility, both analyses – average pupil diameter and pupil event rates – 
were conducted over the pre-transition periods (Figure 3.5). 
Indeed, there is some evidence that the pupil dilates more for RAND. As plotted in the 
pupil event rate analysis (Figure 3.5A), a series of repeated measures ANOVA run at four 
intervals pre-transition show a significant increase in the pupil dilation rate over the 1-to-0.5s 
interval before the RAND-REG transition (p=0.002, Figure 3.5A top). Nevertheless, no 
difference in pupil constriction rates can be observed across conditions before transition 
(Figure 3.5A bottom). 
Figure 3.5B presents the average pupil diameter from sequence onset. Before 
transition, no significant differences are observed between RAND and REG in both 
Experiments 1A and 1B. Interestingly, Experiment 1A exhibits a divergence between RAND 
and CONST from 1960ms post-onset (Figure 3.5B left), which may be an artefact induced by 





Figure 3.5 Pre-transition pupil responses for Experiment 1. [A] Average pupil dilation (PD) onset rate and 
pupil constriction (PC) onset rate as a function of time relative to the transition (with a 75ms threshold), 
pooling all participants from both Experiments 1A and 1B, and collapsing all three pre-transition conditions: 
CONST with STEP, REG with REG-RAND, and RAND with RAND-REG. Asterisks, along with p values, 
denote intervals where the rates are significantly different (p<0.05). As the two thresholds of 75ms and 
300ms display the same effects, the data for the latter threshold are not shown here. [B] Average pupil 
diameter over time relative to the onset of Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B. The shaded area around the 
solid lines shows ± 1 SEM. Cluster-level statistics show a significantly different (p<0.05) between RAND and 




Experiments 1A and 1B both employ rapid auditory sequences featuring transitions 
between regular and predictable, or random and unpredictable structures. Previous work 
(Barascud et al., 2016) has demonstrated remarkable behavioural and brain response 
sensitivities to these pattern changes, consistent with precision based predictive coding 
accounts of perceptual inference. 
At 50ms (20 Hz) the tone durations are comparable to the rates of many environmental 
sounds; this is still below the ranges for notes in musical melodies and thus remains too rapid 
to enable any form of explicit reasoning regarding the sequence structure. Instead, the 
emergence or violation of regularity appears to perceptually ‘pop out’ from the ongoing 
sequence irrespective of participative effort. This is hypothesised (see Barascud et al., 2016) 
to be supported by a mechanism which automatically maintains and updates a statistical model 
of the auditory input, searching for violations of this structure which could be indicative of 
relevant changes in the environment. 
In these two experiments, naïve participants listen to the sounds but do not make any 
decisions related to the transitions contained within. To ensure active listening to the tone-pip 
sequences, participants were instructed to look for a rare short gap imbedded in the 
sequences, and importantly, the gaps were not associated with the transitions and were 
equally easy to detect in any given condition. Any trials containing gaps or responses – 
irrespective of the accuracy of the response – were excluded from analysis. Using this task, 
transition-related pupil responses were measured in the absence of behavioural decision-
making at the time when the change was happening, demonstrating a robust pupil dilation 
response evoked by a violation of acoustic patterns in rapid sound sequences. The pupil 
dilations evoked by auditory transitions in STEP and REG-RAND started around 0.5s after the 
transition and peaked 1s later. However, so far, we have not observed any pupil responses 
associated with the emergence of regularity (RAND-REG). 
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This set of results confirms predictions. The abrupt pattern changes in rapid complex 
sound sequences can indeed evoke transient pupil dilations, suggesting that the NE system is 
sensitive to rapidly changing acoustic signals. Importantly, these responses only existed for 
the STEP and REG-RAND transitions, because only these conditions were associated with an 
unexpected uncertainty, signalled by a phasic NE response and observed as transient pupil 
dilation. Meanwhile, the RAND-REG transition did not evoke transient pupil dilation because it 
represents an increase in precision (a reduction of expected uncertainty) which is not 
associated with the phasic NE response and thus elicits no transient pupil dilation. 
3.4.1 The pupil dilation response is sensitive to the violation of 
sequence regularity. 
Many studies demonstrate that salient (Friedman et al., 1973; Liao et al., 2016a, 2016b; 
Steinhauer and Zubin, 1982; Wang et al., 2014) or surprising (Nassar et al., 2012; Preuschoff 
et al., 2011; Sara and Bouret, 2012) signals evoke pupil responses. This has been proposed 
to reflect the LC’s involvement in supporting behavioural adaptation to unexpected 
environmental changes. This experiment demonstrates that pupil responses can be evoked by 
rapid sound sequences with complex pattern violations – not just simple novelties. The 
prediction error associated with the first violating tone likely triggers the pupil-linked LC-NE 
system, as implied by the resetting hypothesis (Dayan and Yu, 2006). Together with evidence 
from MEG responses (Figure 1.6); this is associated with a mismatch negativity-like response 
(Näätänen et al., 2007) followed by a distinct rapid decrease in the amplitude of the sequence 
evoked sustained response (Barascud et al., 2016), indicative of a rapid reorganization of the 
underlying network and a transition to a different brain state. 
The onset of the pupil dilation response (the time at which the transition condition 
begins to diverge from its no-change control) is at around 500ms post-transition; the basic 
latency of the pupil reflex (rapid response to light stimulation) is commonly estimated to be 
around 200ms (Feinberg and Podolak, 1965), suggesting that the REG-RAND transition-
related signal reached the pupil no later than about 500ms post-transition. This latency is within 
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the same time range as MEG responses recorded from the auditory cortex (Figure 1.6; 
Barascud et al., 2016) demonstrating very rapid signalling from the auditory system to the LC. 
Overall, this result means that NE’s role in signalling unexpected uncertainty extends 
to rapid timescales and, critically, highlights the fact that this role is not limited to decision 
making – a primary focus of many previous studies – but might play a more fundamental critical 
role in perception. 
3.4.2 The pupil dilation response does not respond to the emergence of 
patterns. 
In contrast, no pupil responses were observed to the emergence of regularity. The 
disparity in the pupil responses between REG-RAND and RAND-REG is particularly interesting 
because these two transitions were both behaviorally detectable (Barascud et al., 2016). In a 
later chapter (Chapter 6), this will be demonstrated in a behavioural experiment where the 
participant is be instructed to actively detect and report the transitions – all three transitions 
are well-detected by active listeners, with a 100% hit rate and approximately 0% false positive 
rate. Previous MEG results (Barascud et al., 2016) also show that distracted passive listeners 
could detect the transitions REG-RAND and RAND-REG equally well. 
Moreover, the null-effect in RAND-REG cannot be explained by excessively slow 
detection, because all three transitions can be detected very rapidly in under one second, as 
shown by Barascud et al. (2016). Although the reaction time to RAND-REG is slightly slower 
than REG-RAND by about 0.2s (Chapter 6, also see Barascud et al., 2016), even with this in 
consideration, detection of the transition RAND-REG should occur substantially before 
sequence offset. The latency differences in the brain responses for both transitions have been 
found to be also very small, under 100ms (Figure 1.6, Barascud et al., 2016). 
Similarly, the spread of change detection times to RAND-REG should not the cause for 
the null-effect in RAND-REG either. This again will be further investigated in Chapter 6 where 
behaviour will be introduced, producing results that show that the reaction time distribution of 
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RAND-REG is no wider than that of REG-RAND, in fact, the converse is true: RAND-REG’s 
spread is even smaller than REG-RAND. 
Even taking the latency of pupil responses into account, with typical latencies of around 
0.5 seconds for event-evoked pupil dilations, the epoch (encompassing two seconds post-
transition) should be sufficient for the emergence of pupil responses. If the transition RAND-
REG does indeed evoke a pupil response, it should be observable given this relatively long 
epoch. 
Furthermore, to rule out the possible confound of cognitive processing load on the pupil 
size, the adjusted tasks in Experiment 1B ensure equal performance across conditions, thus 
eliminating task differences due to difficulty and its consequent effect on performance. Another 
important aspect is that the null effect in average pupil diameter is not due to averaging across 
trials because of there no apparent increase in pupil dilation rate to the change. 
Another possible explanation for this null effect is saturation to RAND: while listening 
to the RAND portion of RAND-REG, the pupil has steadily dilated and reached saturation at 
its maximum. However, pre-transition pupil response analysis partially rules this out. Despite 
this, the most conclusive test of the saturation hypothesis is to demonstrate that certain 





4 Is the pupil dilation response 
predominantly a result of novelty or 
pattern violation per se? 
 
4.1 Motivation 
Experiment 1 established that the pupil dilates to STEP and REG-RAND but not RAND-
REG, suggesting a sensitivity that favours violation, but not the emergence, of complex 
regularity patterns. 
As mentioned before, the first post-transition tone of REG-RAND can be controlled to 
ensure immediate violation of the outgoing REG pattern. However, Experiment 1 did not 
include this restriction. As REG is constructed from a subset of ten frequencies from the pool 
whilst RAND spans all 20, the REG-RAND transition could feature a deviant frequency. On 
this subject, Liao et al. (2016b) observed pupil dilations to deviant sounds in repetitive sound 
sequences, finding that the pupil dilation reflects the degree of deviance, with greater 
deviances eliciting larger pupil dilations. 
As previous experiments did not explicitly control deviants during stimulus generation, 
it is likely that a significant number of pupil dilations responses in REG-RAND are merely 
evoked by a novel frequency, and not intrinsic statistical changes in the complex sequence 
pattern. This novelty may be central to explaining pupil dilation response patterns in 
Experiment 1: Both STEP and REG-RAND evoked pupil dilation responses because both 
transitions feature a deviant frequency; meanwhile, RAND-REG manifests as a reduction in 
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alphabet size, thus no deviant and no pupil dilation response. Henceforth, to understand 
whether pupil dilation responses are predominantly elicited by novelty or the violation of 
regularity, the stimulus set in this Experiment 2 (Figure 4.1) encompasses a combination of 
conditions where the transition is expressed as a pattern change with or without a deviant 
frequency. 
4.2 Experiment 2 
4.2.1 Methods 
Participants 
Data from 18 new participants (15 females; aged 20-35, average 25.1) are reported. 
Two additional participants were excluded: one due to high blink rates, and one due to 
wandering gaze. 
Stimuli and Procedure 
The stimulus set is shown in Figure 4.1. This experiment features several new 
sequences: REG10 sequences were generated by randomly selecting ten frequencies from 
the pool and then iterating that sequence to create a regularly repeating pattern, with this 
process repeated per trial. RAND10 sequences were generated by randomly selecting ten 
frequencies from the pool and then presenting them in random order, with a single constraint 
to ensure no consecutive repetitions. REG10-RAND10 and RAND10-REG10 sequences were 
created by concatenating REG10 and RAND10 sequences using the same subset of 10 
frequencies (with subsets randomised every trial). In this way, the transition was solely 
manifested as a pattern change without the occurrence of a deviant frequency. 
To examine responses to transitions involving frequency deviants, two further new 
transition conditions – REG10-RAND10d and RAND10-REG10d (where 'd' stands for 'deviant') 
– used subsets of frequencies selected to ensure no overlap: the transition was thus 
manifested as both a change in pattern but also the frequency content of the sequence. The 
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stimulus set also included REG10-RAND20, RAND20-REG10 and RAND20 sequences, with 
the RAND20 portions constructed by sampling frequencies from the entire pool of 20. 
As mentioned before, to avoid possible confounds due to different probabilities of 
stimulus representation, trials with and without a change should be presented in equal 
numbers. This experiment contained three types of REG-RAND transitions (REG10-RAND10, 
REG10-RAND10d and REG10-RAND20) and three types of RAND-REG transitions (RAND10-
REG10, RAND10-REG10d, RAND20-REG10), however, noteworthily, the RAND-REG 
transition could start with a RAND10 sequence or a RAND20 sequence. Thus, in the present 
experiment, the controls were REG10 (for all three REG-RAND-type transitions), RAND10 
(RAND10-REG10 and RAND10-REG10d) and RAND20 (RAND20-REG10). This resulted in 
an uneven, but equally balanced and represented, number of control trials; the REG10 control 
appears three times more frequently as there are three types of REG-RAND transitions, 
likewise the RAND10 control appears twice as frequently. 
In total, the experiment contained 240 stimuli: 60 REG10, 20 REG10-RAND10, 20 
REG10-RAND10d, 20 REG10-RAND20, 40 RAND10, 20 RAND10-REG10, 20 RAND10-
REG10d, 20 RAND20 and 20 RAND20-REG10. 20% of the sequences contained a gap, with 
equal probability spread across conditions. Gap lengths were as in Experiment 1B: 100ms long 
(two tones) in REG and REG-RAND-type conditions, and 150ms long (three tones) in RAND 
and RAND-REG-type conditions. These stimuli were presented in random order and 
consecutively in five blocks. 
The stimulus length was randomly varied between 120 and 160 tones (6–8 seconds), 
with the transition jittered between 60 and 80 tones after sequence onset. On visual inspection 
of the pupil diameter result in the previous experiment (Figure 3.1), it was apparent that the 
whole form of the curves was not captured within the epoch. Thus, from this experiment 
onwards, the post-transition lengths are extended by one second, resulting in a post-transition 
epoch of three seconds. 
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Moreover, when compared to previous experiments, this experiment presented many 
more (and longer) stimuli, so participants were asked to rest longer between blocks to reduce 
fatigue. In order to efficiently use the experimental facilities, two participants were alternated 
between blocks: one rested while the other completed the block. Therefore, participants 
typically had over 10 minutes rest between blocks, extending the overall experimental session 





Figure 4.1 Example spectrograms of the stimuli used in Experiment 2. [Top three] REG RAND type 
conditions: REG10, REG10-RAND10, and REG10-RAND10d. REG10-RAND10 sequences consist of a fixed 
set of ten frequencies (drawn anew for each trial). In REG10-RAND10d sequences, the frequency subset 
changes at the transition such that the REG and RAND portions of the sequence are constructed from 
different (non-overlapping) frequencies. [Bottom three] RAND-REG-type conditions: RAND10, RAND10-
REG10, and RAND10-REG10d. In a similar manner, a fixed subset of ten frequencies features throughout 
each trial in RAND10-REG10. RAND10-REG10d consists of different frequency sets for the REG and RAND 
portions of the sequence. The stimulus set also contained RAND20 (identical to RAND in Figure 3.1), 
RAND20-REG10 (‘RAND-REG’ in Figure 3.1) and REG10-RAND20 (REG-RAND in Figure 3.1). 
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4.2.2 Results 
Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 4.2. The pupil responses to REG10-
RAND20, RAND20-REG10 and their respective controls REG10 and RAND20 (Figure 4.2A) 
replicate the pattern observed in Experiment 1: REG10-RAND20 diverges from REG10 at 
780ms post-transition while RAND20-REG10 does not differ statistically from RAND20. 
Figure 4.2B plots all conditions containing a transition from a regular to a random 
pattern. These conditions evoke a marked pupil dilation response relative to the REG10 
control. The pupil dilation response to REG10-RAND10 starts to increase from 420ms and 
becomes statistically significant from REG10 860ms post-transition, before reaching a peak at 
around 1620ms. Meanwhile, the response to REG10-RAND10d starts at 400ms significantly 
diverges from REG10 at 800ms, peaks at 1380ms. 
In contrast, no significant differences were observed for any of the random-to-regular 
transitions (Figure 4.2C). Surprisingly, this was also the case for the RAND10-REG10d 
condition where the RAND and REG sequences featured different frequency content and 
patterns. While a small peak is visible after the transition, is not significantly different from 
RAND20 or RAND10. 
Figure 4.2D shows the pupil response from stimulus onset. As in Experiment 1 (Figure 
3.1B), the pupil diameter for all conditions gradually increased from the sequence onset. 
Moreover, this experiment (Figure 4.2B) exhibits no apparent difference between REG, 
RAND10 or RAND20 before the transition. 
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Figure 4.2 Pupil response and behavioural results of Experiment 2. [Top panels: A, B, C] Average pupil 
diameter over time relative to the transition. The shaded area around the solid lines shows ±1 SEM. Time 
intervals where cluster-level statistics show significant differences between each transition condition and its 
non-transition control (p<0.05) are indicated with identically-coloured horizontal lines below the plots. For 
clarity, the pupil dilation responses are plotted in three groups: [A] The stimuli also used in Experiment 1: 
REG10-RAND20, RAND20-REG10 and their corresponding controls. [B] All stimuli containing transitions 
from REG10. [C] All stimuli containing transitions from RAND10. [D] Average pupil diameter over time from 
onset. [E] Behavioural results for the gap detection task with 1 SEM error bars and black circles representing 
individual participant data. 
Behavioural results 
The similar hit rates of the gap detection task in REG10, RAND10 and RAND20 
confirms the equal task performance across conditions in this experiment (Figure 4.2E). A 
repeated measures ANOVA shows no effect of condition on the hit rates 
(F(1.519,25.816)=0.057, p=0.902, with Greenhouse-Geiser correction as Mauchy’s Test of 
Sphericity indicates a violation of the assumption of sphericity) or false positive rates 
(F(2,28)=1.000, p=0.381). As performance approaches the ceiling, the hit rates and false alarm 
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rates were arcsine transformed before applying a repeated measures ANOVA on the resulting 
it rates (F(1.427,24.259)=0.028, p=0.934, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected) and false alarm 
rates (F(1.397,23.752)=0.933, p=0.376, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected); both show no effect 
of condition on task performance. 
4.3 Discussion 
In summary, the experiment of this chapter replicates the disparity in pupil responses 
to violations (REG-RAND), and emergences of regularity (RAND-REG) observed in Chapter 
1. Importantly, this persists even when controlling the frequency subsets of the patterns before 
and after transition (i.e. the set of tone frequencies used to compose the sequence). There are 
two main findings: 
First, the pupil dilation response observed in Chapter 1 to violations of regularity cannot 
be attributed merely to deviant detection. By ensuring that the subset of tone frequencies 
remains identical before and after the transition, the same tones appear throughout the entire 
sequence, thus creating a deviant-free transition consisting purely of regularity violation – this 
is the REG10-RAND10 transition. Pupil responses remain robust to this pure pattern violation, 
further confirming the finding that the LC-NE system is sensitive to complex pattern violations 
and not merely just novelty detection. 
The second finding concerns the lack of pupil responses to any random-to-regular 
transition (RAND-REG), even when the physical features of the REG sequences are 
completely distinct from the RAND sequence preceding it – for instance when using a different 
set of frequencies. This further demonstrates the robustness of the null effect of pupil 
responses to RAND-REG transitions. Considering the well-established pupil response to 
deviant detection (Friedman et al., 1973; Liao et al., 2016b; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011; Qiyuan 
et al., 1985; Raisig et al., 2010; Wetzel et al., 2016), it is also surprising that the combination 
of completely novel frequencies with the emergence of regularity do not evoke pupil dilation 
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responses either. One possibility for this null-effect of deviant frequencies is an insufficient 
difference between the new frequencies in REG and the outgoing frequencies in RAND. 
Previously, Liao et al. (2016b) found that while white noise oddballs evoke strong pupil dilation 
responses in passive listeners, frequency deviants did not evoke pupil dilation responses. 
Wetzel et al. (2016) also found that the size of a pupil dilation response might depend on the 
magnitude of the difference between the intrinsic properties of the deviants and standard 
signals; if this is the case, it would be interesting to explore how large this difference needs to 
be to stably evoke pupil dilations. Another possibility is related to the presentation rate of the 
tone sequences, as previous studies utilise much slower presentation rates (cf. (Liao et al., 
2016b) presenting at 2.86Hz (50ms tones separated by 300ms), with the current study 
presenting at 20Hz (50ms tones with no gaps in-between)). With this in consideration, it is 
possible that deviant-evoked pupil dilations can only be observed at slower sound presentation 
rates, a possibility supported by the relatively slow evolution of pupil responses. 
Of course, these effects could be the result of a convolution of the two reasons – 
insufficiently small differences and overly rapid presentation rate – amongst others. However 
interesting these questions, the pupillary data of these experiments cannot reveal any further 
evidence for either, and thus these questions would require further investigations with a 
specific focus on the relationship between pupil responses and deviant detection. 
The null-effect of the pupil responses in the transition from random to regular patterns 
(RAND-REG) will be further investigated in the subsequent chapter. As mentioned in the 
discussion of Experiment 1, the pupillary saturation to RAND could explain this null effect; the 
possibility is highlighted by the absence of pupil responses to the transition in RAND10-
REG10d of this experiment. Not only does RAND10-REG10d feature the emergence of a 
regular pattern, but also a completely new set of frequencies. Inconsistencies with prior 
observations of novelty-evoked pupil dilations (Liao et al., 2016b) may be because the 
frequency differences in the complex patterns of the present study are insufficient to evoke 
pupil dilations, but pupillary saturation over the course of the RAND portion is also a compelling 
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5 The violation of randomness 
 
5.1 Motivation 
While the previous experiments show clear pupil dilation responses to the violation of 
regularity (REG-RAND), observations have not identified any apparent responses for the 
emergence of regularity (RAND-REG) even in the presence of deviant tones; it can be argued 
that this null-effect in the RAND-REG transition may not be due to insensitivity to regularities 
per se, but simply a result of saturated pupil diameter whilst listening to the pre-transition RAND 
portion of the stimulus. The most conclusive test of the saturation hypothesis should 
demonstrate that certain transitions from RAND do indeed evoke a pupil dilation response; this 
is the aim of the two experiments featured in this chapter. 
As a natural extension of the present stimulus set, one suitable candidate likely to 
evoke a pupil dilation response is a transition from a random sequence to a single repeating 
tone (i.e. RAND-REG1). This transition should result in a strong pattern violation because the 
complex RAND portion of the sequence can be described by a rule whereby any tone can be 
followed by any other tone, but repetitions, especially more than once, are extremely rare. 
Indeed, the RAND20 sequences used in the present study have a 5% probability of 2-tone 
repetition and 0.25% for a 3-tone repetition (the probability is given by 𝑝𝑝 = 0.05𝑛𝑛−1 for an 𝑛𝑛-
tone repetition). Thus, the repetition of successive tones in the REG portion would strongly 
violate this ‘rule’ conveyed by the preceding random signal. 
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Indeed, previous MMN works have shown that occasional repetitions embedded in 
random sequences evoke an MMN-like response in distracted listeners (Horváth et al., 2001, 
2007; Näätänen and Rinne, 2002; Wolff and Schröger, 2001), which in turn demonstrates that 
this rule – ‘the same tone appearing two or more times consecutively is rare’ – could be learned 
implicitly. Thus, since previous experiments in this thesis have demonstrated the capability of 
the pupil-linked LC-NE system to respond to a rapid strong pattern violation, it is not 
unreasonable to hypothesise that this new transition, RAND20-REG1, should also be captured 
by the LC-NE system and evoke phasic NE activity indexed as pupil dilation.  
 
Figure 5.1 Example spectrogram of the stimulus RAND20-REG1. This new transition introduced in 
Experiment 3 is a transition from a random sequence composed of tones randomly drawn from a pool of 20 
frequencies to a repeating sequence of a single tone randomly drawn from the pool. The selection of the 
single repeating frequency was random and chosen anew for each trial. 
5.2 Experiment 3 
5.2.1 Methods 
Participants 
Data from 12 new participants (9 females; aged 21 - 26, average 23.6) are presented. 
Stimuli and Procedure 
The stimulus set incorporated those from Experiment 1 and additionally a new stimulus 
– RAND20-REG1 – which consisted of a transition from a random sequence to a repeating 
single frequency tone (REG1) (see Figure 5.1 for a representative spectrogram). 
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Thus, this experiment contained seven conditions, STEP, CONST, REG10-RAND20, 
REG10, RAND20-REG10, RAND20-REG1, and RAND20. Additionally, since varying stimili 
probabilities can affect pupil responses (see Chapter 1), the trial count of the stimuli were 
adjusted to ensure balanced presentation probabilities: RAND20 is the control for both 
RAND20-REG10 and RAND20-REG1, so appearances of RAND20 should equal the total of 
both RAND20-REG10 and RAND20-REG1; the probability that a sequence starts with REG10 
or CONST should be identical to RAND20, thus the total number of trials for the pair REG10-
RAND20 and its control REG10 and the pair STEP and its control CONST should equal the 
sum of RAND20-REG1, RAND20-REG10 and RAND20. 
The resulting stimuli numbers were 16 RAND-REG1, 16 RAND-REG10, 32 RAND, 32 
REG, 32 REG-RAND, 32 CONT and 32 STEP, for a total of 288 trials, with one-third of the 
sequences containing a gap with lengths as in Experiment 1B. All were presented in random 
order across eight blocks. Since each block should have one gap trial per condition, and 
combined with the increase in the number of conditions and blocks in this experiment, the 
resulting proportion of gap trials was hence higher than in the previous experiments. As in 
Experiment 2, to avoid fatigue due to the excessive experimental length, two participants were 
alternated between blocks and thus received at least eight minutes of rest between blocks, 
resulting in an overall experimental length of around three hours. 
5.2.2 Results 
Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
As seen in Figure 5.2A, the pupil response patterns observed in Experiments 1 and 2 
have been replicated in the present experiment. The divergence of STEP from its control 
CONST begins to gain significance from 600ms post-transition. REG-RAND significantly 
diverges from its control (REG) from 860ms onwards, approximately the same time as in 
Experiment 1A. Again, there is no significant difference between RAND-REG and RAND 
throughout. Similar to that observed in Experiment 1, the difference between REG-RAND and 
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RAND-REG commences around 1020ms post-transition. Importantly, RAND-REG1 evokes a 
pupil dilation response which starts to become significant from 500ms post-transition, at 
approximately the same time as STEP, through to 1780ms. 
Figure 5.2B shows the pupil response from the stimulus onset; as in Experiment 1 
(Figure 3.1B), there is no appreciable difference between REG and RAND pre-transition. 
Behavioural results 
A repeated measures ANOVA shows no effect of condition on hit rates (Figure 5.2C; 
F(2,22)=0.340, p=0.715) or false alarm rates (F(1.346,14.805)=1.878, p=0.177, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected). As performance approaches the ceiling, a repeated measures ANOVA 
applied to arcsine transformed hit rates (F(1.346,14.805)=1.878, p=0.192, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected) and false alarm rates (F(2,22)=0.386, p=0.684) both show no effect of 
condition on task performance. 
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Figure 5.2 Pupil response and behavioural results of Experiment 3. [A] Average pupil diameter over time 
relative to the transition. The shaded area around the solid lines show ± 1 SEM. Time intervals in which 
cluster-level statistics show significant differences between each transition condition and their non-transition 
control (p<0.05) are indicated as identically-coloured horizontal lines below the plots. [B] Average pupil 
diameter relative to the stimulus onset. [C] Behavioural results for the gap detection task with 1 SEM error 
bars and black circles representing individual participant data. 
5.2.3 Discussion 
The result of this experiment has delivered further confirmation of the null-effect of pupil 
responses to the emergence of regularity (RAND-REG), reinforcing the observations of the 
previous two experiments. Additionally, the presence of an evoked pupil dilation response to 
the transition from a random sequence of 20 frequency-varying tones to a single tone repetition 
(RAND20-REG1) rejects the RAND saturation hypothesis. 
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Violation of randomness by repetition 
At first, the presence of the pupil dilation response to the RAND20-REG1 transition 
may appear to be surprising as this could also be considered a form of the emergence of 
regularity. However, REG1 is an extreme case of regularity; it is merely a single repeating tone 
devoid of the spectral and temporal complexities present in RAND sequences. In addition to 
the discovery of a new pattern (repetition), the single repeating tone (REG1) also strongly 
violates the rule – ‘the same tone appearing two or more times consecutively is rare’ – implicitly 
conveyed in the complex random sequence pattern of RAND20. 
The perceptual processing of stimuli depends on the context. In the context of a 
sequence of repeated standard tone, any noticeable deviation represents an unexpected event 
and elicits MMN, which has been thought to reflect a pre-attentive change detection system 
and supports the view of automatic rule extraction (reviewed in detail in Chapter 1; see also 
Garrido et al., 2009; Näätänen et al., 2007). However, in the context of permanently varying 
sequences, repetition represents an unexpected violation of the established permanent 
variation, and indeed, has been demonstrated to evoke an MMN-like response in numerous 
studies (Horváth et al., 2001; Horváth and Winkler, 2004; Näätänen and Rinne, 2002; Rosburg, 
2004; Wolff and Schröger, 2001). This was first reported by Wolff and Schröger (2001): In a 
rapid tone sequence (presented at 6.25Hz) randomly sampling five different frequencies, rare 
repetitions of one tone elicited an MMN like negativity peaking about 100-200ms after the onset 
of repetition. This MMN like negativity is called ‘repetition negativity’ and found to be 
independent of attention (Horváth et al., 2001; Horváth and Winkler, 2004; Näätänen and 
Rinne, 2002; Wolff and Schröger, 2001). This has been interpreted as evidence for the ability 
of the auditory cortex to extract ‘frequency variation […] as an invariant feature of the acoustic 
environment’ (Wolff and Schröger, 2001, p323). 
In this context, repetition leads to a strong unexpected error which can be observed as 
an MMN-like cortical response. The present study demonstrates that this strong violation 
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additionally activates the LC-NE system which leads to phasic NE activity, which, as 
demonstrated here, is observed as robust pupil dilation. 
5.3 Experiment 4 
5.3.1 Motivation 
As shown above, the transition from a random sequence to a single repeating tone 
(RAND-REG1) evokes a clear and robust pupil dilation response, while the transition from a 
random sequence to a regular pattern with alphabet size 10 (RAND20-REG10) consistently 
produces no response. These observations lead to questions surrounding the characterization 
of the relationship between pupil responses and the tone subset size of the REG sequences, 
and how this subset size modulates pupil responses to the emergence of regularity (RAND-
REG). 
One possible result is that as the alphabet size of the emerging regular pattern 
progressively increases from one to ten, its evoked pupil responses gradually decrease in size 
before completely disappearing. Another possible result is that there is a categorical difference 
between REG1 and any other size; one repeating tone evokes a pupil dilation response on the 
principle that repetition is a special case of regularity. In this case, no pupil dilation response 
would be expected for any subset size greater than one. 
To test which case is true, in addition to the RAND20-REG1 and RAND20-REG10 
conditions which have been tested previously, the present experiment also includes two 
additional types of RAND-REG transitions: transitions from a random sequence to regular 
pattern with an alphabet size of two (RAND20-REG2) and five (RAND20-REG5) (see Figure 
5.3 for examples). RAND20-REG2 is a necessary choice, as it can distinguish if there is a 
categorical difference between REG1 and other regular patterns. Also, the testing of the first 
hypothesis requires the examination of a range of subset sizes to cover the range of 1–10; an 
exhaustive approach would include the full range, however, experimental time constraints 
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permitted only two additional conditions: as such, RAND20-REG2 and RAND20-REG5 were 
selected as reasonable exploratory choices. 
 
Figure 5.3 Example spectrograms for the stimuli RAND20-REG2 and RAND20-REG5. [Top] RAND20-REG2: 
a transition from a random sequence composed with tones varying across 20 different frequencies 
(RAND20) to a regular pattern with an alphabet size of two (REG2, i.e. restricted to two frequencies out of 
the pool of 20). [Bottom] RAND20-REG5: a transition from a random sequence to a regular pattern with an 
alphabet size of five. 
5.3.2 Methods 
Participants 
This experiment was performed twice; a total of 30 new participants attended, with 15 
participants initially and a new group of 15 participants subsequently, to replicate the results 
of the first attempt. Thus, participants are presented in two groups: the first 15 participants (11 
females; aged 20–29, average 23.5) comprise Group A and last 15 participants (14 females; 
aged 20–25, average 22.5) comprise Group B. No participants were excluded in this 
experiment. 
Stimuli and Procedure 
In addition to the RAND20-REG1 stimuli of Experiment 3, two further stimuli were 
featured – RAND20-REG2 and RAND20-REG5 (examples shown in Figure 5.3). In this 
experiment, four transitions (RAND20-REG1, -REG2, -REG5 and -REG10) shared a single 
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RAND20 control, thus to ensure the same presentation probability across transitions and 
between respective transition and control conditions, the trial number should be same across 
all four transition stimuli and the RAND20 control count should be the sum of all transition trials. 
Overall, 218 stimuli were presented, including 21 RAND20-REG1, 21 RAND20-REG2, 
21 RAND20-REG5, 21 RAND20-REG10 and 84 RAND. Following the paradigm of Experiment 
3, one-third of the sequences contained a gap, appearing with equal occurrence across 
conditions. All stimuli were shuffled and presented across seven blocks. Each block was 




Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
The results of Group A, the first 15 participants, are presented in Figure 5.4A. As in 
Experiment 3, RAND20-REG1 evokes a pupil dilation response, which diverges from its control 
RAND from 740 to 1700ms, while RAND20-REG10 shows no significant divergence from 
RAND20. The average pupil diameter in RAND20-REG1 starts to increase around 500ms 
post-transition and reaches peak amplitude at 1340ms. Moreover, the overall pupil diameter is 
significantly larger for RAND20-REG1 than RAND20-REG2 (between 1060 and 1620ms), 
RAND20-REG5 (780 and 1520ms) and RAND20-REG10 (620 and 1720ms). 
There are no significant differences between RAND-REG2 or RAND-REG5 and their 
control, RAND. However, the average normalised pupil diameter in RAND-REG2 and RAND-
REG5 appears to suggest a small gradual increase between 640ms and 800ms. 
To investigate this further, the experiment was repeated with 15 fresh participants, who 
comprised Group B. Figure 5.4B shows the confirmation and replication of the results of their 
predecessors in Group A. RAND-REG1 diverges from RAND between 580ms and 1840ms, 
while RAND-REG2, RAND-REG5 and RAND-REG10 are not significantly different from 
RAND. Similarly, RAND-REG1 diverges from RAND-REG2 (between 740ms to 1660ms), 
RAND-REG5 (680ms to 1720ms) and RAND-REG10 (220ms to 1960ms). 
Figure 5.4C shows pupil dilation responses obtained by pooling the two groups. In 
addition to the significant increase in RAND20-REG1 observed in the previous non-pooled 
results, the divergence of RAND20-REG2 from RAND20 becomes significant between 840ms 
to 1560ms post-transition. The pupil dilation to RAND-REG1 is significantly greater than the 
responses to RAND-REG2, RAND-REG5 and RAND-REG10. 
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Figure 5.4 Average pupil diameter results for Experiment 4. Average pupil diameter over time relative to the 
transition: [A] Group A, (N=15), [B] Group B (N=15) and [C] both groups combined (N=30). The shaded 
area around the solid lines shows ± 1 SEM. The time intervals where cluster-level statistics indicate 
significant differences between each transition condition and the non-transition control RAND20 (p<0.05) 
are indicated as identically-coloured horizontal lines below the plots. 
Pupil event rate from stimulus transition 
Here the pupil event rates for all 30 participants in Experiment 4 are analysed in the 
same way as for Figure 3.4 of Experiment 1. The pupil dilation rate and pupil constriction rate 
results are presented in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively. 
The left panel of Figure 5.5 shows the raster plot of the onsets of pupil dilations for each 
trial for all participants in Experiment 4. For RAND20-REG10, as in Experiment 1, there is no 
observable difference in the rate of pupil dilation onsets between RAND20-REG10 and its 
control RAND20. Likewise, there is no significant difference between RAND20-REG5 and 
RAND20 post-transition. Varying the threshold between 75ms and 300ms also reveals no 
discernible differences. 
Contrastingly for RAND20-REG1, in agreement with its positive result in the average 
pupil diameter analysis, it exhibits a significantly higher rate of pupil dilation onsets 0.5 to 1-
second post-transition (p=0.01) followed by a significantly lower rate from 1.5 to 2 seconds 
(p<0.005). This ‘increase-then-decrease’ pattern in the pupil dilation rate is identical to that of 
STEP and REG-RAND in Experiment 1. 
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A much less robust effect can be found in the pupil dilation rate of RAND20-REG2: with 
the threshold of 300ms, a significant reduction in the rate is apparent from 1.5 to 2 seconds 
(p=0.02); this effect disappears with a 75ms threshold. 
For RAND20-REG5, both thresholds show no significant difference from RAND20 in 
the post-transition pupil dilation rate. 
Regarding pupil constriction rate (Figure 5.6), again, RAND20-REG10 shows no 
change over the entire epoch, replicating the result in Figure 3.4. For RAND20-REG1, although 
there is no discernible indication of any rate change in the early post-transition interval, 
RAND20-REG1 shows a significant increase in the pupil constriction rate between 1.5s and 2s 
post-transition, though this is only significant with a 300ms threshold. This significant pupil 
constriction rate decrease matches the robust and significant pupil dilation rate decrease 
(Figure 5.6) and is similar to the pupil constriction rate result for STEP (with threshold 300ms) 
in Figure 3.4. For RAND20-REG2, like RAND20-REG10, there is no observable change in the 
pupil constriction rate. For RAND20-REG5, interestingly there is a weak but significant 
(p<0.05) increase in the rate between 1.5 and 2 second post-transition; this weak effect implies 
that RAND20-REG5 might indeed evoke some pupil responses, consistent with the grand 
mean waveform shown in Figure 5.4, albeit rather weakly. 
Behavioural results 
Task performance is very good across both groups: Group A with a hit rate (RAND20) 
of 94.8±2.0%, and false alarm rate (RAND20) of 0.2±0.1%; Group B achieved rates of 





Figure 5.5 Pupil dilation rate results for Experiment 4  with participants pooled together (N=30). [Left] Raster 
plots of pupil dilation events extracted from all trials and all participants. Each black dot represents the onset 
of a pupil dilation with a duration exceeding 300ms, and each yellow coloured dot represents the same but 
with a shorter threshold length of 75ms. The black vertical line indicates the transition time. [Right] Average 
pupil dilation onset rate as a function of time relative to the transition for the two thresholds (from top to 
bottom: RAND20-REG1, RAND20-REG2, RAND20-REG5 and RAND20-REG10, all displayed against 





Figure 5.6 Pupil constriction rate results for Experiment 4  with participants pooled together (N=30). [Left] 
Raster plots of pupil constriction events extracted from all trials and all participants. Each black dot 
represents the onset of a pupil constriction with a duration exceeding 300ms, and each yellow coloured dot 
represents the same but with a shorter threshold length of 75ms. The black vertical line indicates the 
transition time. [Right] Average pupil constriction onset rate as a function of time relative to the transition 
for the two thresholds (from top to bottom: RAND20-REG1, RAND20-REG2, RAND20-REG5 and RAND20-
REG10, all displayed against RAND20). Intervals with significantly different rates are labelled with asterisks 
with their associated p values.  
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5.4 Discussion 
The experiments of this chapter have observed pupil dilation responses evoked by the 
violation of randomness by repetition: a transition from a random sequence to a single 
repeating tone, RAND20-REG1. This has been replicated twice and shares parallels with the 
responses elicited by the STEP and REG-RAND transitions. This positive result is also 
reflected in the pupil event rate analysis (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6), which show a significant 
increase shortly after the transition. This effect is only present in long-lasting pupil dilation 
events of over 300ms, and in all cases is followed by a significant decrease in the last time 
window (1.5 to 2 seconds) regardless of temporal threshold. There are two significant 
conclusions which may be drawn from these findings: firstly, the pupil response evoked by 
transitions from RAND20 categorically reject the hypothesis that the RAND-REG null effect 
observed in the last three chapters can be ascribed to pre-transition pupillary saturation. 
Secondly, the fact that RAND20-REG1 can also evoke a strong pupil dilation response 
provides further evidence that the LC-NE system is selectively sensitive to unexpected 
uncertainty; not only is the LC-NE system sensitive to violations of highly precise regularities, 
but also violations of complex randomness by mere repetition. 
Moreover, the pupil dilation rate analysis for RAND20-REG1 shows slight 
inconsistencies across temporal thresholds for STEP and REG-RAND, an effect not observed 
in previous experiments with comparable participant and trial counts – 32 participants, 
approximately 500 trials per condition – where both thresholds show the same effect. This 
instability may suggest that the pupil responses to RAND20-REG1 are subtly different from 
those to STEP and REG-RAND. One possibility is that RAND20-REG1 evokes fewer pupil 
dilation events through the first second of the post-transition interval, or that the events have 
a slightly wider temporal spread, leading to a smaller resultant pupil dilation rate change, which 
was much less stable with slightly noisier data (when using a lower threshold for the pupil 
dilation duration). Another possible difference concerns the duration of the pupil dilation event 
itself; the increase in the rate for RAND20-REG1 disappears with a lower duration threshold, 
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which suggests that the increase in the pupil dilation rate by RAND20-REG1 is specifically 
associated with long-duration (lasting over 300ms) pupil dilation events. 
In addition to the testing of the RAND20 saturation hypothesis, the present experiment 
further probes the effect of regularity complexity on pupillary sensitivity to the emergence of 
regularity by manipulating the size of the frequency subset of the regular pattern emerging 
from the random pattern. Here, in addition to the sizes of one (REG1) and ten (REG10) which 
have featured previously, the sizes of two and five are also investigated (RAND20-REG2 and 
RAND20-REG5 respectively). 
Firstly, when increasing the regularity subset size from two, the pupil response to the 
random-to-regular transition almost completely disappears. This highlights the remarkable 
case of the violation of randomness by single tone repetition. Such a strong effect from the 
increase in subset size also agrees with the hypothesis that the LC-NE system is sensitive to 
the manner by which the rule describing the RAND20 portion – ‘the same tone appearing two 
or more times consecutively is rare’ – is encoded by the brain, in that REG1 offers the greatest 
possible violation of this rule. As the regular sequence increases in both complexity and length, 
this violation becomes progressively diminished, and is evidenced by a weakening in the 
response of the LC-NE system. 
Nevertheless, there is some evidence that these two weaker transitions (RAND20-
REG2 and RAND20-REG5) do evoke pupil dilation responses, albeit relatively much smaller; 
this is particularly apparent in the pooled data presented by Figure 5.4C. One hypothesis for 
this presence of pupil responses might be that when the regular cycle is relatively simple (i.e. 
with fewer than five members in the subset), the rapid recurrence of the short and simple cycles 
violates certain rule(s) learned from the RAND20 sequence; for example, in RAND20-REG2, 
the probability of a given frequency changes from 5% to 50% at the transition. Noticeably, 
compared with the RAND20-REG1 transition, the pupil dilation responses evoked by RAND20-
REG2 (and RAND20-REG5) had significantly smaller peaks and tend to exhibit a more 
trapezoidal shape, with diminishing significance as the subset size grows. The underlying 
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reason for this graded trend in the pupil response strength from RAND20-REG1, RAND20-
REG2 to RAND20-REG5 remains unclear. One possibility is that the evoked pupil dilation 
response (reflecting the phasic LC response) might be associated with the magnitude of the 
unexpected uncertainty and the evoked pupil dilation response (reflecting the phasic LC 
response); the stronger the violation, the greater the unexpected uncertainty (further away from 
the existing model of the ongoing sensory signal), leading to a stronger phasic LC response 
which can be observed as a larger pupil dilation response in the across-trial average result 
(illustrated in Figure 5.7). However, this hypothesis would only be true if two prerequisites are 
upheld: firstly, the strength of the phasic LC response is correlated with the strength of the 
unexpected uncertainty; secondly, the strength of the phasic LC response can be reflected by 
pupil dilation parameters (e.g. the amplitude of the pupil dilation, the spread of the pupil dilation 
onset time). Another possible hypothesis is that the activation of the LC-NE system has a 
greater variability across trials as the frequency subset size of the regular patterns increases. 
Taking RAND20-REG5 as an example, perhaps only a small portion of trials with this type of 
transition were strong enough to be considered a violation of the RAND20 sequence. The latter 
hypothesis is supported by the pupil dilation rate results: While there is a marked increase 
followed by a decrease shortly after in RAND20-REG1, the pupil dilation rate change was less 
significant and much noisier for RAND20-REG2, and completely absent for RAND20-REG5. 
So far, the last four experiments in this thesis have demonstrated pupillometric results 
that support the initial hypothesis stated at the end of Chapter 1. Pupil dilation responses, as 
an index of phasic activity in the subcortical LC-NE system, are robustly evoked by transitions 
that involve strong violations of established rules in the ongoing sensory signal: violation by a 
deviant frequency by replacing one repeating frequency with another (STEP), violation of 
regularity by transitioning from a regular to a random sequence (REG10-RAND10), and 
violation of randomness by repetition (RAND20-REG1). Importantly, it is apparent that this 
response operates as an automatic process which does not require listeners to actively seek 
out the changes. Meanwhile, the process of discovering a new pattern does not evoke any 
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observable pupil responses; this is much unlike the results from the detection of a violation 
and reveals a separation between the networks involved in these two processes – detecting 
violations of learned rules involves the LC while the discovery of a new rule does not. 
As all of these experiments are performed with listeners performing a task irrelevant to 
the transitions themselves, this raises intriguing questions: What if the listeners are actively 
searching for those changes? Are these networks – those responsible for violation detection, 
pattern discovery, and active searching for pattern changes – completely independent? How 
would the LC-linked pupil response be affected? 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Schematics for a hypothesis about pupil responses to unexpected uncertainties with different 
strengths. [Left] Signals falling outside of the existing internal model (illustrated as a black solid circle with 
faded surroundings representing its expected uncertainty) would be considered as an unexpected 
uncertainty (illustrated as triangles). The further the unexpected uncertainty lies from the existing model, 
the stronger the unexpected uncertainty. In this diagram, the strongest unexpected uncertainty is indicated 
as a hot pink triangle, followed by light purple, and the weakest shown in dark purple. The hypothesis is that 
stronger unexpected uncertainties (further away from the existing model of the ongoing sensory signal) lead 
to a stronger phasic LC response. [Right] If this hypothesis is true, and the strength of phasic LC response 
can be observed as the amplitude of the pupil dilation response, then the pupil response (observed in 








The pupil responses which we have observed in the experiments described above 
demonstrate the LC’s involvement in the tracking of rapid sequence statistics. A simplified 
cartoon of this process is illustrated in Figure 6.1A: Based on the available brain data, the 
tracking of the statistics of the sequences is hypothesized to take place in a network comprising 
sources in auditory cortex and IFG. Events which constitute unexpected uncertainty (‘surprise’) 
lead to activation of the LC, which is indirectly measurable as pupil dilation. Brain imaging 
experiments, with passive listeners, suggest that cortical pattern tracking takes place 
automatically. Changes in the pattern, both for REG-RAND and RAND-REG sequences 
appear to perceptually ‘pop out’, possibly once the evidence for a change has crossed some 
threshold. This aspect of the process remains poorly understood, but it is included in the 
schema for completion. 
In this chapter, I investigate how introducing active detection would affect this network. 
This is important because indeed all previous studies, implicating LC-NE activity in the process 
of evidence accumulation used paradigms in which subjects were actively tracking and making 
perceptual decisions about the presented stimuli. 
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Pupil dilations have been observed during effortful behavioural, cognitive, or economic 
decisions (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; de Gee et al., 2014; Einhäuser et al., 2008, 2010, 
Eldar et al., 2013, 2016; Fiedler and Glöckner, 2012; Gilzenrat et al., 2010; Hakerem and 
Sutton, 1966; Hess and Polt, 1964; Hupé et al., 2009; Jepma and Nieuwenhuis, 2011; 
Kahneman et al., 1967; Kahneman and Beatty, 1966; Nassar et al., 2012; Preuschoff et al., 
2011; Privitera et al., 2010; Wierda et al., 2012). However, there is no clarity on which aspects 
of the decision-making process these responses reflect, and how they contribute to the 
associated pupil dilations. 
One aspect known to have a profound effect is the final decision terminating the 
process. For example, Einhäuser et al., (2010) observed a significant correlation between the 
timings of the peak pupil dilation and the button-press on a single-trial basis, confirming a tight 
link between the timings of the two events. However, it is difficult to determine if these changes 
can be attributed to the decision-making process, or the motor preparation and command 
needed to report the decision, or perhaps a combination of the above processes amongst 
others. 
The issue is complicated by the observation that the start of the pupil dilation occurs 
before the button press (Einhäuser et al., 2008, 2010; Hupé et al., 2009). With pupil responses 
aligned at the button press time, the pupil diameter starts to increase around one second 
before the button press, peaking at 420ms after the press, before resolving back to the baseline 
at two seconds after pressing; this response shows a degree of consistency across different 
studies (Einhäuser et al., 2008, 2010; Hupé et al., 2009). However, a slightly later pupil dilation 
onset, starting at 500ms and becoming significant from 400ms before the button press, was 
reported by Hupé et al. (2009). This difference in the pupil dilation onset can be attributed to 
the level of the task demand in these two studies. Pupil diameter is positively correlated with 
processing load (Beatty, 1982; Hess and Polt, 1964; Kahneman et al., 1967), and as such, 
pupil dilation starts earlier and rises more rapidly in trials with demanding tasks (which also 
tend to be associated with a longer reaction time). 
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To further explore the pupil response component of motor command and preparation, 
Hupé et al. (2009) investigated pupil dynamics in different change-detection button-pressing 
tasks with visual stimuli, including a mixture of active and passive tasks, and one where 
participants could press the button at will. In line with expectations, the active change detection 
tasks elicit pupil dilation responses with button presses, but intriguingly, consistent and reliable 
pupil dilation responses are also observed when participants press the button at will. 
Considering the LC’s proposed role in behavioural optimisation (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) 
and its projection to the Edinger–Westphal (EW) nucleus which controls the sphincter muscles 
which in turn constrict the pupil (Kozicz et al., 2011), a tight coupling between pupil dilation 
and motor responses is not at all surprising. 
In addition to this, the relationship between pupil dilation and the actual choice made 
in the decision is also very interesting. Pupil measurements during visual detection tasks report 
larger dilations for hits than misses (Hakerem and Sutton, 1966; Privitera et al., 2010). 
Moreover, average pupil dilation amplitudes are significant bigger when responding with ‘yes’ 
than with ‘no’, while there is no discernible difference between the actual correctness of the 
response (de Gee et al., 2014); this is further evidence that the final choice of the decision 
process contributes heavily to decision-related pupil dilations. 
In this case, with the decision formation process reflected in the pupil dilation response, 
one solution to disentangle the two could be to stretch the decision-making process over longer 
timeframes, for example, a decision based on a slow trickle of noisy information. de Gee et al. 
(2014) used a visual contrast detection task with long reaction times (typically around two 
seconds) and individually adjusted the task to attain a rate of 75% correct responses. With 
this, pupil responses were modelled using a general linear model with an impulse response 
function adopted from Hoeks and Levelt (1993), finding that the sustained component during 
the decision formation significantly contributed to the time course of the pupil response. 
Although the existence of the sustained component indicates evidence accumulation, it is still 
very difficult to precisely extract and quantitatively measure this component to extract any 
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further details about the evidence accumulation process. As such, dissociating evidence 
accumulation from other factors associated with the decision remains unsolved and requires 
further investigation. 
From these findings, it can be seen that various aspects of behaviour – even the mere 
button press – can affect pupil responses. However, it remains unclear how these behavioural 
effects act on the automatic pupil response to the pattern transitions. 
The paradigm in the present study is the same to that described in the experiments 
above except that now participants are instructed to monitor the sounds sequences for the 
transition and respond as quickly as possible when a transition has been detected. Figure 6.1B 
illustrates for a hypothesized sequence of operations which might be involved in this task: 
Once aware of the ongoing signal, listeners need to make the decision to respond and then 
execute the motor response (“press button”). 
There are at least three manners in which active behaviour might affect the observed 
pupil response and these are schematized in (Figure 6.1C). One possibility (Figure 6.1C(i)) is 
that the behaviour-related neural network (including the direction of attention to the changes, 
making the final decision, executing the motor response etc) is completely independent from 
the AC-IFG-LC network. If this is the case, then pupil responses to the violation of regularity 
should be unaffected by behaviour: The results should be the same as those for the auditory 
gap detection task of the previous chapters. The second possibility (Figure 6.1C(ii)) is that the 
behaviour-related network (deciding whether to press the button, and the motor command 
itself) affects pupil responses, but independently from the statistical tracking network. If this is 
the case, the pupil response should be a combined response reflecting the behavioural 
response and the automatic response to the violation of regularity. Here, the pupil responses 
should exhibit two major features: (1) the responses to all three transitions should correlate 
with reaction times, and (2) the pupil responses to RAND-REG may be different, and possibly 
smaller, than those to STEP and REG-RAND and may also show greater correlation with 
reaction times as it only consists of components associated with the behavioural response. 
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Another possibility (Figure 6.1C(iii)) is that behaviour substantially affects the statistical 
tracking network and/or LC, resulting in pupil responses which cannot be not simply explained 
by behavioural responses.  
In previous studies investigating the relationship between NE and unexpected 
uncertainty, active detection tasks were commonly used (Jepma and Nieuwenhuis, 2011; 
Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Lavín et al., 2014; Preuschoff et al., 2011). For example, as 
reviewed in Chapter 1, Krishnamurthy et al. (2017) asked listeners to actively track sequences 
of sounds which vary spatially and predict the location of upcoming sounds. To accurately 
predict, the listeners need to actively learn the patterns underlying the distribution of sound 
locations and involve behavioural judgements to decide whether the pattern has changed or 
not. 
However, there is a history of controversy over whether and how behaviour (e.g. final 
choice of the decision and the motor response itself) affects pupil responses. Thus, the next 
section presents a review of the literature regarding the effect of decision-making on pupil 





Figure 6.1 Schematics for hypotheses about pupil responses to pattern transitions.  [A] illustrates a 
proposed mechanism for processing changes between regular and random patterns during passive 
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detection. The auditory cortex (AC) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) are proposed to act in tandem to detect 
auditory patterns contained within the rapid tone-pip sequence. The sensory signal reaches awareness if 
the statistics it carries pass a certain threshold. When the signal violates the incumbent internal model of 
the ongoing signal, the auditory cortex induces phasic neural responses in the LC which responds in turn, 
a response which can be observed as a transient pupil dilation response. The right-hand panel shows the 
observed pupil responses for STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG. [B] This is a simplified illustration of the 
hypothesis of a behaviour-involved transition detection process. When listeners are actively tracking and 
reporting the changes in sound sequences, the process should, at least, include five steps: track statistics 
in the sound sequence (by the AC-IFG-LC network), maintain awareness of a pattern, decide whether a 
change has happened or not, and finally execute the motor response. [C] proposes three possible manners 
in which active behaviour might affect the observed pupil response via the structure illustrated in [B]. See 
the main context for the details of each hypothesis. For each, the expected hypothetical pupil responses for 
STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG are illustrated on the right of each schematic. 
6.2 Experiment 5  
6.2.1 Methods  
Participants 
Data from 14 participants (10 females; aged 22–30, average 24.3) are presented. No 
participants were excluded in this experiment. 
Stimuli 
This experiment included the three transition conditions (STEP, REG-RAND, RAND-
REG) and their corresponding non-transition controls (CONST, REG and RAND). The stimulus 
length was randomly varied between 120 and 160 tones (6–8 seconds), with the transition 
jittered between 60 and 80 tones after sequence onset. 
Procedure 
Participants were instructed to respond – by pressing a keyboard button – as quickly 
as possible after detecting a pattern change in the sound sequence; there were the transitions 
from one repeating tone to another (STEP), from a regular to a random sequence (REG-
RAND) or from a random to a regular sequence (RAND-REG). 
Experimental sessions typically lasted an hour, which included a short practice block 
of 12 trials before the main experiment. Again, as in Experiment 1, all six stimuli types featured 
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equally to avoid detrimental effects caused by unequal presentation probabilities. In total 150 
stimuli were presented – 25 each of STEP, CONST, REG-RAND, REG, RAND-REG and 
RAND – all shuffled and presented with an inter-trial interval of five to seven seconds. To 
reduce fatigue, the stimuli were presented in five consecutive blocks and participants were 
asked to take a short break of around three minutes between blocks. 
The analysis and plots are limited to three seconds post-transition as the earliest 
stimulus offset are at three seconds, and there is a slight increase in eye blink rate following 
stimulus offset. 
6.2.2 Results 
Behaviour: Rapid detection to complex sound patterns 
Detection accuracy 
Hit and false positive rates for the change detection task are presented in Figure 6.2A. 
Their similar hit rates show that all three transition conditions – STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-
REG – can be equally detected by active listeners. A repeated measures ANOVA showed no 
effect of condition on the hit rate (F(2,26)=0.258, p=0.774) or on the arcsine transformed hit 
rate (F(2,26)=0.198, p=0.821). However there was a main effect of condition on false alarm 
rate (F(1.394,18.118)=14.775, p<0.001, Greenhouse-Geiser corrected) and on the arcsine 
transformed false alarm rate (F(1.405,18.262)=15.272, p<0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected). Although the false alarm rates are all very low, RAND shows significantly higher 
rates (5.4±0.1%) than CONST (CONST=0±0%, p<0.001) and REG (REG=1.7±0.7%, 
p=0.039), while CONST and REG do not differ significantly (p=0.083; Bonferroni corrected). 
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Figure 6.2 Behavioural results of Experiment 5.  Behavioural performance of the active detection in STEP, 
REG-RAND and RAND-REG.[A and B] Hit rate, false positive rate and reaction times of the changes in STEP, 
REG-RAND and RAND-REG. Grey dots represent individual participant data. Error bars are 1 SEM. [C] The 
distribution of all reaction times (RT) for STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG are plotted. 
Average reaction times 
The reaction times (RT) in Figure 6.2B show that listeners detect these transitions very 
rapidly, on average within one second. A repeated measures ANOVA shows a main effect of 
condition on the reaction time (F(2,26)=90.723, p<0.001). The reaction time to changes in 
STEP stimuli are the shortest (RT=0.51±0.03s, p<0.001), followed by REG-RAND 
(0.748±0.05s, p<0.001) and then RAND-REG (0.93±0.03s, p<0.001). This latency pattern is 
consistent with previous work (Barascud et al., 2016), although reaction times are generally 
slower in the present study. This may be due to the participants’ tiredness from constant 
fixation of the eyes and chin during the whole experiment. 
Reaction time distributions 
The distribution of reaction times for each change condition, shown in Figure 6.2C, are 
generally consistent with previous behavioural results (Figure 1.6, Barascud et al. 2016). 
Importantly, all reaction times occur considerably before stimulus offset, confirming that the 
stimulus lengths of this experiment are sufficient. 
As mentioned in the discussion of Chapter 3, there is a possibility that the null-effect in 
RAND-REG during the gap detection task could be due to the wide spread of the reaction time 
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distribution. However, this experiment shows that the spread (variance) of the reaction time 
distribution of RAND-REG is smaller than that of REG-RAND (Levene’s test, F(1,690) = 
14.426, p=0.0002), thus providing further evidence that the null effect is not a mere artefact. 
Average pupil diameters 
Participants were instructed to listen for transitions in the tone sequences and press 
the button as soon as they detected the transition. From this, pupil responses to the pattern 
transitions can be investigated at three stages: stimulus onset, stimulus transition (external 
change), and the button press (time of decision). 
Pupil responses from stimulus onset 
Figure 6.3A shows the average normalised pupil diameter across all participants as a 
function of time, relative to the stimulus onset. As transition trials and their corresponding 
controls have common pre-transition sequences (i.e. CONST, REG and RAND), trials for each 
pair conditions can be collapsed for across-trial averaging. 
In all conditions, the pupil gradually dilates from sequence onset. Following this initial 
increase, pupil responses to REG and RAND showed a continued increase with no apparent 
differences before the transition. In contrast, CONST stopped dilating, reaching a plateau 
around one second after onset. The divergence of CONST from REG was statistically 
significant at 1.98s post-onset, and divergence from RAND is significant from 1.92s post-onset 
until the transition. Therefore, in contrast to the previous experiments, here we observe a pre-






Figure 6.3 Pupil response results of Experiment 5.  [A] Average pupil diameter over time relative to the 
sequence onset. The shaded area around the solid lines shows ± 1 SEM. The time intervals where cluster-
level statistics show significant differences between each change condition and its no change control 
(p<0.05) are indicated by identically-coloured horizontal lines below the lines. [B] Average pupil diameter 
over time relative to the transition. [C] Average pupil diameter over time relative to the button press. 
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The underlying cause for this pre-transition difference remains unclear, but it may be 
related to the effect of effort on the pupil response. In the present study, the continuous 
repetition of a single tone in CONST may require less effort to track actively than the complex 
patterns of REG and RAND, thus resulting in smaller pupil diameters after the stimulus onset. 
A growing literature links the increase in tonic pupil diameter with increased perceptual and/or 
cognitive effort (Koelewijn et al., 2012, 2014, 2015, 2015, Zekveld et al., 2010, 2014). For 
example, (Koelewijn et al., 2012) found that listening to speech in the presence of an 
informational masker (e.g. a single-talker masker) evoked a larger pupil dilation response than 
in the presence of a masker with lower informational content (e.g. fluctuating noise). Another 
possibility is that larger pupil diameters reflect the expected uncertainty in complex frequency 
patterns. As reviewed in Chapter 1, ACh is proposed to signal expected uncertainty (Yu and 
Dayan, 2005) and has also been found to be related to non-luminance changes in pupil size, 
in particular with the sustained components of pupil responses (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; 
Reimer et al., 2016). 
Pupil responses from stimulus transition 
Figure 6.3B plots the average normalised pupil diameter across all participants as a 
function of time, relative to the transition. Clear pupil dilation responses were observed in all 
three change conditions: STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG. Critically for this study, this was 
the first time a clear, robust pupil dilation response is associated with RAND20-REG10. The 
response started at 930ms, reaches its peak at 1980ms, and statistically diverged from its 
control RAND between 1260 and 2840ms. The response to STEP started to increase around 
490ms post-transition, reaching peak amplitude at 1500ms; it statistically diverged from its 
control CONST from 540ms through to sequence offset. For REG-RAND, the responses 
started to increase around 750ms post-transition, peaking at 1840ms, and statistically diverged 
from its control REG at 900ms post-transition through to sequence offset. Comparing transition 
conditions directly, no difference was observed between the STEP and REG-RAND conditions, 
but the pupil diameter in REG-RAND became significantly greater than that in RAND-REG 
during 700ms and 1480ms post-transition. 
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Interestingly, it appeared that the onset of pupil dilation responses to each of the three 
transitions is in line with their corresponding average reaction times (as indicated by coloured 
dashed lines in Figure 6.3A). This implies that evoked pupil responses could have a strong link 
with decision-making process associated with transition detection. This will be further 
investigated with other analysis techniques. 
Moreover, while the pupil dilation responses to CONST and REG generally remain 
constant post-transition, RAND sequences appeared to exhibit a slight continuous pupil 
dilation throughout (Figure 6.3B). As shown in Figure 6.3A, this difference did not emerge in 
the pre-transition period as no difference existed between REG and RAND. Importantly, this 
cannot be dismissed by the higher false positive rate of RAND, as trials with incorrect 
responses are excluded from analysis. This continuous pupil dilation throughout RAND 
sequences may reflect listening effort. Another possibility is that this increase in the sustained 
pupil response post-onset reflects the cholinergic response to the higher expected uncertainty 
of RAND (as discussed above; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017). However, the fact that this gradual 
increase in RAND was only observed during the active change detection task might favour the 
first listening effort hypothesis. 
Pupil responses relative to the button press 
Pupil dilations to the three change conditions started to rise away from their control at 
the mean reaction time (i.e. the time of the button press, indicated as coloured dashed lines in 
Figure 6.3B), showing a tight coupling between the button press and pupil dilation, which is 
consistent with studies on decision-related pupil dilations (see Einhäuser et al., 2010; Hupé et 
al., 2009). 
To acquire a more accurate timing of the average pupil dilation relative to the button 
press, it may be useful to align pupil dilations with the button press; Figure 6.3C presents 
across-trial averages aligned at the time of the button press. All three transition conditions’ 
pupil traces started to diverge from their controls around 200ms before the button press. The 
divergences started to be significant around the button press time; more precisely, STEP 
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deviated from CONST at 20ms before the button press, REG-RAND from REG at the button 
press, and RAND-REG from RAND at 80ms before the button press. RAND-REG was 
significantly lower than REG-RAND from 620ms after the button press. STEP reached a peak 
at 1060ms post-button press, REG-RAND at 1080ms, and RAND-REG at 1020ms. 
Latency of peak pupil dilations (compared with the gap detection task) 
Interestingly, the current experiment shows that the average pupil diameter response 
to REG-RAND reaches peak dilation later than in the previous experiments with the gap 
detection task. Examining the time that pupil dilation response reaches its peak of peak pupil 
dilations (peak pupil dilation time, or the time of the maximum pupil diameter, tmax) in group 
average results, the gap detection task experiments (Experiment 1A, Experiment 1B, the gap 
detection task session in the following two experiments Experiment 6 and Experiment 7) had 
tmax of STEP at around 1400ms (1520ms, 1400ms, 1440ms and 1420ms respectively), and 
tmax of REG-RAND at around 1400–1600ms post-transition (1640ms, 1400ms, 1520ms, and 
1580ms respectively). However, in the present active change detection task experiment, the 
peak times of STEP and REG-RAND are at 1500ms and 1840ms respectively. 
To compare the peak times between the two types of task, bootstrap analysis (1000 
iterations and balanced; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) was performed on two sets of participant 
data, one constructed from the 14 active participants of the present (5th) experiment and 
another from 57 passive participants pooled from Experiments 1A, 1B, 6 and 7. More 
specifically, this analysis involved randomly selecting (with replacement) 14 passive 
participants, computing their mean tmax, and then iterating 1000 times to create a population of 
simulated means for the passive group. The difference between the passive and active groups 
can be deemed significant if more than 95% of the simulated means fall above or below the 
mean of the active group (i.e. p < 0.05). Figure 6.4 presents this analysis of the peak dilation 
latency: violin plots show the distribution of tmax from the passive participants, and red crosses 
indicate the latency observed in the present experiment (active participants). The results 
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showed no difference (p = 0.3380) for STEP, but a significantly greater latency in the active 
task for REG-RAND (p = 0.0480, active = 2.000s, passive = 1.706s, difference = 294ms). 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Comparison of peak pupil dilation time between the active change detection task and the gap 
detection task. The green violin plot shows the distribution of the 1000 stimulated means of the peak dilation 
latency of STEP from the 57 participants from the gap detection task experiments (Experiment 1A, 
Experiment 1B, Experiment 6 and Experiment 7) and the blue violin plot shows that of REG-RAND. The red 




Relationship between reaction time and pupil dilation 
To investigate the relationship between reaction time and pupil dilation response at a 
single-trial level, the trials were sorted by reaction time – the button press time – allowing better 
evaluation of the relationships between pupil dilation timing and the behavioural response. 
Figure 6.5A shows the relationship between reaction time and pupil diameter over time 
relative to the transition time; the trials are sorted by the time of the button press (y-axis) and 
shown against the time relative to the transition time (x-axis). For display purposes, pupil 
diameter is z-normalized within each individual trial, instead of across trials per participant. 
Generally, pupil dilation occurred around one second after the button press (white line), which 
is consistent with Einhäuser et al. (2010). 
This raises the question of whether the pupil dilation response observed here was 
merely a reflection of the button-pressing action. Figure 6.5B shows the correlation between 
reaction time and the peak pupil dilation time (tmax, see Figure 2.4 for illustration). A regression 
model of reaction time at tmax (based on rank scores) with participant as a random factor reveals 
correlations in REG-RAND (t = 4.54, r2= 0.273, p < 0.0001) and RAND-REG (t = 4.83, r2 = 
0.362, p < 0.0001), but not STEP (t = 1.84, r2 = 0.146, p = 0.0674). 
The relationship between reaction time and the derivative of the pupil dilation response 
is plotted in Figure 6.5D in a similar manner as in Figure 6.5A. Here, the pupil tended to dilate 
at higher speeds after button presses (yellow cluster to the right of the white line in Figure 
6.5D). A regression model of reaction time by tΔmax (ranked scores) with participant as a random 
factor showed no correlations in STEP (t=0.58, r2=0.0392, p=0.5648) and REG-RAND (t=-
0.24, r2=-0.0158, p=0.8123), but a significant correlation in RAND-REG (t=2.36, r2=0.233, 
p=0.0190) (Figure 6.5E). 
Also investigated was the relationship between reaction time and the pupil dilation 
amplitude (i.e. the difference between the pupil sizes at the onset of the pupil dilation and the 
peak, see Figure 2.4 for an illustration). A regression model of reaction time by the pupil dilation 
amplitude (based on their rank scores, Figure 6.5C) with participant as a random factor showed 
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no correlation in all three conditions (STEP (t=0.82, r2=0.0657, p=0.4116), REG-RAND (t=-
1.50, r2=-0.103, p=0.1361), RAND-REG (t=-0.46, r2=-0.0399, p=0.6441)). 
Overall, the single-trial analysis between RT and pupil dynamics showed that the effect 
of the behaviour differed across the three transition types: For STEP, there was no correlation 
between RT and tmax, or tΔmax. For REG-RAND, there was a small correlation, but only with tmax, 
not tΔmax, which suggests that although RT correlated with the pupil dilation response it only 
explained a small part of the variance. For RAND-REG, there were correlations with tmax and 




Figure 6.5 Relationships between the button-press and the pupil dilation response.  Each transition condition 
is presented in a separate row: from top to bottom; these are STEP, REG-RAND, and RAND-REG. [A] 
Participants’ trials sorted by their reaction time (RT) against time with relative to transient time, with the 
colours showing pupil size (the warmer the colour, the larger the pupil). The white line shows the button 
press time. For clarity, pupil size is z-normalised within trial, as opposed to across trials per participant. The 
colours in [D] represent the derivative of the pupil dilation response: the warmer the colour, the quicker the 
dilation. The correlation between the reaction time (RT) and [B] the peak time of the pupil dilation response 
(tmax), [C] pupil dilation amplitude, [D] the time of peak pupil dilation response derivative (tΔmax). Are 
plotted with their correlation coefficients presented above each graph; values for log(RT) were also 
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calculated but not shown, as the values are very similar to those presented here. The dots are individual 
trials and the lines are individual participants. 
6.3 Discussion 
All previous experiments of this thesis used a passive paradigm where pattern 
transitions were not relevant to the task performed by the participants. In contrast, the 
experiment featured in this chapter required listeners to actively seek and responding to the 
changes in the sequences. 
Intriguingly, for all three transition types (STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG), the 
onset of the pupil dilation response – the moment the pupil diameter of the transition condition 
diverges from its no-change control – was at the same instant as the reaction time and peaks 
approximately one second later (Figure 6.3B). A similar relationship was evident in the average 
pupil diameter response aligned at the button press (Figure 6.3C). This is slightly inconsistent 
with Einhäuser et al. (2010), who found that the pupil diameter started to increase around one 
second before the button press and peaked at 420ms after the press. This may be due to 
differences in both the stimuli and analysis; Einhäuser et al. (2010) used a slow reward-related 
decision task (decision period of 10s) with no control pupil diameter response for comparison, 
thus dilation onset was defined as a positive zero-crossing, which, whilst maintaining 
commensurate peak times, would greatly affect onset timings. 
To investigate the effect of the behaviour on the pupil dynamics, we also conducted a 
regression analysis on reaction time and three different parameters of the pupil dilation 
responses (time of maximum pupil diameter, amplitude of dilation, time of maximum dilation 
speed), on a single-trial basis. Although the regression analysis suggests a correlation 
between reaction time and pupil dynamics, this only exists when examining peak pupil dilation 
time and not the other two pupil dilation parameters (time of maximum dilation speed and 
amplitude of dilation); more importantly, the variance explained was small. This weak effect of 
reaction time on pupil dynamics suggests that these pupil dilation responses largely reflected 
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decision processes that were independent of the reaction time. In other words, these pupil 
responses were not merely driven by the motor response at the end of the active transition 
detection; they might be strongly driven by the decision formation or perceptual evidence 
accumulation processes (de Gee et al., 2014). 
Overall experiment found three main consequences of the effect of behaviour on 
transition-associated pupil responses: (1) larger sustained pupil dilation even before the 
transition; (2) substantially later pupil dilation responses to the violation of regularity than during 
the previous auditory gap detection task; and (3) the appearance of pupil responses to the 
emergence of regularity. These are discussed, in turn, below. 
First, during the pre-transition period, complex pattern sequences (REG and RAND) 
elicit greater pupil dilations than the single tone sequence (CONST). Particularly for RAND, 
this sustained dilation persists through to sequence offset, resulting in a larger overall pupil 
diameter than the other two no-change conditions. As mentioned in the result section, this is 
only present in this active detection experiment; although the basis for such sustained dilation 
is unclear, there are indications that it may reflect a greater effort when actively tracking 
complex pattern sequences. 
Secondly, the introduction of active transition detection caused a delay (by ~300ms) to 
the pupil response to REG-RAND. The underlying reason for this delay remains unclear, but, 
together with the significant but small correlation between reaction time and peak pupil dilation 
time (Figure 6.5B) it may suggest that the pupil dilation response reflected a summation of two 
processes: the statistical tracking system, plus processes associated with the behavioural 
decision (as in the 2nd hypothesis, illustrated in Figure 6.1C(ii)). The latter underlies the 
correlation between the pupil dynamics and response time, but most of the unexplained 
variance was associated, with the statistical tracking network. Note that with the involvement 
of the behaviour, the statistical tracking network might be different from the AC-IFG-LC network 
under the passive listening condition, and this requires further exploration with functional 
imaging techniques. The single-trial analysis (Figure 6.5A) similarly showed that the pupil 
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dilation response followed the button press. The regression analysis on reaction time and pupil 
dilation parameters also revealed a significant correlation between reaction time and peak 
pupil dilation time (Figure 6.5B), providing further evidence for the link between pupil dynamics 
and the decision-making processes. However, it is noteworthy that this correlation between 
reaction time and pupil dynamics only existed in REG-RAND and RAND-REG. This echoes 
the findings of cross-task comparisons; while the peak pupil dilation time of REG-RAND was 
delayed during the active task, STEP was not affected by the task. It is possible that the 
simplicity of the change in STEP was associated with an automatic behavioural response, i.e. 
reduced decision making processes, and hence the pupil dilation response evoked by STEP 
more fully reflected the automatic change detection processes. 
The third important finding concerns the fact that the RAND-REG transition - an 
emergence of regularity - evoked a transient pupil dilation response similar to that of the 
transitions in STEP and REG-RAND. This effect was observed for the first and only time in this 
thesis. Interestingly, and similarly to what was found for REG-RAND, reaction time showed 
only a weak correlation with the pupil dilation response (though the correlation was a bit larger 
than that observed for REG-RAND). Overall, this pattern of results favours the third hypothesis 
(Figure 6.1C(iii)): the LC-linked statistical tracking network is not behaviour-independent. 
Rather, it is subject to considerable influence by the involvement of active change detection 
(Figure 6.1C(iii)). The method of by which behaviour affects the process of signalling 
unexpected uncertainty in sensory signals cannot be further elucidated from the present pupil 
data, but future MEG and EEG studies comparing brain responses during passive and active 
listening could indeed develop further understanding. One hypothesis is that when participants 
actively seek changes from random to regular patterns, the brain stores internal 
representations for both types of pattern. Only once the statistical tracking network discovers 
and becomes aware of a new pattern, will it abruptly disconnect from the existing RAND model 
and switch for the other (REG) (as illustrated in Figure 6.6). Such disconnect-and-switch 
process might involve the LC-NE system, thus generating an associated pupil dilation 
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response. As this disconnect process might only happen after the new pattern reaches 
awareness, the timing of the pupil dilation response should also reflect the button press time. 
However, the time that takes to become aware and confirm an emerged new pattern depends 
on the details of the incoming patterns, which vary largely across trials. Such temporal 
variability across trials can be seen in the single trial MEG data shown in Figure 1.6 from 
Barascud et al. (2016), and it can partially explain the small effect of RT on the pupil response 
for RAND-REG observed in the present experiment. 
 
Another possible explanation for the appearance of the response to RAND-REG is 
related to attention. When the brain actively directs attention to upcoming changes in the 
ongoing sequence, it is possible that any changes in the context – even if they are not violations 
of regularity – are amplified, thus making them sufficiently potent for the LC-NE system to 
report as an unexpected uncertainty event, which in turn becomes observable as a pupil 
response. Similarly, instead of amplifying the signals, top-down expectation-based signals 
might increase the sensitivity of the LC-NE system to changes deemed relevant to the task. 
However, many questions still remain: In what manner is the effect of behaviour (including 
attention) applied to pupil responses? Where does this effect act upon, e.g. IFG-AC loop for 
auditory pattern detection? Or the gating for the sensory signal to reach awareness? 
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Figure 6.6 Schematic diagram for the hypothesis of active detection for the emergence of regularity (RAND-
REG).  The top panel shows the hypothesis of the process of RAND-REG, when listeners are performing an 
irrelevent task. Here three stages of the process are illustrated: (1) the internal model encodes the pattern 
while listening to the pre-transition sequence, and (2) after transition happened, as discovering the new 
pattern, the internal model gradually changes to represent the new pattern as the expected uncertainty 
reduces, (3) the new model is settled while continuing tracking statistics in the REG sequence. The bottom 
panel shows one of hypotheses of processing the same transition RAND-REG but during active listening 
condition. (1) As listeners have been explicitly told that there will be changes between two models - RAND 
and REG, even when listening to RAND, the listeners might keep a template for the model of REG. (2) After 
transition, once the brain discovers and becomes aware of a new pattern, it immediately disconnects from 
the existing RAND model and switches to the REG model. This stage might involve the LC-NE system, which 
leads to a pupil dilation response associated with RAND-REG observed in Experiment 5. 
Overall, the work described in this chapter demonstrated that behaviour has a 
remarkably substantial and complicated influence on pupil responses to changes in rapid 
sound sequences. Considering the common use of change-relevant tasks in the past literature, 
the results and conclusions drawn from previous pupillometry studies in this field may well be 





7 Effect of task  
 
7.1 Introduction: Effect of task on deviant-evoked 
pupil dilation 
The results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 (featuring the gap detection task) show robust pupil 
dilations consistently evoked by unexpected pattern violations in rapid sound sequences, even 
when these events are not task relevant, supporting the hypothesis that phasic NE activity 
plays a critical role in the processing of unexpected changes in ongoing sensory information. 
This is consistent with previous studies showing that the pupil dilation response is sensitive to 
relatively rarely-occurring unexpected sounds (Liao et al., 2016b; Murphy et al., 2011, 2014; 
Qiyuan et al., 1985; Steinhauer and Zubin, 1982; Steinhauer and Hakerem, 1992; Wetzel et 
al., 2016). Moreover, the deviant-evoked pupil dilation response remains robust when 
participants are not voluntarily paying attention to the stimuli (Steiner and Barry, 2011; Wetzel 
et al., 2016) or even when distracted from the stimuli (Liao et al., 2016b). Overall, these findings 
agree with the expected roles of NE: changes in the ongoing sensory signal are automatically 
detected and processed to update internal representations, with phasic NE activity acting as a 
switch in this process, sending interrupt signals from the LC to the rest of the brain, including 
the areas engaged in higher-level cognitive functions, such as attentional processing (Sara 
and Bouret, 2012). Moreover, the MMN response to unexpected events has been recognised 
to be independent of attention and commonly thought to reflect an automatic process of the 
brain to track statistics and detect changes within the sensory signal. Thus, it is reasonable to 
hypothesise that the LC-mediated pupil dilation should be evoked independently of the 
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participants’ task, and in other words, the evoked pupil dilation response should be task-
independent; this chapter examines this hypothesis. 
This is also supported by previous pupillometry studies which report that the deviant-
evoked pupil dilation appears to be task-independent. Typically, this is tested with an auditory 
oddball paradigm. For example, in Liao et al. 2016b, participants were instructed to listen to a 
sequence of repeated standard stimuli (1000 Hz pure tone, separated by 300ms) imbedded 
with two types of deviant sounds (2000Hz pure tone and a brief white noise; stimulus 
probability <1.5%). In the active task, participants would be asked to report either immediately 
after detection by pressing a button (Liao et al., 2016b), or at the end of each block by providing 
a count (Steiner and Barry, 2011); both cases featured robustly evoked pupil dilation 
responses. In the passive listening task, participants would be asked to fixate at the centre of 
a screen without performing any other task (Liao et al., 2016b; Steiner and Barry, 2011; Wetzel 
et al., 2016), and it also featured the elicitation of oddball-evoked pupil dilations. However, 
there are some inconsistencies between studies: (1) Steiner and Barry (2011) found that larger 
pre-stimulus pupil diameters (by of around 0.1mm) observed during active listening (Steiner 
and Barry, 2011; Steinhauer et al., 2004) showed no significant difference from passive 
listening after baseline correction. However, in Liao et al. (2016b), the pupil dilation responses 
during active detection tasks were much stronger than those in passive listening tasks (for 
example, Figure 7.1B vs Figure 7.1D); this was hypothesized to reflect an enhancement in 
stimulus detection and response preparation processes. Moreover, Liao et al. (2016b) used 
two different deviants (2kHz pure tone and white noise) embedded in a repeating sequence of 
1kHz pure tones, finding that only the white noise oddball evoked a small but significant pupil 
dilation (Figure 7.1B), while the 2kHz tone did not evoke any observable pupil response (Figure 
7.1B). The difference in pupil dilation response could be a reflection of the difference in the 
content of the deviants: the perceptual difference between white noise and the standard tones 
is much greater than between the 2kHz tone and the standards. This is consistent with another 
study (Wetzel et al., 2016) which also observed the strongest deviant-evoked pupil dilation 
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with pink noise, followed by environmental sounds – such as crying babies and ringing phones 
– and finally frequency deviants. However, unlike Liao et al. (2016b), Wetzel et al. reported 
that frequency deviants also evoked pupil dilation; nevertheless, this effect was much smaller 
when compared to those evoked by other deviants (Figure 7.1A). This indicates that the null-
effect of the pupil dilation in Liao et al. 2016b may be because the response to the frequency 
deviant is too small. 
In addition to passive listening conditions, Liao et al. (2016b) also compared the effect 
on pupil dilation when participants were directed to attend to different modalities: audition or 
vision. In this study, participants were not only presented with auditory oddball stimuli, but also 
a sequence of visual stimuli displayed at the centre of a screen simultaneously. In the visual 
stimuli, standards were low spatial frequency patches, and deviants were high-spatial 
frequency patch and random-dot noise disks. These visual and auditory oddballs were 
presented asynchronously. No matter whether participants were detecting the auditory (Figure 
7.1D) or visual oddballs (Figure 7.1C), auditory oddballs (red and blue solid lines) did evoke 
pupil dilations. This suggests that the effect of deviant-evoked pupil dilation response occurs 
irrespective of whether attention is focused on or away from the deviant stimuli. This is also in 
line with Koelewijn et al. (2009) who found that when attention was directed to a visual task, a 
noise burst attracted participants’ attention and even affected visual task performance. This is 
associated with the P300 response, considered to be an electrophysiological index of the 
phasic NE response (Murphy et al., 2011; Polich, 2012) as P300 is also insensitive to the 
direction and participant of attention (Escera et al., 1998). 
From this, the deviant-evoked pupil dilation response can be seen as a physiological 
index of the autonomic orienting response to the detection of a novel auditory event which 
deviates from the background (Liao et al., 2016b; Maher and Furedy, 1979; Nieuwenhuis et 
al., 2011; Sokolov, 1963), ‘serv[ing] to enhance visual sensitivity’ (Stelmack and Siddle, 1982, 
p706). In the present study, the STEP transition – a transition from repeating sequence of one 
single tone to another – features the introduction of a deviant frequency. If the evoked pupil 
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dilation response could be elicited regardless of tasks (like in Liao et al., 2016b) and is indeed 
a physiological index of the automatic orienting response, then, here, STEP should also evoke 
a pupil dilation response regardless of whether attention is directed towards audition or other 
modalities. 
The studies in this thesis thus far have shown that the pupil dilates in response to 
pattern changes in sound sequences, irrespective of whether participants are asked to actively 
detect patterns changes themselves (cf. non-active detection in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and active 
detection in Chapter 6), suggesting that the activation of the LC-NE system does not require 
behavioural relevance. All experiments in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 employed a gap-detection task 
orthogonal to the transition of interest to ensure participants remain alert and awake while 
ensuring non-active detection. As such, to complete this examination of directed attention, the 
two experiments which follow intend to investigate the robustness of the pupil dilation response 
when directing attention to different modalities, for example, vision. This comparison of task-




Figure 7.1 The deviant-evoked pupil dilation responses observed in previous studies. [A] Wetzel et al. (2016) 
presented participants with a sequence of repeating pure tones (standards) embedded with four different 
types of oddballs (frequency deviants, pink noise, ‘phone ringing’ and ‘baby crying’) and instructed to do 
nothing. The coloured solid curves represent the average pupil diameter as a function of time relative to the 
onset of the sound. In this passive listening paradigm, all oddball sounds were associated with a significant 
increase in pupil diameter. [B-D] present the results from Liao et al. 2016b, which also used an auditory 
oddball paradigm, with 1000Hz pure tones as standards (black solid line), and two types of oddballs: 
2000Hz pure tones (blue solid line) and white noise (red solid line). The red and blue horizontal lines at the 
bottom indicate time intervals with statistical differences between the baseline (i.e. the response to the 
standard tone) and the oddball white noise (red) and the 2000Hz tones (blue) respectively. The purple 
horizontal line indicates the statistical difference between two types of oddballs. The time-series statistical 
test used a bootstrapping procedure with 1500 iterations for each time sample with the Bonferroni 
correction. [B] shows the pupil response to these sounds when participants were instructed to do nothing, 
like [A] in Wetzel et al. 2016. Here, a significant change in pupil diameter was only observed in the response 
to the white noise oddball. [C] Liao et al. 2016b also used a passive listening paradigm where participants 
were instructed to pay attention to a visual oddball sequence presented asynchronously with auditory 
oddball stimuli. The increase in pupil diameter was significant in response to both types of deviant. [D] In 
the active paradigm of Liao et al. 2016b, with the same stimuli, participants were instructed to actively report 
the auditory oddballs (white noise and frequency deviants). A robust evoked pupil dilation could be observed 
for both types of deviants. Adapted from Liao et al. (2016b) with permission. 
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7.2 Experiment 6 
7.2.1 Methods 
Participants 
Data from 19 participants (14 females, aged 22-30, average 23.8) are presented. 
Chronologically, this experiment was performed after the next experiment, where over half of 
the participants were excluded due to their excessive blink rates. As a result, many more 
participants were deliberately recruited for this (6th) experiment, as a similarly high exclusion 
rate was expected. However, substantially fewer participants were excluded, possibly due to 
differences between participants and growing experience in eye-tracking operation. 
Stimuli and Procedure 
As in Experiment 1, this experiment included all three types of transitions – namely the 
transition from one repeating tone to another (STEP), from a regular to a random sequence 
(REG-RAND) and from a random to a regular sequence (RAND-REG) – and their 
corresponding controls (CONST, REG and RAND). The stimulus length varied randomly 
between five and seven seconds, with a jittered transition time at around 2.5 and 3.5 seconds 
post-onset. 
Two tasks featured in this experiment. The first was auditory gap detection, borrowed 
from Experiment 1A, with 16.7% of the sequences containing a gap partway through the 
sequence. The gap lengths were the same as for Experiment 1A: one tone missing in CONST 
and STEP, and two tones missing in REG, REG-RAND, RAND and RAND-REG. As this 
experiment preceded Experiment 1B, it did not feature the modified gap lengths of the later 
experiments. Nevertheless, as Chapter 2 showed, behavioural differences across conditions 
do not affect the pupil dilation response pattern observed in Experiment 1A. The other task 
was a visual background colour inversion. Instead of inserting a gap into the sequences, the 
monitor briefly inverted colours for 50ms before reverting – the black background became 
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white and the white fixation cross became black. As in the auditory gap detection task, 16.7% 
of the sequences contained a task-relevant target, equally distributed across conditions. 
The visual background colour inversion was deliberately designed to balance 
redirecting attention while occupying minimal attentional resources. As in previous 
experiments, participants were instructed to respond – by pressing a button – as quickly as 
possible after detection. Importantly, any trials with gaps or with background contrast inversion 
and trials in which participants pressed a button were excluded from further analysis. 
The two tasks were split across separate sessions and counterbalanced across 
participants. In addition to the trials that contained gap or background contrast inversion, each 
session contained 60 stimuli, 10 each of STEP, CONST, REG-RAND, REG, RAND-REG and 
RAND, all shuffled and presented in randomised order, with an inter-trial interval of six 
seconds. To reduce fatigue, each session was divided into two blocks, each lasting for around 
10 minutes with 3–5 minutes break in-between. Each of the two blocks had a dedicated 
instruction and practise session to avoid confusion of the tasks. 
Participant exclusion 
To rule out the confounds of gaze positions and blinks on the pupil response across 
tasks, participants are excluded – using the same criteria and methodologies as before – if 
they excessively blink or gaze away from the fixation cross. From this, any participants with an 
above-average blink rate for any condition in any task are rejected, and in this experiment, two 
were excluded (see Figure 7.2A and Figure 7.3A for the average blink rates). In the present 
study, the gaze locations during the auditory gap detection task were used as the gaze criterion 
and were used to compute a three-standard-deviation gaze radius threshold (indicated as the 
red dashed rectangle in Figure 7.2B). This threshold was then applied to the gaze locations 
during the visual background colour inversion, and any participants with a mean gaze position 
beyond the threshold are excluded (Figure 7.3B). As all participants fixated well, no 






Figure 7.2 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 6 during the auditory gap detection task  (N=19).[A] 
Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] Gaze positions: 
The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is three standard 
deviations from the mean of all gaze positions in this task. Each cross represents the average gaze position 
for one individual participant during this task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze position is 








Figure 7.3 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 6 during the visual background colour inversion task  
(N=19). [A] Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] 
Gaze positions: The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is 
the three-standard-deviation from the mean of the gaze positions in the auditory gap detection task in this 
experiment (Figure 7.2B). Each cross represents the average gaze position for one individual participant 
during this task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze position is within the threshold. [C] Heat 





In terms of hit rate (Table 7.1), a two-way ANOVA examining the effect of condition and 
task on the arcsine transformed hit rate and shows no interaction between the effects of 
condition and task (F(2,108)=2.501, p=0.087), and no effect of condition (F(2,108)=2.249, 
p=0.110). However, there is a main effect of task on the arcsine transformed hit rate 
(F(1,108)=4.197, p=0.043), suggesting that the visual background colour inversion task has a 
better overall performance than the auditory gap detection task. 
Examining arcsine transformed false alarm rates (Table 7.1) shows no interaction 
between condition and task (F(2,108)=1.459, p=0.237), and neither task (F(1,108)=1.095, 
p=0.298) nor condition (F(2,108)=1.459, p=0.237). 
 Hit Rate [%] False Alarm Rate [%] 
 CONST REG RAND CONST REG RAND 
Auditory gap 
detection 




97.4±2.6 100±0 100±0 0.5±0.5 0.5±0.5 0.5±0.5 
Table 7.1. Behavioural result hit rate and false alarm rates for the two tasks of Experiment 6 (N=19). 
Uncertainties are ±1 SEM. 
Average pupil diameter relative to stimulus transition 
Figure 7.4 shows the pupil dilation response from transition for the two tasks. Once 
again, the pupil dilation response pattern observed in Experiment 1 has been replicated: For 
the auditory gap detection task (Figure 7.4A), STEP (640–2000ms) and REG-RAND (800–
2000ms) show pupil dilations, while RAND-REG does not. As previously, the response to REG-
RAND is significantly higher than that to RAND-REG from 1200 to 2000ms. For the visual 
background colour inversion task, no pupil dilation response is apparent for any change 
conditions (Figure 7.4B). 
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Here, the pupil response effect completely disappears when attention is directed 
towards a visual modality; even the simplest pattern transition from one repeating tone to 
another (STEP) evoked no observable pupil dilation. 
 
Figure 7.4 Pupil response results for Experiment 6. The solid line represents the average normalised pupil 
diameter over time relative to the transition for the two tasks: [A] the auditory gap detection task and [B] 
the visual background colour inversion task respectively. The shaded area shows ±1 SEM. Identically-
coloured horizontal lines below the plots indicate time intervals where cluster-level statistics showed 
significant differences between each change condition and its no change control (p<0.05). 
7.3 Experiment 7 
7.3.1 Motivation 
The null-effect of pupil responses during the visual background colour inversion task 
observed in Experiment 6 is both very surprising and important, one which this experiment 
seeks to replicate and confirm with a new participant group. It also raises the question of 
whether any non-auditory task would result in a similar lack of pupil dilation, so in addition to 
the familiar visual task, this experiment also introduces a tactile task. Another interpretation of 
that finding is that the only requirement for the deviant-evoked pupil dilation response is that 
participants must pay attention to the sound, but the manner of this attention is inconsequential. 
So far, the findings show that observable pupil responses can be produced by the auditory gap 
detection task, in which participants must actively and continuously monitor for gaps. Then, 
what if participants are attending to the auditory sequence without continuous tracking? Would 
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changes in the sequence still evoke observable pupil dilations? To assess these questions, 
this experiment introduces an additional task – auditory noise burst detection – in which a small 
proportion of stimuli feature a brief burst of white noise in a random position. Therefore, the 
data of four different tasks are be presented in this final experiment of the thesis. 
7.3.2 Methods 
Participants 
Data from six participants (3 females, aged 21-23, average 21.8) are presented. In total 
16 participants attended this experiment, but six participants were excluded due to excessive 
blink rates and additional four participants were excluded due to gazing away from the centre 
of the screen (details see Participant Exclusion). 
This experiment was performed at NTT Communication Science Laboratories, in 
Atsugi, Japan. The experimental procedures were approved by the NTT Communication 
Science Laboratories Ethical Committee. Each participant provided written informed consent 
and were paid for their participation. All reported normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision, and no history of neurological disorders. In this thesis, this is the sole experiment 
conducted outside UCL. 
Stimuli and Procedure 
As in Experiment 7, each task contained 60 stimuli – 10 each of STEP, CONST, REG-
RAND, REG, RAND-REG and RAND – which were presented in random order. Each task was 
contained in its own block and thus the whole experiment contained four blocks, with the task 
order randomised and counterbalanced across participants. 
The four tasks are as follows: 
A. Auditory gap detection: As in Experiment 6. 
B. Visual background colour inversion: As in Experiment 6. 
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C. Auditory noise detection: A 50ms-long noise was occasionally inserted into the 
sequences. The noise was generated with a bandpass Butterworth filter between 3 and 
12kHz (sampling rate 44.1kHz). The same noise was used for all participants. 
D. Tactile vibration detection: A tactile stimulus was inserted as a detection target. This 
was presented to the participant’s left hand as a passive vibration, with a sine wave 
carrier frequency of 250Hz and duration of 300ms. 
These tasks are deliberately simple to only sufficiently redirect attention while 
occupying minimal attentional resources. Participants were instructed to press the button as 
quickly as possible once they detect the target (gap, background colour change, noise burst 
or tactile vibration, depending on the task). As in Experiment 6, to avoid confusion and 
misunderstanding about the tasks, instruction and practice was given at the beginning of each 
block. Within each block, two trials of each condition contained a target. As in previous 
experiments, any trials containing a target (gap, background colour change, noise burst or 
tactile vibration – depends on the task) or trial in which participants pressed a button were 
excluded from further analysis. 
In theory, when compared with gap detection, noise detection requires less attentional 
devotion to the ongoing auditory sequences. In the visual and tactile tasks, participants were 
instructed to pay attention to a non-auditory modality. 
The auditory stimuli were delivered through Sennheiser HD 800 headphones via a 
Roland QUAD-CAPTURE sound card (Roland Corporation). The monitor was 23.8-inch 
monitor (Dell U2414H) with a frame rate of 60 Hz and resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. The 
vibration stimuli were presented by a vibrotransducer (Vp2, Acouve Laboratories) through a 
Roland QUAD-CAPTURE sound card (Roland Corporation) and an ESPA-10 amplifier 
(Soudevice, Japan). Participants placed their left middle and index fingers on the 
vibrotransducer and used their right index finger to press the spacebar when a vibration was 
detected. 
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Each block lasted 20 minutes with 20 minutes’ break after each block. This block length 
was over double the previous lengths (cf. 8–10 minutes in other experiments); this was mainly 
because 20 minutes was the standard block length used for pupillometry works in at the NTT 
laboratory (Liao et al., 2016b, 2016a). 
Participant exclusion 
In total 16 participants attended the present experiment. When ruling out the confounds 
of gaze positions and blinks across tasks, six participants were excluded due to excessive 
blink rates. Then, a three standard deviation gaze radius threshold (red dashed rectangle in 
Figure 7.5A) was calculated from the remaining 10 participants’ mean gaze location in the 
auditory gap detection task; an additional four participants were found to have average gaze 
positions beyond this threshold and were thus excluded. Post-exclusion average blink rate, 
gaze positions and fixation heat map can be found in Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6,Figure 7.7 and 







Figure 7.5 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 7 during the auditory gap detection task  (N=6). [A] 
Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] Gaze positions: 
The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is the three-
standard-deviation from the mean of the gaze positions in this task. Each cross represents the average gaze 
position for one individual participant during this task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze 








Figure 7.6 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 7 during the visual background colour inversion task  
(N=6). [A] Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] Gaze 
positions: The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is the 
three-standard-deviation from the mean of the gaze positions in the auditory gap detection task in this 
experiment (Figure 7.5B). Each cross represents the average gaze position for one individual participant 
during this task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze position is within the threshold. [C] Heat 







Figure 7.7 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 7 during the auditory noise detection task  (N=6). [A] 
Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] Gaze positions: 
The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is the three-
standard-deviation from the mean of the gaze positions in the auditory gap detection task in this experiment 
(Figure 7.5B). Each cross represents the average gaze position for one individual participant during this 
task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze position is within the threshold. [C] Heat map for 







Figure 7.8 Blink and gaze locations in Experiment 7 during the tactile vibration detection task (N=6). [A] 
Average blink rate (probability of occurrence) as a function of time relative to transition. [B] Gaze positions: 
The red dashed rectangle indicates the gaze radius threshold for this experiment, which is the three-
standard-deviation from the mean of the gaze positions in the auditory gap detection task in this experiment 
(Figure 7.5B). Each cross represents the average gaze position for one individual participant during this 
task; blue colour means this participant’s average gaze position is within the threshold. [C] Heat map for 





The hit rate and false alarm rate for all three transition conditions during four different 
tasks are presented in Table 7.2. Due to the very small sample size (N=6) and strong ceiling 
effect (no mistakes were made in some tasks), ANOVA analysis cannot be performed. 
Nevertheless, the generally high average hit rates and low false alarm rates in Table 7.2 
suggest that participants performed very well in all four tasks. 
 Hit Rate [%] False Alarm Rate [%] 
 CONST REG RAND CONST REG RAND 
Auditory gap detection 100±0 83.3±10.5 75.0±11.2 0±0 3.3±3.3 5.0±5 
Visual background colour inversion 100±0 100±0 100±0 0±0 0±0 0±0 
Auditory noise detection 100±0 100±0 100±0 0±0 0±0 0±0 
Tactile vibration detection 100±0 91.7±8.3 83.3±16.7 1.7±1.7 0±0 0±0 
Table 7.2. Behavioural result (hit rate and false alarm rates) for all four tasks in Experiment 7 (N=6). Error 
are 1 SEM. 
Average pupil diameter from stimulus transition 
Figure 7.9 presents the pupil dilation response for each of the four tasks. Despite the 
small number of participants, the results replicate the observations of Experiment 6: the effect 
of pupil dilation response in the auditory gap detection task remains robust for both STEP and 
REG-RAND (Figure 7.9A) and disappears in the visual background colour inversion task 
(Figure 7.9B). 
The auditory gap detection task (Figure 7.9A) confirms the same pupil dilation response 
pattern featured in all previous experiments of this study. Both STEP and REG-RAND evoke 
pupil dilation responses, showing significant divergence of pupil diameters from their 
respective controls post-transition, with timing patterns which match those of Experiment 1A: 
STEP showed a significant increase from its baseline (i.e. the response to CONST) between 
700–2000ms, and REG-RAND between 920–1640ms; STEP peaks at 1420ms, and REG-
RAND at 1580ms. Again, there are no observable significant differences between RAND-REG 
and RAND throughout the epoch. In a pattern similar to that of Experiment 1A, there is a 
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significant difference between REG-RAND and RAND-REG from 660ms onwards. After the 
transition, there is what appears to be a period where the average pupil diameter of REG-
RAND is greater than that of STEP, but this is not significant throughout the epoch, and as 
such, this effect may be attributed to noise due to the low participant count. 
Intriguingly, these pupil dilation response patterns are completely absent from the 
remaining three tasks: no significant pupil dilation can be discerned in any conditions of these 
three tasks, including the two newly introduced tasks, auditory noise burst (Figure 7.9C) and 
tactile vibration detection (Figure 7.9D). 
 
 
Figure 7.9 Average pupil diameter results for Experiment 7. Average pupil diameter responses to all three 
transitions (STEP, REG-RAND and RAND-REG) and their corresponding controls (CONST, REG, and RAND) 
are plotted for all four tasks, the auditory gap detection [A], the visual background colour inversion [B], the 
auditory noise detection [C] and the tactile vibration detection [D]. The shaded area around the solid lines 
shows ±1 SEM. Coloured horizontal bars below the plots indicate time intervals where cluster-level statistics 
show significant differences between each change condition and its no change control (p<0.05), using the 
same colour scheme as for their corresponding curves. 
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Pooling data from Experiment 6 and Experiment 7 
Average pupil diameter 
Since the auditory gap detection and visual background colour inversion tasks of 
Experiments 6 and 7 are identical (same task, stimuli, and trial count), data from these tasks 
can be pooled across both experiments to compute the pupil response (Figure 7.10). Again, 
there is no pupil dilation response to any condition for the pooled visual task (Figure 7.10B), 
further confirming the disappearance of auditory transition-based pupil responses during the 
visual task. 
 
Figure 7.10 Pooled pupil diameter results from Experiments 6 and 7  (N=25) for the auditory gap detection 
task [A] and the visual background colour inversion task [B]. 
Pupil dilation rates 
Pupil dilation rate analysis can be used to further examine the lack of pupil response 
to all stimuli in the visual background colour inversion, using pooled data from Experiments 6 
and 7 as before. 
The auditory gap detection task shows the same result pattern as seen in Experiment 
1: An increased pupil dilation rate after the transitions STEP and REG-RAND between 0.5–1 
seconds post-transition, but none for RAND-REG. 
The results from the visual background colour inversion task are consistent with the 
null-effect of the evoked pupil responses shown previously in the average pupil diameter 
results (Figure 7.10), showing no significant increase in pupil dilation rate in any change 
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conditions with a threshold of 300ms; applying a threshold of 75ms reveals a significant, albeit 
small, increase in STEP 0.5–1 seconds post-transition, suggesting that STEP during the visual 
task may exhibit pupil dilation to a certain degree, although fewer in number and with much 
less temporal consistency. Nevertheless, it is evident that pupil responses observed in the 
auditory gap detection task are greatly diminished when switching to the visual task. 
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Figure 7.11 Pupil dilation rate results for two tasks:  [A] the auditory gap detection task and [B] the visual 
background colour inversion task using data pooled from Experiments 5 and 6 (N=28). [A left] Raster plots 
of pupil dilation events extracted from all trials and all participants in the blocks using auditory gap detection 
task. Black dots represent the onset of pupil dilation events with a threshold of 300ms, and yellow-coloured 
dots represent the same with a shorter threshold of 75ms. The transition time is indicated with a black 
vertical line. [A right] The pupil dilation rate as a function of time relative to the transition (Top: STEP and 
CONST; Middle: REG-RAND and REG; Bottom: RAND-REG and RAND). Due to the overlapping between 
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the results of the two thresholds (75ms and 300ms), the pupil dilation rate with the threshold 75ms is shown 
in a lighter colour while the rate with threshold 300ms is shown in full colour. Asterisks, along with their p 
values, indicate intervals where the rates are significantly different. The results for the visual luminance task 
are presented in the same manner in the bottom panel. 
7.4 Discussion 
The series of experiments in this chapter investigates the effect of the task itself on 
pupil dilation responses using four different (pattern-change independent) tasks encompassing 
three modalities: audition, vision and touch. Based on expectations drawn from both previous 
research and previous chapters of this study, there was an expectation that response 
evocation and its characteristics would be task-independent, for example, paralleling the 
deviant-evoked pupil dilation responses which remain robust with or without directed attention 
(Liao et al., 2016b, p10; Steiner and Barry, 2011; Wetzel et al., 2016). However, contrary to 
these expectations, the results of this study indicated that pupil responses are completely, or 
at least greatly, diminished once the task does not require participants to continuously monitor 
the auditory stimuli, an effect observed even with frequency deviant STEP change stimuli. 
This result involving the STEP transition is particularly surprising; not only is STEP a 
simple auditory pattern change, but also a frequency deviant. The deviant-evoked pupil dilation 
effect in the auditory oddball paradigm has been reported to be consistently robust even when 
attention is diverted towards an irrelevant visual task (Liao et al., 2016b). In this study, this null-
effect in the visual task has been replicated twice, with one (Experiment 7) conducted with Liao 
et al. in NTT, Japan. Although the visual task in the present study and Liao et al. (2016b) 
differed in their auditory stimuli (rapid tone sequence vs slow auditory oddball) and visual task 
(background colour inversion detection task vs visual oddball task with low spatial frequency 
patch as a standard stimulus), the two experiments were conducted with participants from the 
same pool with the same equipment and facilities, and under the instruction of the same 
experimenter; this level of similarity in experimental techniques and environment greatly 
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reduces the possibility that the null-effect can be merely attributed to differences in participant, 
experimental and procedural factors. 
The visual task in the present study reveals one particularly interesting discovery: A 
small, but significant increase in the pupil dilation rate to STEP is apparent despite the lack of 
pupil dilation in the average normalised pupil diameter – regardless of the use of pooled or 
unpooled data – which suggests that the pupil did indeed react to the change in STEP, but 
with a significantly smaller amplitude that may have been degraded by averaging and thus fails 
to pass statistical tests. This also implies that the average normalised pupil diameter analysis 
is far from exhaustive; additional analysis techniques such as pupil dilation rate should be 
employed in the future and even applied to past literature, possibly uncovering further 
enlightening findings. 
Re-visiting the pupil data from the previous studies (Liao et al., 2016b; Wetzel et al., 
2016), the fact that the STEP-related response was comparatively weak under the entirely 
passive listening condition should be unsurprising; although sufficient to evoke a pupil dilation 
response during passive listening tasks, general pupil responses to pure tone frequency-
deviant oddballs are very weak compared to those elicited by pink noise and natural 
environmental sounds (Figure 7.1A). Hence, one possible explanation is that the absolute 
differences between the two frequencies in STEP stimuli (ranging from 28 to 1778Hz) were 
insufficient to evoke robust pupil responses. In consideration of this possibility, a further 
question naturally arises: How large must the difference be to elicit a stable and robust pupil 
dilation? A comparison of the differences in this study’s stimuli and those of others could 
contribute to this finding; for example, this study uses a much faster stimulation rate (20Hz) 
than the simple oddball paradigm (0.3 Hz) in Liao et al. (2016b), perhaps highlighting that the 
sensitivity of the LC-NE system is dampened to changes in rapid stimulation especially when 
the attention is not focused on the stimuli. 
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7.4.1 Possible reasons 
The effect of the deviant-evoked pupil dilation response is well-established to be task-
independent by multiple independent studies (Liao et al., 2016b; Steiner and Barry, 2011; 
Wetzel et al., 2016), remaining robust even when attention is focused away from the auditory 
modality (Liao et al., 2016b). However, this study did not replicate this effect even with a simple 
salient frequency switch in a sequence of repeated pure tones, suggesting that the relationship 
between deviant-evoked pupil dilation responses and the task at hand is more convoluted than 
the previously considered. 
In fact, this complexity was implied in Liao et al. 2016b; although the frequency deviant 
oddball did indeed evoke a robust pupil dilation during the visual spatial frequency change 
detection task (Figure 7.1C), it did not evoke any observable pupil dilation when participants 
were listening passively (Figure 7.1B). This result cannot be satisfactorily explained by the 
effect of attention, otherwise the pupil dilation response effect should be correspondingly 
weaker when attention is deliberately directed away from the stimuli. One possibility is that this 
effect is associated with general alertness during the experimental session. When not involved 
in any task, mind-wondering often occurs, representing a decrease in general alertness levels, 
in turn depressing alertness to changes in their surroundings and diminishing the sensitivity of 
phasic NE activity to deviants. Therefore, the visual task of the present study may be too simple 
and tedious to maintain the alertness of the participants. Some cues can be found amongst 
the behavioural results: a main effect of task on the hit rate could be interpreted as a lower 
performance in the auditory gap detection task. This performance disparity may reflect 
differences in task difficulty: Even though the same stimuli were used in all tasks, and thus 
resulting in the same prediction error magnitudes, the gap detection task may be slightly more 
challenging – something participants may possess some degree of awareness towards – 
making the listeners more alert overall. This increased arousal may in turn induce a general 
amplification of neural activity, resulting in a stronger signal of prediction error in this task, 
triggering phasic LC activity and thus pupil dilation. This hypothesis can be tested by examining 
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whether the presence of a pupil dilation response to STEP (and even REG-RAND) holds when 
the gap detection task is patently trivial, for example with a long gap length of over one second. 
It is important to note that the gap detection task used here is identical to that of 
Experiment 1A, where disparities in task difficulty exist across conditions. This is because the 
present experiment precedes Experiment 1B chronologically, after which task difficulty and 
thus performance was controlled. Nevertheless, this shortcoming does not affect the results at 
all – as substantiated by the results of Experiment 1B. In future experiments, this is a candidate 
for improvement. 
7.4.2 Effect of attention? 
Another possible explanation is associated with attention. Although all four tasks are 
deliberately simple to redirect attention while occupying minimal attentional resources, they 
differ in where and how this attention is focused. In the auditory gap detection, in order to 
detect the absence of expected tones in the rapid sequences, participants need to attend 
closely to the auditory modality and continuously monitor the sequence. In the auditory noise 
burst detection task, although attention is also focused on audition, continuous monitoring is 
not paramount. Finally, in the visual luminance and tactile vibration tasks, attention was 
directed away from audition to other modalities. 
The effect of attention on the pupil dilation response might not be specific to changes 
in complex sequence patterns but more generally associated with the sensitivity of pupil 
dilation responses to changes in the ongoing environment; this sensitivity may be strongly 
modulated by attention: the pupil dilation response might only reflect changes in the sensory 
input to which the beholder is attending. Unfortunately, due to equipment limitations in the 
present experiment, the baseline pupil diameter cannot be compared across tasks, because 
the Eyelink eye-tracker calibration procedure at the beginning of each task block assigns a 
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random arbitrary value as an initial value which cannot be compared across blocks2. Thus, it 
is not possible to conclude whether the difference in the pupil dilation effects can be attributed 
to attentional changes or distraction. This should be handled more carefully in future works. 
7.4.3 What does this imply? 
The results have shown that the change-evoked pupil response is clearly very sensitive 
to the task. Although phasic NE activity as an interrupt signal does not require the active 
detection of the unexpected changes (as seen in the auditory gap detection task), it can only 
be consistently observed when the participant is continuously monitoring the sequences. This 
implies that the LC-NE system operates automatically to report unexpected changes amongst 
rapidly changing sensory information, but this only applies to changes in the sensory 
information that the brain is continuously tracking. 
In the first place, this is counterintuitive, as to keep internal representations updated 
and relevant, any unexpected changes in the surrounding environment must be tracked and 
reported to the rest of the brain for further processing – a task critical for identifying threats to 
survival. However, when considering the influential consequences of interrupt signals, it is 
understandable that the impact of a prediction error might differ when the brain is focusing on 
different aspects of the external environment. According to a well-known Chinese saying, 
“There are a thousand Hamlets in a thousand peoples’ eyes”: one text has many 
interpretations. Likewise, given the same sensory scene, the resulting reconstructed internal 
model may differ wildly depending on the observers’ foci. Hence, it can be reasonably 
suspected that the process of unexpected uncertainty in the LC-NE system may also act as a 
dynamic parametric filter controlling the changes which are allowed to pass through and trigger 
a reset signal, thus avoiding over-sensitivity and over-reaction to the myriad changes across 
                                               
 
2 See Chapter 2 ‘Normalisation’ for details. 
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modalities in the surrounding dynamic world. This is in accord with the proposal that the LC-
NE system is a key stakeholder in the optimisation of behaviour in the Adaptive Gain Theory 
(Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). 
Nevertheless, there are still many unanswered questions surrounding the effect of the 
tasks: What task factors – for example, the attention devoted to the transitions and the task 
difficulty – is the LC-NE system sensitive to? How do these factors affect NE’s role? Also, does 
the effect of the task vary with the change itself (for example, the STEP transition of this study 
versus the oddball paradigm used in e.g., Liao et al., 2016b)? Clearly, the results of this chapter 
raise more questions than answers. More importantly, since even pupil dilation responses to 
the most simplistic STEP transition is affected, these questions are not limited to the role of 
the LC-NE system in tracking statistics in the rapid complex sound sequences, but should 
extend more generally to the sensitivity of the non-luminance related pupillary responses to 
changes in the sensory input. Therefore, it is reasonable to begin further investigations of these 
questions without the use of the rapid complex sequences, and STEP and CONST are suitable 
contenders, along with altering the construction of the tone sequences, such as tone duration, 
inter-tone interval and even frequency difference in STEP. 
Critically, the data from this chapter has demonstrated a very important notion for 
researchers who are interested in pupillometry: While measuring pupil responses, the specific 
choice of the task that the participant performs has a major effect on the observed pupil 
response. This should be carefully considered when designing pupillometric experiments and 





8 General Discussion 
 
8.1 The role of the LC-NE system in tracking rapid 
sensory statistics 
This series of human pupillometry experiments has consistently shown robust LC-NE 
system responses to sudden changes in the form of pattern violations characterised as phasic 
NE activity, and indexed as transient pupil dilations. This finding is in line with the proposed 
role of the LC-NE system in arousal and attention orienting (see Sara and Bouret, 2012 for a 
recent review); specifically, when facing unstable environments, phasic NE responses signal 
unexpected uncertainty (a form of surprise) and convey interrupt signals to the rest of the brain 
to ensure the maintenance of accurate internal representations about the external world 
(Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006). 
The present study extends our understanding of NE’s role in two aspects: Firstly, 
contrary to previous reports, the role of NE is not restricted to behaviour-relevant contexts in 
which participants actively track and report changes in signals; NE has a role in coding for 
unexpected uncertainty even when participants are merely observing without active 
engagement in any change-relevant judgement. This could be considered the first observation 
of behaviour-free NE phasic activity in response to the types of complex pattern changes 
featured in the present study. Secondly, due to the rapid stimulation rate, the positive result 
here demonstrates that noradrenergic release is implicated in unexpected uncertainty on very 
rapid timescales, placing the structural content far beyond the capability of human listeners to 
actively track (Warren and Ackroff, 1976; Warren et al., 1991; Warren, 2008; Warren and 
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Obusek, 1972). As many aspects of the environment change rapidly, this provides is a basis 
for the signalling processes of unexpected uncertainty to operate over fast timescales to 
provide a reliable basis for perception. 
The finding that the LC-NE system tracks changes in the sensory statistics is also 
congruous with theories that a primary function of our brain may be dependent on continuously 
predicting future events based on preceding signals drawn from the surrounding environment 
(Bar, 2009; Friston, 2005; Gregory, 1980; Helmholtz, 1867; Neisser, 1967; Rao and Ballard, 
1999). Upon this, the present study highlights that subcortical regions also play a critical role 
in this process by modulating phasic LC neural activity and controlling the generation of the 
neuromodulator NE to signal unexpected mismatches between top-down predictions and 
bottom-up ongoing sensory signals. 
This is also in line with the LC-NE system’s role in coordinating the “fight or flight” 
response; unexpected uncertainty indicates that a stable and reliable aspect of the 
environment has changed in a potentially crucial manner, leading to the evocation of rapid 
physiological responses associated with physical preparedness for action. The emergence of 
a pattern, on the other hand, may necessitate closer cortical monitoring of the relevant source, 
as reflected by the MEG recordings by Barascud et al. (2016) but does not appear to be an 
autonomic response that is associated with NE release. 
8.1.1 Disconnect between cortical and pupil dynamics 
The MEG study of Barascud et al. (2016), while using the same stimuli as the present 
study, found strong brain responses for both the emergence and violation of patterns in naïve 
passive listeners. However, the present study shows that pupil responses are only sensitive to 
the violation of regularity, and not the emergence of regularity. This suggests that the state 
change observed in MEG – hypothesized to reflect rapid, bottom-up driven response 
modulation concomitant with adaptive predictive precision – is monitored cortically but not 
conveyed to the subcortical LC-NE system. 
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Moreover, the MEG results show MMN in the cortical response to REG-RAND but not 
to RAND-REG; this relationship between the responses and transition types is analogous to 
the relationships for evoked pupil responses. This suggests that the initiation of the phasic NE 
response as an interrupt signal may be associated with the cortical response to unexpected 
changes, namely the MMN response. One possibility is that the unexpected external change 
is first detected by the cortical part of the network, observed as the MMN component of the 
ERP, before being processed by the subcortical network involving the LC-NE system, and then 
activates the phasic NE response to initiate an interrupt signal to the rest of the neocortex, 
particularly the frontal cortex, calling for high level cognitive functions. 
Note that the brain responses observed in the previous MEG study (Barascud et al., 
2016) are from participants distracted away from the auditory stimuli by an incidental visual 
task. Similarly, Chapter 7 also employed a visual task with participants pressing a button when 
the screen’s background switches colour. Although both experiments featured visual tasks, the 
cortical response showed automatic change detection while pupillometry clearly did not 
indicate any detection – not even during STEP, arguably the most salient and obvious change 
– suggesting that when the brain was distracted, changes were not delivered to the LC-NE 
system, although they remain cortically monitored. 
This dissociation between the measures of MEG/EEG and pupillometry indicates a 
stark disconnect between cortical and pupil dynamics, and possibly provides new insight into 
how the brain processes statistics in sensory input and how the cortical and subcortical regions 
cooperate in this process; this provides much inspiration for future investigation. 
8.1.2 Behaviour mediates responses to unexpected uncertainty 
Importantly, behaviour has an influential and sophisticated effect upon pupil responses 
to pattern changes (see Chapter 6). While the emergence of regularity does not evoke any 
pupil responses when passively tracking, it does, however, elicit strong pupil responses when 
listeners actively seek for it. However, the significant differences in pupil responses between 
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passive and active conditions cannot be solely explained by motor response effects, 
suggesting the presence of complex interactions between automatic pupil responses 
associated with unexpected uncertainty and behaviour. 
One way of interpreting this appearance of pupil responses to the emergence of 
regularity is that behaviour can mediate whether a sensory signal should be considered alike 
an unexpected uncertainty. Here, the brain learns the significance of the emergence and the 
subcortical network marks it as an unexpected uncertainty. Once this has been recognised as 
a regular pattern following a random pattern, the LC-NE system would then send a message 
to the reset of the brain indicating the importance of this change. 
8.2 Is regularity salient? 
Alternatively, this could also be interpreted as a modulation of the ‘salience’ of this 
transition as a result of adaption to the behavioural task. According to Itti et al. (1998), stimuli 
which can automatically capture attention without deliberate direction can be described as 
salient. In nature, the sensory signals that fall in this category – faces (Langton et al., 2008), 
baby cries (Formby, 1967), screams (Arnal et al., 2015), or our own names (Moray, 1959) 
amongst others – are interpreted as possessing a learned or genetically coded salience linked 
with their critical value to survival. 
A wealth of evidence links the LC-NE system with attention, especially the alerting 
system (Beane and Marrocco, 2004; Marrocco and Davidson, 1998; see review Petersen and 
Posner, 2012). As a reliable indicator of phasic LC activity, the pupil dilation responses have 
been suggested to reflect the process of automatic attentional capture (Liao et al., 2016a; 
Netser et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012, 2014; Wang and Munoz, 2014). For instance, neural 
activity in the superior colliculus was found to evoke a pupil dilation response to salient 
audiovisual stimuli (Netser et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012, 2014). Wang et al. (Wang et al., 
2014; Wang and Munoz, 2014) further found that salient audiovisual stimuli which evoke pupil 
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dilation response are characterised by contrast differences in visual stimuli and intensity 
differences in auditory stimuli. More recently, using natural sounds (e.g. laughter, scratching, 
crying etc.), Liao et al. (2016) also observed a correlation between the perceived loudness of 
the sound and the amplitude of the evoked pupil dilation. 
Based on the above, the presence of pupil dilation responses might imply that the 
random-to-regular transition became salient to listeners when they were actively looking for it. 
Just as our names become salient to us once we learn their importance, the emerged regular 
patterns become salient under the influence of behaviour. 
In this context, pupil responses to the emergence of the regularity in the absence of 
behavioural effects can also be interpreted as an indicator of whether regular signals can also 
automatically capture attention. An emerging hypothesis suggests that regular and predictable 
sensory patterns should be perceptually prioritised to focus limited attentional resources on 
stable features of the environment (Kok et al., 2012a, 2012b; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014; 
Summerfield and Egner, 2016; Zhao et al., 2013). This hypothesis thus conveys a fundamental 
consequence: regular signals should capture attention (Heilbron and Chait, 2017). Recently, 
the prioritisation of regularity has also been reported in the visual mortality (Zhao et al., 2013) 
suggesting that attention is automatically biased towards sequential regularities, even when 
those are irrelevant to the primary task. 
Although any stimulus can become salient via association (e.g. one’s name, or one’s 
cell phone ringtone; Stothart et al., 2015), salience is known to also depend on basic 
properties, such as brightness or loudness, certain spectro-temporal structures and, perhaps 
most importantly, context and novelty (Itti and Koch, 2001; Kayser et al., 2005; Simons and 
Rensink, 2005). Signals that deviate from an established spatial or temporal context, such as 
abrupt onsets (Constantino et al., 2012; Yantis and Jonides, 1984) or other feature deviants 
(Itti and Baldi, 2009; Johnston et al., 1990; Kaya and Elhilali, 2017; Pearce and Hall, 1980) are 
hypothesized to automatically attract attention because they indicate an unexpected, and thus 
potentially crucial, change in the statistics of the environment. 
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The parameters that determine the salience of a temporal pattern itself are important 
to consider in this regard. For example, Turk-Browne et al. (2008) showed that repetition in 
visual stimuli draws infants’ attention until learnt. Recent visual work (Zhao et al., 2013) has 
revealed that attention is biased, or say guided, to automatically learned (temporal) sequential 
regularities, suggesting a new framework of attentional guidance-based regularity 
prioritisation. Importantly, this framework cannot be explained by stimulus-driven guidance 
because regularity is not the physical property of any individual given stimulus but the stability 
of temporal relationships between stimuli, or goal-directed guidance since such regularities 
can still be learned without engagement in relevant tasks. This notion that temporally regular 
signals might be salient appears perfectly reasonable behaviourally, especially in auditory 
contexts, considering the prevalence of regularity in the acoustic environment, such as periodic 
motor sequences like footsteps, and the significance that these sounds typically convey stable 
and dependable contextual cues describing the properties of the surrounding world. 
This notion is also consistent with the predictive coding models of perception (Feldman 
and Friston, 2010; Friston, 2005; Rao, 2005), which suggest that attention might arise from 
increased precision of probabilistic inferences in bottom-up information streams. According to 
Feldman and Friston (2010), signals with regularity are more reliable, thus yield predictions 
with higher precision; according to predictive coding, precise sensory inputs should be up-
weighted and prioritised for further processing. As reviewed in Chapter 1, this precision-
weighting idea has been used to describe attention under the predictive coding framework, 
explaining why some stimuli are more salient than others (Feldman and Friston, 2010). 
If the notion that regular signals are salient is true, then the discovery of regularity 
should capture attention. Based on previous work in which pupil responses have been 
implicated in salience coding (Liao et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2014; Wang and Munoz, 2014), 
the emergence of a salient auditory pattern can be reasonably expected to evoke pupil dilation 
responses. However, the consistent absence of pupil dilation in the present study seems to 
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provide counterevidence to this prediction; thus, it seems, at least in some situations, the 
emergence of regularity does not capture attention. 
This finding is consistent with recent behavioural work by Southwell et al. (2017), in 
which listeners actively monitored two regular or random sequences simultaneously and detect 
targets (e.g. a silent gap) embedded in one of the sequences. As in the results of previous 
visual work (Zhao et al., 2013), it was easier to detect targets embedded within regularly 
repeating streams, demonstrating that regularity facilitates behavioural performance. 
However, if regularity (REG) is more distracting than randomness (RAND), this should be 
reflected by poorer target detection performance when either one of the sequences is REG. 
However, the results showed the contrary, indicating that REG itself is no more salient than 
RAND when they are presented in direct competition. 
If regular signals are indeed not salient, as Heilbron and Chait commented in their 
recent review, this “impl[ies] that under [predictive-coding] attention is an expression of 
precision-weighting, but precision-weighting does not (always) express as attention. While 
logically possible, this creates an awkward disconnect between neural responses and 
cognition and calls for a more principled approach to decide when precision-weighting is 
attentional or not” (Heilbron and Chait, 2017, p. 13). In other words, notwithstanding the fact 
that the precision-weighting based description of attention (Feldman and Friston, 2010) 
persuasively explains the reinforcement and gravitation towards regularities (Barascud et al., 
2016; Sohoglu and Chait, 2016; Southwell et al., 2017), a fundamental explicit expectation of 
this theory is directly refuted by experimental results (the present study and Southwell et al. 
2017): that regular signals should be highly salient. This suggests that further work would be 
greatly beneficial to verify and potentially reappraise the precision-weighting concept, at least 
in the auditory domain. Moreover, this discrepancy between these auditory results and 
previous visual findings (e.g. Kok et al. 2012; Zhao et al., 2013) remains unclear and 
unresolved, requiring further exploration of cross-modality comparisons, with particular focus 
on possible differences in the operating mechanism of auditory and visual attention. 
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8.3 Future work 
The studies comprising this PhD thesis raise a few questions for future research. 
8.3.1 Animal electrophysiological recording 
The present study uses pupillometry to index LC-NE activity. However, as discussed 
in Chapter 1, pupil dilation is an indirect indicator of LC-NE activity. Thus direct neuronal 
recordings from the LC would be desirable to confirm the findings of this study. Despite early 
animal studies using simple oddball paradigms, there is a lack of comprehensive verification 
of LC-NE activation by unexpected changes in rapid and complex stimuli, mostly as a result of 
shortcomings in archetypal experimental paradigms on unexpected uncertainty which involve 
complex decision-making that makes the training of animals very challenging. The advantage 
of the present paradigm is that the task is completely dissociated from the change; this study 
uses a gap detection task, which should be trainable in animals. 
Furthermore, the disconnect between cortical and pupillary data observed in previous 
MEG/EEG studies and the present study suggests a structural divergence when processing 
REG-RAND and RAND-REG. Thus single-neuron recording can become an efficacious 
complement to pupillometry and neuroimaging techniques, providing a better understanding 
of the neural network of the regularity encoding process. 
8.3.2 Human pharmacological manipulation 
Undoubtedly, direct recording in humans would be most advantageous to reveal the 
underlying structures and processes of unexpected change detection and to confirm the role 
of NE in these processes. However, the small size and problematic location of the LC in the 
human midbrain makes data from this type of human recording almost impossible. 
An alternative technique to directly confirm the role of NE in this process exploits 
pharmacological manipulation. There are three families of noradrenergic receptors, α1, α2 and 
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β, each having different distributions and effects. In general, excitatory effects are mediated 
by the α1, and β receptors and inhibitory effects by α2 receptors. Inhibition of LC neuronal 
activity can be achieved, for example, by activating α2 receptors with its agonist clonidine and 
blocking βreceptors with propranolol. As reviewed in Chapter 1, Marshall et al. (2016) observed 
prazosin (an inverse agonist for α1 receptors) selectively impaired the learning of uncertainty 
arising from changes in the environmental context. However, the results were not statistically 
stable, possibly due to noise in the behavioural measurements of response times. 
Marrying this pharmacological manipulation with the pupillometry and stimuli paradigm 
of the present study has the potential to create a greatly advantageous partnership. Firstly, this 
paradigm does not require participants to actively respond to changes, crucially lessening the 
experimental burden upon participants who may suffer the side effects of NE-affecting drugs 
(for example dizziness, drowsiness and other low arousal symptoms). Secondly, this paradigm 
is relatively easy to train and does not require an excessive number of trials, making the overall 
experiment short, which is particularly helpful when faced with experimental time constraints 
such as the effective duration of drug action. Furthermore, along with the additional benefit of 
unobtrusive passive measurement, pupillary measures can allow measurements of 
participants’ reactions to stimuli on a moment-by-moment basis even without any direct 
responses. 
8.3.3 Clinical populations 
The LC-NE system has been implicated in many psychiatric and neurodegenerative 
disorders. For instance, LC function is heavily impacted by the pathogenesis and symptoms 
of neurodegenerative disorders, including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease (Grudzien et 
al., 2007; Rommelfanger and Weinshenker, 2007; Weinshenker, 2008; Zarow et al., 2008); 
moreover, the degeneration of the LC may, in fact, contribute to some of these conditions, as 
many of those diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease display various LC-related neuropsychiatric 
manifestations, from disrupted sleep to depressive disorders (McNamara and Durso, 2006). 
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Importantly, the LC undergoes marked degeneration in the early stages of both Alzheimer’s 
disease (Weinshenker, 2008) and Parkinson’s disease (German et al., 1992). Thus, with 
consideration of the LC’s role in the above, how does degeneration of the LC affect the pupil 
responses observed in the present study? And if the pupillary effect is indeed very sensitive to 
degeneration of the LC, and considering the simplicity and robustness of this paradigm, could 
these stimuli be leveraged to help early diagnoses of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease? 
Recently, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has been associated with potentially 
abnormal activity in the LC-NE system. Some studies observe a diminished ability to 
distinguish repetition from novelty in adults with ASD (Ewbank et al., 2015; Gomot et al., 2011; 
Kleinhans et al., 2009), a finding also evident in electrophysiological studies: reduced 
mismatch negativity (Jeste et al., 2015) and P3 responses (Falck-Ytter and von Hofsten, 2011). 
Recently, using pupillometric measurements, Lawson et al. (2017) found the reduced surprise 
in ASD is caused by abnormal phasic NE activity when learning about uncertainty. This study 
used a probabilistic associative learning task (den Ouden et al., 2010), in which the probability 
of seeing a house or face image followed by a high or low tone varied over trials; consistent 
probabilities produce periods of stability with highly expected outcomes while fluctuating 
probabilities create volatility along with unexpected and surprising outcomes. From this, there 
were two main findings: Firstly, the differences in physiological responses between expected 
and unexpected trials were much smaller or non-existent in the participants with ASD, 
indicating reduced modulation of response times and error rates for unexpected outcomes, 
borne out by a lack of difference in phasic pupil dilation, while neurotypical individuals show 
significant increases to surprising outcomes. Secondly, there was a correlation between 
behavioural manifestations of surprise and symptom severity: the smaller the difference 
between unexpected and expected trials, the more severe the symptoms – a result replicated 
in a non-clinical group, advocating the development of tests involving the learning of 
uncertainties in sensory input to predict the progression of ASD. Compared to the probabilistic 
associative learning task of Lawson et al. (2017), the comparatively straightforward paradigm 
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of the present study can conduce advantages which minimise testing times and simplify 
instruction of the participants. 
Therefore, identifying the processes that detect and communicate changes in the 
external environment, along with the specific role of the LC-NE system in these processes, 
would be invaluable for both clinical diagnosis and scientific exploration. 
8.3.4 Pupil event rate analysis 
This study may be the first application of pupil event rate analysis in a human 
pupillometry study. In the present study, a deliberately wide window was used to compute the 
occurrences of pupil dilations and verify if the null-effect of RAND-REG could be attributed to 
delays in pupil dilation onsets. However, this window can be adjusted for future works 
depending on the purpose of the analysis; for example, a filter from analyses of neural firing 
rates (Dayan and Abbott, 2001) can be applied to compute a finer pupil-dilation-rate evolution, 
as evidenced by similar analysis for microsaccades featuring in Rolfs et al. (2008). In fact, this 
has been investigated in detail through another series of experiments conducted concurrently 
with the experiments of this thesis. 
Moreover, extracting pupil events also can provide an opportunity to investigate various 
pupil dynamics (including the onset, peak time, duration, amplitude and speed of dilation) on 
a trial-by-trial basis. This allows targeted investigation of an individual participant’s variations 
across pupil dynamics, and possibly allow linking of the individual variation in LC-NE activation 
with clinical situations in future work. This thus highlights a need to comprehensively 
investigate pupil dynamics at a single trial level, ideally combined with direct neural recording 
from the LC. 
Furthermore, this analysis provides opportunities to investigate different components 
of the pupil responses – pupil dilation and pupil constriction – separately and has potential to 
capture much finer changes which may be neglected by across-trial averaging methods, while 
playing a complementary role in the interpretation and understanding of pupillometric data. 
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8.3.5 Complexity and length of regular/random sequences 
The experiments in Chapter 5 manipulate the complexity of the regular sequences to 
investigate the effect of regularity length on the pupil response to the emergence of regularity 
(RAND-REG), observing that only the transition from a random sequence made of 20 different 
frequencies to a repeating tone sequence (RAND20-REG1) evoked a robust pupil dilation, 
which can have ascribed to the considerable contrast between randomness and repetition. 
Likewise, the complexity of RAND can also be engineered to determine if these pupil dilations 
evoked by a violation of randomness by repetition would disappear if the complexity of the 
RAND portion is progressively reduced: Would a transition from a two-tone random pattern to 
a single repeating tone (i.e. RAND2-REG1, e.g. ABBABAABABAAAAAAAAA) evoke pupil 
dilation? 
Another outstanding question relates to the memory processes involved in unexpected 
uncertainty processing. It is well-established that memory retrieval via contextual prompting is 
stimulated by NE-mediated interactions with various neurotransmitters and hormones in the 
hippocampus and amygdala (Sara, 2009); NE influence on working memory through 
suppression via α1 receptors and activation via α2 receptors (Ramos and Arnsten, 2007). This 
is an opportunity to investigate interactions between the sensitivity of the LC-NE system to 
unexpected uncertainty and the length of the time window in which the sensory information is 
weighted, by manipulating the length (and thus complexity) of the regularity cycle in REG-
RAND. In all REG-RAND stimuli used in the present study, the regularity cycle is consistently 
10 tones (500ms) long, as previous behavioural results (Barascud et al., 2016) found that when 
the regularity cycle stretches beyond 20, detection speed markedly lags behind an ideal 
observer, a consequence not unreasonably attributable to attention and memory constraints 
of human listeners. Then, would the robust pupil dilation evoked by REG-RAND disappear if 
the regular portion is extended (by increasing the number of tones and/or decreasing the 
stimulation rate)? If yes, where does the limit lie? 
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Overall, a deeper characterisation of the time-scales of regularity detection and its 
dependence on stimulation parameters such as probability, timing or complexity of the regular 
patterns is desirable to tie into the existing LC-NE literature. 
8.3.6 Relation with attention 
Lastly, an aspect, briefly reviewed in this study, involves the effect of attention on phasic 
NE activity by unexpected changes in the sensory input. 
It has been long proposed that the LC-NE system fulfils a vital function in the process 
of reorientation and targeting of attention in response to novelties which may be behaviourally 
significant and thus indispensable for deciding future actions. A possible initiator of this process 
is phasic NE activity (Bouret and Sara, 2005; Dayan and Yu, 2006), which leads to interactions 
between a bilateral dorsal frontoparietal network promoting objective-driven attention, and a 
right hemisphere-dominant ventral frontoparietal network for reaction-driven attention 
(Corbetta et al., 2008). From this, during periods dominated by one type of attention, the other 
is suppressed to avert reorientation of the focus of attention; for instance, during objective-
driven attention, the prefrontal cortex inhibits the ventral network to avoid distractions, by 
transmitting top-down signals that suppress tonic LC activity (Corbetta et al., 2008; Dayan and 
Yu, 2006). 
However, as alluded to by the experimental results of Chapter 7, the relationship 
between attention and the LC may be more complex than initially thought: there is the distinct 
possibility that phasic LC activity not only affects attention, but also largely depends on the 
object of attention. Unfortunately, due to limitations of the present study, whether the 
disappearance of the pupil responses to all changes observed in Chapter 7 was truly caused 
by attention remains unresolved. 
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8.4 Summary 
By using the eye as a window into the brain, this thesis presents a glimpse at how the 
human brain navigates through the river of information raging around us and how the brain 
changes accordingly. This thesis follows in the footsteps of preceding efforts to extend 
knowledge about the role of the noradrenergic neuromodulatory system in capturing the 
element of surprise hidden amongst the everchanging world. There are a plethora of exciting 
experimental and hypothetical questions that have been brought to light by this thesis. 
Although much more remains to be understood, the new paradigm introduced in this thesis 
might provide the means to answer these questions and extend our understanding about how 
the brain – especially the LC-noradrenergic system – processes unexpected contextual 
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